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Abstract of the thesis

During development, plant aerial organs are produced along the stems following stereotyped patterns. This so-called phyllotaxis is initiated at the shoot meristem, which contains the stem cell niche: organs are produced iteratively and their precise position is thought to depend on dynamic interactions with preexisting organs. These interactions would notably result from inhibitory fields generated by the polar transport of the plant hormone auxin. To investigate whether other factors than auxin regulate phyllotaxis, we studied the potential role of cytokinin signaling. We developed a new pipeline of methods based on statistics to analyze phyllotactic patterns. This approach allowed us to identify phyllotactic perturbations in mutants of the AHP6 (ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE PHOSPHOTRANSFER protein 6), an inhibitor of cytokinin signaling that suggested perturbations in the plastochron, the time between two organ initiations. This was further confirmed using confocal live-imaging. We demonstrated that AHP6 controls the regularity of the plastochron, and our results suggest that the defective phyllotaxis in *ahp6* is caused by concomitant initiations of two or three organs in the meristem. Interestingly, AHP6 is expressed in organs and the protein can move beyond these domains, generating cytokinin signaling inhibitory fields. To explore further the putative role of these secondary fields, we generated a mathematical model of phyllotaxis. This suggested that plastochron instabilities could be caused by noise affecting the threshold at which meristem cells are recruited into organs. Inhibitory fields generated by AHP6 could filter out the effect of noise by modifying the kinetics of early organ emergence. Consistently, the properties of AHP6 fields fit the model predictions and our experimental data show that AHP6 and cytokinin modulate auxin signaling during organ emergence. We thus propose a model in which auxin transport and signaling robustly control organ positioning but generates plastochron instabilities in noisy backgrounds. In this scenario cytokinin inhibitory fields would stabilize the rhythmicity of organ initiation, ensuring a robust coupling of space and time during pattern formation.

**Keywords:** phyllotaxis, shoot apical meristem, auxin-cytokinin crosstalk, *Arabidopsis*, inhibitory fields, noise and robustness, developmental pattern, dynamical system model, pattern analysis.
Introduction

Phyllotaxis: from old considerations to current questions
Figure 1: Phyllotaxis is the geometrical pattern made by plant organs around axes. Regular patterns of different types are generally present in the shoots of vascular plants. They are particularly conspicuous in compact botanical structures like the following: (A) a compound flower of a Daisy (Leucanthemum sp.), (B) a Pine cone, (C) an inflorescence of Brassica oleracea var. Botrytis, (D) an inflorescence of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. In all these examples, plants exhibit a spiral phyllotaxis, the most common arrangement found in nature.
**Phyllotaxis in Plants, a field for developmental biology and interdisciplinarity**

Phyllotaxis (from the Greek taxis= arrangement and Phyllo= leaf) refers to regular patterns made by the particular arrangement of similar elements of a plants around the main axes, like leaves, buds, flowers or floral organs (e.g. petals or stamens) (Cris Kuhlemeier 2007). Indeed, from grasses to trees, plants with very different architecture and growth habit share a same feature: the disposition of organs around stems is never random and display obvious regularities. Phyllotaxis is conspicuous in many plants, notably in compact parts where organs stay in close contact, like leaves in a rosette or flowers in inflorescences. The scales of pine cones or the seeds of sunflowers are famous examples of complex and highly organized phyllotaxis (figure 1). More generally, spikemosses, horsetails, ferns and even some mosses also produce organs with a spatial regularity, indicating that phyllotaxis is a very common feature of apical shoot growth in a large majority of embryophyta (figure 2). Importantly, a stem-cell containing tissue at the tip of axis is responsible for the permanent production of organs and their special arrangement. In seed plants where it is well conserved, this tissue is composed of thousands of undifferentiated cells and is called the shoot apical meristem (SAM)(figure 3)(Barton 2010; Ha et al. 2010).

Considering phyllotaxis, two major types of questions can be asked by a biologist, asking either for a causal or a functional explanation of the phenomenon. First, what mechanisms can generate such patterns in a living organism? To answer this question, research is devoted to decipher the mechanistic principles, to identify the cellular behaviors and to reconstruct molecular networks involved in the process. The second question is: why such a mode of development has evolved? This requires to trace the history of aerial plant patterns and to identify the particular events and the selection pressures that have participated to the evolution and spread of phyllotaxis among land plants.

As a developmental biologist, I worked during my PhD more on the “How” than the “Why”. However, these two questions are linked: some results concerning the developmental mechanisms may shed light on the evolution of such patterns.

Complex and organized patterns generated by living organisms are not specific to plants. They are very common in nature, especially in multi-cellular organisms. In the body of animals for example, the position of organ is not random, and the segmentation of the anterior-posterior axis is very regular in many species. However, plant patterns are very peculiar, because they are made of the repetition of similar units in a fractal arrangement and they are established dynamically. To this
Figure 2: Phyllotaxis is a feature shared by a vast majority of land plants. Different examples of plant species belonging to the main phylogenetic groups of land plants (Embryophyta) are shown, with a schematic phylogenetic tree indicating their evolutionary relationships, including two green plant sister groups. Phyllotaxis may have appeared early in the architecture of land plant shoots, since it is also present outside vascular plants, in some Bryophyta species.

(A) Araucaria sp., (B) Nymphaea adorata (Water lily) (C) Ephedra antisypophilica (D) Psilotum nudum (Whisk fern), (E) Equisetum pratense (Horsetail) (F) Cyatheales sp. (Tree fern)(G) Selaginella delicatula (Spikemosses) (H) Polytrichastrum formosum (Moss) (I) Chara sp. (J) Coleochaete
respect, phyllotaxis has been often compared with the regularity of crystals or proteins aggregates, and “phyllotactic-like patterns” have been also described outside botany, e.g. in polypeptide chains (Frey-Wyssling 1954), or in bubbles floating on a liquid free surface (Yoshikawa et al. 2010). Moreover, in physical experiments, phyllotactic-like spirals were observed in different contexts: in a flux lattice of a superconductor (Levitov 1991b), with ferromagnetic droplets moving in a magnetic field (Douady & Y Couder 1992), with rotating magnets (Nisoli et al. 2009), or with core/shell microstructures self-assembled by controlled cooling (C. Li et al. 2005). These observations as well as the geometrical regularity of phyllotaxis make phyllotaxis quite unique among biological patterns and this raises the question of the specificities and the common points of these patterns between plants and inorganic systems (Shipman et al. 2011). For those reasons, the study of phyllotaxis has attracted scientists from different disciplines, like botanists, biologists, mathematicians, physicists or computer scientists and the history of the research on phyllotaxis is made of significant contributions from both theoretical works and experimental approaches (Adler et al. 1997).

In this introduction, I will review some of the most important contributions to the understanding of phyllotaxis, coming from different disciplines and based on various approaches. In a first part, I will present how the phenomenon of phyllotaxis can be understood at a macroscopic scale, from its scientific description and characterization to the discovery of the rules and principles likely controlling organ spacing in a shoot apical meristem (SAM). In the second part, I will describe the multicellular nature of the SAM, and the complex genetic and signaling networks controlling its behavior. In the third part, I will detail the role of a key regulator of organogenesis and phyllotaxis: the phytohormone auxin. Finally, I will present how other factors may contribute to the formation of the pattern, like mechanical signaling and in particular other hormones. This last point will lead us to underline actual unresolved questions of the field and to precise the objective I have been following during my doctoral studies.
Figure 3: Shoot Apical Meristems (SAM) produce all the aerial part of seed plants. The model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana* is shown here. (A) Aerial part of a wild type plant of the columbia ecotype. The SAM is responsible for the production of rosette leaves and, after floral transition, for the production of the stem, cauline leaves, lateral meristems and flowers of the inflorescence. (B) Detail of an inflorescence, showing oldest flowers blooming outwards and the highly organized phyllotaxy. (C) Dissected meristem: older flowers have been removed to let appear the SAM surrounded by very young floral buds. In those latter, emerging sepals can be seen, which fully cover the floral meristem of the oldest floral on this picture. Adapted from Vernoux *et al*, 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distichous</th>
<th>Spiral</th>
<th>Whorled</th>
<th>Decussate</th>
<th>Multijugate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$j=1, \alpha=180^\circ$</td>
<td>$j=1, \alpha=137,5^\circ$</td>
<td>$j=4, \alpha=45^\circ$</td>
<td>$j=2, \alpha=90^\circ$</td>
<td>$j=2, \alpha=68,8^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Major types of phyllotaxis. This classification takes into account the jugacy (j, the number of organs inserted on the same node in the stem) and the divergence angle ($\alpha$) between organs in successive nodes. The multijugate type can be seen as a combination of whorled and spiral types and the decussate type as a particular case of multijugate phyllotaxis.
I. Phyllotaxis at a macroscopic scale: interactions between organs in the SAM

I.1. Describing phyllotaxis: the mathematical beauty of plants

A rapid examination of different plants shows that different phyllotactic patterns exist in nature. They are usually classified in 4 different types,(Cris Kuhlemeier 2007; B. Lee, Yu, et al. 2009) depending on the number of organ inserted at each node (termed jugacy) and the divergence angle between organs: distichous, spiral, whorled and multijugate, a mixture of whorls and spirals (figure 4 and figure 5). A first intriguing fact of phyllotaxis is that only this restricted set of arrangement exists among all the universe of possible regular patterns (Hotton et al. 2006). Moreover, spiral phyllotaxis is the most common arrangement (table1, A).

Changes in phyllotaxis are also often observed in the same plant, at different phases of growth. In dicots for example, the small embryo has two opposite cotyledons. Then, the developing seedling often starts with a decussate phyllotaxis (sets of two opposed leaves turn of 90° at each node, figure 4) and then makes rapidly a transition to spiral phyllotaxis, like in Arabidopsis (Cris Kuhlemeier 2007). In other species, the change in phyllotaxis is correlated to the transition from the vegetative to the reproductive phase: instead of leaves, the SAM produce flowers with a different phyllotaxis. (Meizenheimer 1982; Meizenheimer 1998; D Kwiatkowska 1995; Dorota Kwiatkowska 2008; D Kwiatkowska & Florek-Marwitz 1999; Meizenheimer & ZAGORSKAMAREK 1989). Finally, flowers which are meristems with a determinate growth, also have a typical phyllotaxis: most of the time, floral organs are inserted on whorls. Hence, a great diversity of phyllotaxis can be produced depending on the type of meristems and its developmental stage. A major challenge is to identify what genetic, developmental or environmental parameters in the SAM can control the type of the pattern.

To further characterize phyllotactic patterns, other quantitative parameters have been introduced in addition to the jugacy and the divergence angle: the plastochron ratio (F. Richards 1951)(the ratio between the distances to the axis center of two consecutive primordia) and the number of contact parasticichies (figure 5). Contact Parasticichies are spirals that catch the eye in densely packed structures: they are made by joining the closest organs and they define two sets of spirals, turning either clockwise or anti-clockwise. The pair (i,j) counting the number of spirals in each direction
Relative Frequencies of Phyllotactic patterns in Dicots-
Results from different surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Spiral and multijugate</th>
<th>Whorled exclusively</th>
<th>Mixture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson in Meichenheimer, 1998</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>50.6 %</td>
<td>14.7 %</td>
<td>34.7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** The survey (A) includes all kind of vascular plants while the surveys in (B) are only restricted to species having a spiral phyllotaxis.

**Figure 5:** Definition of some parameters used in the description and quantification of phyllotaxis. Organs are numbered according to their order of apparition, the younger \( \alpha \) is the divergence angle between successive organs (placed in two different nodes). In regular phyllotaxis, it stays constant at each iteration. \( R_n \) is the distance between the center of the meristem and the center of the organ \( n \). \( a = R_n / R_{n+1} \) is Richard's plastochron ratio. \( \alpha \) and \( a \) are thus sufficient to position a new organ (called primordium) appearing in the structure. The blue and red spirals linking the organs in direct contact are called contact parastichies. Two sets of parastichies exist: one winding to the left, the other to the right. The couple \((i,j)\) of parastichies in each set is the parastichy number. For \((i,j)\) parastichy number, the nearest neighbors of a new primordium \( n \) are \((n+i)\) and \((n+j)\). In Fibonacci spiral, the number of spirals in these two sets are two consecutive numbers of the Fibonacci series. In this example, 3 parastichies turn to the right (blue) and 5 to the left (red), defining a \((3,5)\) Fibonacci spiral.
defines the parastichy numbers. Studying the geometry of phyllotactic patterns, many scientists revealed puzzling mathematical properties hidden in these parameters.

Particular numbers seem to be linked to the description of contact parastichies and divergence angle: the numbers of the Fibonacci sequence and the golden angle, $137.5^\circ$, that derives from it. Described first in the 13th century by the Italian mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci, this infinite series is defined as follows: it begins with 0 and 1 and each new term is the sum of the two preceding ones. The sequence is thus $<1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,...>$ and the ratio of two consecutive terms $2/1, 3/2, 5/3,...$ tends to a fixed limit $\tau=\sqrt{5+1}/2$, the golden number. The golden angle $137.5^\circ$ is obtained by sectioning a circle according to the golden number (given the formula $360-(2-\tau)$). In the vast majority of plant with a spiral phyllotaxis, the measure of divergence angle gives a similar value which is very close to the golden angle. The reference to the golden angle was first found by expressing the divergence angle as a fraction of a turn (Schimper 1830). Consider a stem of a plant with leaves arranged in spiral, pick up one leaf and find the leaf directly above it, when looking from the top: the mean divergence angle is the ratio between the total rotation in degree around the stem in the ascent from the lower leaf to the upper (several turns can be done) and the number of leaves inserted in between (figure 6). For most plants, the divergence angle in ratio will be a fraction of 2 alternate terms of the Fibonacci sequence: $1/2, 1/3, 2/5, 3/8$, etc. However, in real plants, two leaves are never exactly one above the other. Expressing divergence angle as rational numbers could thus appear arbitrary. Yet, the Fibonacci sequence is also present in the parastichy number. Indeed, the numbers of parastichies winding either to the left or to the right are generally two consecutive terms of the sequence (A. Braun 1831; A. Braun 1835). Using lattices, a mathematical representation made of helices on a cylinder or of spirals on a disk, it can be demonstrated that when contact parastichies are Fibonacci numbers, the divergence angle is close to the golden angle and rapidly converges to it as the number of parastichies increases (L. Bravais & A. Bravais 1837). Moreover, other spiral arrangements have been described with similar properties. The Lucas spirals have parastichy number belonging to the sequence $<1,3,4,7,11 ...>$, a Fibonacci-like sequence with starting terms 1 and 3, and a divergence angle converging towards $99^\circ30$. Another divergence angle of $77^\circ57$ corresponds to the sequence $<1,4,5,9,14 ...>$. Surveys among spiral phyllotaxis indicate that Fibonacci spirals are the most frequent (table 1B). Interestingly, in the same species (e.g. the sunflower, table 1B), various types of spirals can coexist, but Fibonacci spirals are still the most common. This suggests that a mechanism of similar nature is able to
**Figure 6:** Expressing the divergence angle as fraction of a turn. In this example, the divergence angle $\alpha$ is $1/3$ of a turn.

**Figure 7:** Functional zonation of the shoot apical meristem. Longitudinal section of an inflorescence meristem of *Arabidopsis thaliana*. At the meristem summit the central zone (CZ) contains the stem cells, whereas primordia are initiated as initium (I) in the peripheral zone (PZ). The rib zone (RZ) produces the internal part of the stem. Adapted from Vernoux *et al*, 2010.
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generate these different patterns, and that some parameters of plant growth favor the Fibonacci arrangements.

The description of phyllotaxis using mathematical laws has been a point of debate for decades. Presented as the design of god before Darwin, the existence of the golden angle and Fibonacci numbers was hard to explain after the elaboration of the evolution theory. Many biologists considered that it was nothing but an irreducible subjectivity and that their use was meaningless for understanding phyllotaxis (J. Sachs 1882). Of course, these works do not provide any explanations for the generation of phyllotaxis. However, they were very helpful for classifying and characterizing phyllotactic patterns and they point out interesting properties of phyllotaxis. Thus, they have motivated an important community of scientists to study phyllotaxis and influenced both theoretical and experimental research.

1.2. Experiments in Phyllotaxis: the model of inhibitory fields in the shoot apical meristem

To understand the ontogeny of phyllotaxis, it is necessary to look more closely to the place where organogenesis takes place: the shoot apical meristem (SAM). This dome-shaped tissue is composed of self-renewing stem cells at the center (figure 7). Bulges called primordia (P) emerge in a stereotypical manner and develop into lateral organs (leaves or flowers for example). A Primordium first appear as a small bump of cells called initium (I), located adjacent to the central stem cell domain, in the so-called peripheral zone. Observing a large number of different meristems, Hofmeister (1868) formulated this phenomenological rule: new primordia appear periodically at the periphery of the meristem in the largest gap between the edges of older primordia. This rule suggests that the position of a new organ depends on interactions with the primordia already there. In mechanistic terms, each primordium would be the source of an inhibitory field that prevents the formation of another organ nearby. Very early, two different natures have been postulated for those fields: they could be either biophysical (Schwendener 1878; Delpino 1883; Airy 1873; P. Green et al. 1996) or chemical (Schoute 1913; F. Richards 1948; Wardlaw 1949b; Wardlaw 1949a).

According to this hypothesis, eliminating a primordium in a meristem should modify the positioning of younger neighbor primordia. To test this, Snow and Snow (1932; 1933) initiated a series of microsurgery experiments in meristems: they isolated a primordium or an initium from the
Figure 8: Experimenting phyllotaxis by microsurgery on meristems. (A-B) Isolation of primordia by tangential incisions (Snow and Snow). (A) Drawing of L. albus. (B) Isolation of P1 results in a shift of the development site of i2 towards P1 (red arrow). (C-D) Surgical ablation of initium site (Wardlaw). (C) Picture of the fern D. dilatata. (D) After i1 ablation, i4 develops closer to the ablated site (red arrow). (E-F) Laser ablation of initium site in tomato (Reinhardt). The black arrowhead points to the ablated site. Photographs are taken 1 day (1) and 3 days (2) after ablation. (E) A new initium (I1*) forms just adjacent to the ablated region, resulting in a altered I1*-I2 divergence angle (smaller in the example of the picture).(F) I1* initiates at ectopic positions between I1 and I2, resulting in a reversal of the phyllotactic spiral from an anti-clockwise (back arrows in 1) to a clockwise direction (red arrow in 2). Expected site of i2 in picture 1 is indicated by a dashed red circle. The first situation (E) was observed in 50% of cases, the second (F) in 12% of cases. Pictures adapted from Reinhardt et al, 2003.
remainder of the meristem through tangential incisions in *Lupinus albus* (figure 8A,B). They let the plant grow for 3 to 5 weeks, and then observed divergence angles between newly initiated leaves. *Lupinus* have a spiral phyllotaxis of low order (2,3 parastichies). Direct neighbors of an organ n are thus n+2 and n+3 (the 2nd and 3rd organ produced after the organ n), but in this small meristem, n+1 is also close. They always observed that the n+1 was initiated at its expected position, whereas n+2 was displaced towards the isolated organ. This supports the idea that the position of incipient primordia is not prefixed and depends on positional information given by direct neighbors: organs repel the formations of younger organs away from their close vicinity. After the perturbation, the pattern returns quickly to normal divergence angles after a few plastochron (the plastochron is the time separating two organ initiations). This also highlights the robustness of phyllotaxis. Recently, Reinhardt (2005) reproduced these experiments on tomato: this time, they monitor the apparition of new primordia directly in the meristem, just after surgery, to control that the site of initiation was effectively displaced. They confirmed the results of Snow and Snow, demonstrating that organ repositioning was not due to late wounding effects and post-meristematic growth. Tomato has the same (2,3) spiral phyllotaxis as *Lupinus*. However, Wardlaw (1949a) also obtain similar results in a fern, *Dryopteris dilatata*, with a (3,5) spiral phylloxaxis (figure 8C,D): surgically removing I1 led to the displacement of I4 (n+3) towards I1. This shows that the positioning of organ through local interactions with direct neighbors seems to be conserved among vascular plants with different order of the Fibonacci spiral. Reinhardt (2005) also performed precise ablations of incipient I1 using infrared laser beam in tomato (Reinhardt et al. 2005). This modern technique limits the damage of the meristem and let more space in the peripheral zone for new organ initiation. Most of time, a new initium (I1*) arises just adjacent to the ablated region (figure 8E). This is in agreement with the idea that the ablated I1 was inhibiting organogenesis around. After this perturbation, other initia are positioned normally and the spiral restores quickly with normal divergence angles. In some cases, I1* is displaced further away from ablated I1: this time I2 is also misplaced and a new spiral starts in the opposite direction (figure 8F). This observation again demonstrates the stability of spiral phyllotaxis, which can restore once the initial disturbances are overcome.

These first experiments brought convincing data concerning the existence of local interactions between primordia. Another question concerned the periodicity of organ formation: is the plastochron fixed by unknown independent factors or does it emerge from the dynamic interactions between primordia? It is hard to perturb experimentally the plastochron. Yet, Snow and Snow indirectly did it in a microsurgery experiments on *Epibolium* hirsutum (figure 9)(M. Snow & R.
Figure 9: Switch from a decussate to a spiral phyllotaxis induced by microsurgery (Snow and Snow, 1935). A normal decussate apex of *Epilobium hirsutum* was slitted diagonally along the arrow. Later, the two regenerating halves formed independent meristems which started a spiral phyllotaxis. Adapted from Snow and Snow, 1935.
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Snow 1935). This plant has a decussate phyllotaxis: this means that two organs form at the same
time (null plastochron) and the next two are initiated one plastochron later. Snow and Snow slitted
diagonally the SAM in two halves, by breaking the symmetry imposed by two opposed leaves in a
node. Surprisingly, they observed that each part recover as an independent SAM with a spiral
phyllotaxis, where only one organ emerges at a time. This suggests that the plastochron is not fixed
in a meristem and that the periodicity of organ initiation emerge from the interaction between
organs. Moreover, these dynamic interactions may not be constrained by the identity of the
meristem (its genetics, its structure, etc.), because the same meristem can produce different patterns
after this microsurgical manipulation. Here, the switch between decussate and spiral phyllotaxis was
attributed to a change in the initial symmetry (see later the results from modeling, I.3). This with
other data (RICHARDS 1951) led them to propose a new rule for phyllotaxis: an new organ simply
initiates in the peripheral zone where and when a sufficient space is available for its formation.

Altogether, these experiments strongly support the model of lateral inhibition for organogenesis
and the control of phyllotaxis. However, these interactions are only local and they do not explain
how complex regular patterns can be created at higher scale, like in a whole inflorescence. A
holistic mechanism controlling the global pattern is though hard to conceive. Could the phyllotaxis
simply be an emergent property of the local interactions between nascent organs? This is typically
the definition a complex system: it is composed of a set of entities interacting together with simple
rules and on the whole, it exhibits properties that are not obvious from the properties of the
individual parts. However, the emergent behaviors are not obvious, especially when interactions
between entities are not linear. Abstract and computational modeling are then very efficient tools to
explore the possible outputs of such systems.

I.3. Modeling Phyllotaxis: a dynamic self-iterative process of
pattern formation

I.3.1. Understanding the properties of phyllotaxis by theoretical models

Given our previous considerations (I.1 and I.2), relevant models of phyllotaxis should reproduce the
following properties observed for phyllotaxis:

• Organ positioning generates geometric regular arrangements
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- Only a restricted set of regular arrangement exists in nature
- Among them, Fibonacci spirals are the most common
- Patterns can arise de novo, from radially symmetric embryo or from new meristems (such as axillary shoot meristems or flowers)
- Patterns must propagate stably during development
- Transition between patterns are frequent, especially between decussate and spiral
- The pattern is robust and can recover from small perturbations

A model however would never be a definite proof that the mechanism implemented is true. Thus, models are often used as a test for particular mechanisms. More generally, they can be used to determine what characteristics of a system are necessary and/or sufficient to reproduce the expected behavior, even if the precise microscopic mechanism is unknown. To this purpose, abstract models are attracting, because they do not require precise cellular and molecular parameters which are most of time not available. Besides, their conclusions can be powerful, since they point out general characteristics compatible with a wide range of microscopic mechanisms. However, they should be interpretable in biological terms so as to provide predictions and fuel further experiments. A fine balance must thus be found between abstraction and realism in models.

Many theoretical models of phyllotaxis have been elaborated since the beginning of the 20th century (Adler et al. 1997). They are all deterministic and can be interpreted as attempts to model self-organization from interacting primordia. What can we learn from them? First, they all reproduce at least some phyllotactic patterns observed in nature, notably Fibonacci spirals. Second, dynamical system models demonstrated that the patterns can be maintained over several iterations. Third, they often provide mathematical formula correlating the different phyllotactic parameters. This suggests important control parameters of phyllotaxis that could be biologically regulated. Four, their important contribution is to suggest possible mechanisms, by implementing different abstract principles coming from geometry, mathematics and physics. We can notably cite models based on basic assumptions like piling of a surface with solids of finite size (Iterson 1907), maximization of the minimum distance between primordia (Adler 1974), minimization of an entropy-like function under some constraints (Jean 1994) maximization of the energy of repulsion (Levitov 1991a; Levitov 1991b) or principle of minimal energy (Douady & Y Couder 1992). However, the principles tested are sometimes hard to translate into biological reality. Biologists expect some rules compatibles with the experimental conclusions of Hofmeister or Snow and Snow. To implement
**Figure 10:** Modeling Phyllotaxis as a physical dynamical system (Douady and Couder, 1992). (A) Sketch of the experimental apparatus. Drops of ferrofluid are used to simulate the primordia. The drops fall with a tunable periodicity T at the centre of a horizontal teflon dish. The vertical magnetic field H is created by two coils in the Helmoltz position. The dipoles are radially advected with velocity V by the magnetic field gradient (controlled by the currents I_1 and I_2 in the two coils). The drops ultimately fall into a deep ditch at the periphery, designed to prevent accumulation. (B) Photograph of an experimental pattern. The drops are visible as dark dots. The tube for the ferrofluid supply partially hides the central truncated cone. The drops are numbered in their order of formation. From Douady S. and Couder Y., 1996a.

**Figure 11:** Modeling organ interactions in meristems (Douady and Couder, 1996). (A) The meristem shape is simplified into a paraboloid. The peripheral zone where organs are initiated is approximated by the cone tangent to the apex at this level. The central non-organogenetic domain (yellow) is characterized by its radius R. Each primordium emits a repulsive energy (red circle). This energy decreases with distance and the repulsive field is characterized by d, the distance from the organ center where the energy no longer inhibits organogenesis. The parameter N depends on the geometry of the apex (1/N is called the conicity). (B) Top view of a meristem (1/N=1, all fields are circular). The repulsive energies from different organs can be added in the peripheral zone. i indicates the place where the next initium will form. (C) Phyllotactic patterns generated by the model depend on the control parameter $\Gamma$. 

\[
\Gamma = \frac{d}{R \times \sqrt{N}}
\]
these rules in models, approaches based on dynamical systems are pertinent (Hotton et al. 2006). First, they mimic the sequential production of organs (one or several at each step). Second, a deterministic rule governs the position of the new primordium/primordia appearing at each iteration: it can thus be chosen to implement inhibitory fields. Choosing a geometry of the system similar to a growing apex could also be instructive. Modeling dynamical systems requires computing power and these approaches only begun to be used for phyllotaxis in the 80's, and has really been developed during the last two decades e.g. (Williams & Brittain 1984; Schwabe & Clewer 1984; Kunz 1997; Koch et al. 1998; d’ Ovidio & Mosekilde 2000; Atela et al. 2002; Hotton et al. 2006). Among those, the work of Douady and Couder (DOUADY & COUDER 1992; Douady & Couder 1996a; Douady & Couder 1996b; Douady & Couder 1996c) is a landmark and it is sometimes considered as a new paradigm in the study of phyllotaxis (Shipman & Newell 2005). We will next detail their work to illustrate how meaningful and instrumental such an approach can be.

I.3.2. The model of phyllotaxis proposed by Douady and Couder supports the inhibitory fields theory of Snow and Snow.

Douady and Couder focused on the dynamics of the process per se. They thus simplified phyllotaxis to a system with iterative apparition of new elements of finite size, representing primordia, in an axisymmetric circular structure, representing the meristem. Old primordia move radially outward with time, this movement representing growth. They then translated in their model either the rule of a fixed plastochron (that they called the Hofmeister rule, (Douady & Y Couder 1996a) or the rule of non-fixed periodicity (based on Snow and Snow hypothesis, (Douady & Y Couder 1996b) to determine how new organs appear at each iteration. In the Hofmeister rule, primordia arise at a fixed period of time in the largest space available at the apex periphery. The Snow and Snow rule postulates that a new primordium appears where and when the minimal space for primordium is available in the peripheral zone. In both assumptions, the position of a new primordium depends on the space left by the previous ones. This interaction was modeled by repulsive fields surrounding each primordium. A key aspect is that the postulated form of this inhibitory field is compatible with experimental studies and is sufficiently general to be explained by various biological mechanisms. Douady and Couder tested their hypotheses by two methods. First, they used an ingenious physical experiment (Douady & Y Couder 1992; Douady & Y Couder 1996a)(figure 10): they periodically deposited droplets of a ferromagnetic fluid at the center of a
Figure 12: Phase diagram of phyllotaxis explained by the control parameter $\Gamma$ (Douady and Couder, 1996c). The value of the divergence angle $\phi$ depends on the value of the parameter $\Gamma$. The different region correspond to the existence and co-existence) of different types of phyllotaxis. The Fibonacci branch is continuous in this diagram and converges to the golden angle with successive higher order. Numbers in brackets indicate the number of contact parastichies.
plate submitted to a magnetic field. Each drop, representing a primordium, repels other drops and is also advected to the periphery of the plate by the magnetic field. By imposing the periodicity of the fall of drops, they simulated the Hofmeister's hypothesis. Second, they extended their study with numerical simulations to test both hypotheses (figure 11).

A key result is that they obtained in each case realistic phyllotactic patterns, demonstrating that both hypotheses were sufficient to create a regular self-organization. Because of its design, the model they used to simulate the Hofmeister rule could not give whorled or multijugate arrangements (since only one organ can be made at a time). However, they discover that periodicity could emerge from the dynamics of the system, as postulated by Snow and Snow. The implemented “Snow and Snow” hypothesis could indeed generate all phyllotactic modes, and only these arrangements, as expected for a relevant model. Their model can generate de novo patterns or propagate them, and is also robust to small perturbations. From their study, we can conclude that this parsimonious hypothesis is a plausible minimal rule for self-iterative dynamical systems to produce phyllotactic patterns. In other words, if a primordium appears in the peripheral zone when and where the sum of the inhibitory fields of older primordia is below a certain threshold, phyllotactic patterns with global geometry can arise spontaneously from these local interactions.

I.3.3. The lessons from the model: answers, predictions and limits

Apart from the validation of inhibitory fields as a plausible ontogenic principle for phyllotaxis, their study gave also significant results meaningful for a better understanding of the principles underlying the dynamics of phyllotaxis. This can be simply summarized by a phase diagram where all phyllotactic modes (identified by the divergence angle $\phi$ in this diagram) are function of a unique control parameter, $\Gamma$ (figure 12). This phase diagram, first obtained by van Iterson (1907), is now a common result of all deterministic modeling of phyllotaxis (Barabé 2006). In the work of Douady and Couder, $\Gamma$ is a dimensionless parameter given by $\Gamma=\frac{d}{\sqrt{N}}$, where $d$ represents the size of the inhibitory field of a primordium, $N$ the conicity of the meristem and $R$ the size of a central domain where no organ can be initiated (figure 11). Biologically, this domain encompasses the stem cells zone where no organogenesis occurs. The measure of $\Gamma$ is not really accessible on plants: the actual size of the inhibitory field is unknown and $R$ is also hard to determine. However, it can be shown that $\Gamma=\ln(a)$, where $a$ is the plastochron ratio, which can be measured on plants (F. Richards 1951; Barabé et al. 2009). As a result, phase diagrams provides a link between
Figure 13: Geometrical scheme explaining transitions of phyllotaxis in the Fibonacci branch upon decrease of parameter $\Gamma$. (A) Transition from a (3,5) phyllotaxis to a (5,8) phyllotaxis. The blue organ become closer to the initium $i$, defining new direct neighbors and new parastichies. (B) Generalization to the transition of a Fibonacci spiral of order $(m,n)$ to order $(n, m+n)$. 
observations and models, and here the parameter $\Gamma$ suggest to study particular biological parameters and processes.

The first lesson is that the topology of the meristem, namely an axisymmetric meristem with a peripheral organogenetic zone surrounding a central non organogenetic domain is important for the generation of phyllotactic patterns. Second, in the diagram, the lower $\Gamma$ is, the higher the phyllotactic mode (with numerous contact parasticichies). In nature, this correlation is indeed observed: plants with a big meristem compared to the size of organ have also higher order phyllotaxis, as seen for example in the sunflower capitulum.

But why are Fibonacci spirals so common in nature?. In plants, measures of plastochron ratio or just meristem size suggest that $\Gamma$ changes at different phases of growth: it generally decreases when the seedling produces its first leaves, or at the onset of the vegetative to reproductive transition. Many studies showed that these changes in the SAM size correlate with changes in phyllotaxis e.g. (Meienheimer 1982; Meienheimer 1998). It can also shrink later, at the end of the reproductive phase (e.g. sunflower). Thus, transition between patterns in a same plant could be due to the evolution of $\Gamma$ during development. In the phase diagram $\Gamma$ can follow different branch upon decrease. However, only one branch is continuous, and it contains the Fibonacci spirals (figure 12). It can be rigorously demonstrated that in theory, transitions are more likely to occur among continuous branches of the phase diagram (Atela et al. 2002), but this property can be explained simply by geometrical diagrams (Douady & Y Couder 1996a)(figure 13). Indeed, this continuity is due to geometric relationships of neighborhood at the periphery of the apex: as $\Gamma$ decreases, old primordia in the periphery are packed, creating new distances between primordia. In a spiral Fibonacci with $(m,n)$ parasticichies, the newly formed initial $i$ is closer to organs $(i-m)$ and $(i-n)$ before $\Gamma$ change, and gets closer to $(i-n)$ and $(i-(m+n))$ after $\Gamma$ change (figure 13). The presence of older parasticichies thus constrains the system to stay on the same branch. Since all seedlings start with high value of $\Gamma$, this would explain the prevalence of Fibonacci spirals in plants.

How can we then explain other arrangements? In the diagram, for a given value of $\Gamma$, different arrangements are possible in addition to Fibonacci spirals. To understand the selection of a pattern, Douady and Couder identified three factors: compactness of the structure, initial conditions and temporal evolution of $\Gamma$, governed by the ontogeny of the plant. They first show that, the most compact structure tends to be selected at steady regimes for a given $\Gamma$. They predict that higher conicity of the apex can thus explain decussate or whorled phyllotaxis instead of spiral modes for identical $\Gamma$, because it increases the compactness. However, steady regimes sometimes require
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several hundred of iterations before reaching the most stable arrangements. In Plants, unstable modes could still exist as transients, because only a limited number of organs are produced over plant lifespan. Moreover, the actual phyllotaxis of a plant is greatly influenced by the initial disposition of organs and the evolution law of $\Gamma$. In their model, a quick decrease of $\Gamma$ could promote the transition towards less frequent branches of the diagram, such as the branch of Lucas spirals. Once on this branch, the system stays on it even upon further decrease of $\Gamma$. To test all these predictions, Couder (1998) studied naturally grown sunflowers: he observed that phyllotaxis of leaves around stem is always is of the same type (Fibonacci, Lucas or multijugate) as the phyllotaxis of the capitulum, albeit with less parastichies. This confirms that during the formation of the capitulum and the concomitant decrease of $\Gamma$, the organization of phyllotaxis stayed on the same branch. Moreover, he also observed alternative phyllotaxis (Lucas, bijugate or trimerous phyllotaxies), at low frequencies (table 1B). Trying to reproduce \textit{in silico} these alternative patterns using the dynamical system model previously elaborated, he only obtained them for a narrow range of parameters concerning the evolution of $\Gamma$, which could explain that they are very rare in nature.

This theoretical work has thus brought significant responses to many questions concerning phyllotaxis. However, some peculiar biological patterns like the ridges and planforms of some cacti cannot be explained by the model (Shipman & Newell 2005). Besides, the authors mainly focused on regular patterns. Although they mention irregular patterns, as those encountered in some plant species, e.g. in magnolia flower (Zagorska-Marek 1994) or in mutant plants (Golz & Andrew Hudson 2002; Barabé 2006), they did not study them in particular. For this reason, Douady and Couder’s model cannot be considered as universal. However, it still provides a rich framework to further explore the biology of the phenomenon. Indeed, this model does not identify the underlying physiological processes governing phyllotaxis, but it indicates some rules any candidate mechanism should be compatible with. We list here some biological questions opened by this work:

- In meristem, development of primordia is continuous and not discrete as in the model. However the tissue is segmented by discrete cells. How do these parameters alter the dynamics of the model?
- The emergence of organs, by mobilizing cells from the peripheral zone adjacent to the central domain, modifies continuously the geometry of the apex. How is maintained the stability of the central zone over time? How is controlled the stability of meristem shape (the conicity is predicted to be important by the model)? These questions emphasize that
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Unlike simplified models, the whole meristem structure is self-organized, and not only the positioning of organs.

➢ What is the mechanism controlling the apparition of primordia?
➢ What is the nature of the inhibition between neighboring primordia?

To understand the nature of phyllotaxis at a microscopic scale, it is thus necessary to know the cellular organization of the SAM and to explore the main genetic and developmental regulations controlling its structure, organization and homeostasis. If phyllotaxis emerges from interactions between organs, organs are themselves composed of many cells. The next step is then to analyze how the cells located in different part of the SAM communicate and interact to create a regular pattern and to generate organ interactions. The following sections (II, III and IV) are adapted from a recent review article I wrote under the supervision of T. Vernoux and O. Hamant (Bessonard et al. 2011).
Figure 14: Structural and functional organization of the SAM in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. (A) Longitudinal section of a paraffin-embedded WT SAM of the plant model *Arabidopsis thaliana*, showing an in situ hybridization of the CLV3 gene. (B) Structural zonation of the SAM, CZ central zone, PZ peripheral zone, P primordium, I Initium, L1–L3 cellular layers. (C) Spatial variations of cell cycle rate in the SAM. (D) Genetic zonation of the SAM. (E) Putative distribution for the three hormones auxin, cytokinin, and gibberellins in the SAM. (F) Mechanical stresses in the SAM. The models predict that the L1 is under tension and internal tissues are under compression. Anisotropy of stress varies across the L1 layer; arrows indicate relative strength (by size) and direction of stress anisotropy in different subdomains (see text for details).
II. The SAM at a microscopic scale: signaling in a multicellular object

II.1. Morphogenesis at the SAM: highly dynamic cells produce a stable structure

The structure and function of the SAM have been extensively described (Lyndon 1998; Steeves & Sussex 1989; Traas & Doonan 2001; Ha et al. 2010) and here, we will simply summarize its main features from a morphogenetic perspective.

Different species produces leaves or flowers of very different shape. Even within a given species, the SAM can produce very different organs, depending on the phase of its life cycle, from leaves with various shapes during the vegetative phase, to flowers during the reproductive phase. However, all SAMs in higher plants share a stereotypical common structure: a central often dome-shaped domain surrounded by several emerging organs (figure, 7 and 14A-B). Cells in the meristem proper are considered as undifferentiated, because of a smaller size, a reduced vacuole and an active mitotic cycle. The tissue structure is nonetheless highly organized in the SAM: the outermost cells define one or several continuous surface layers, called the tunica, covering internal tissue, referred as the corpus. These external layers, numbered from the periphery L1 and L2, maintained themselves as sheets thanks to preferential anticlinal cell divisions (figure 14B). Chimera analyses have shown that daughter cells generally remain within the same layer as their mother (Szymkowiak & I. Sussex 1996). Notably, the L1 layer never loses its organization and generates the epidermis of all the aerial part of the plant. The L2 layer usually looses its planar organization at sites of organogenesis due to random directions in cell division planes. In the corpus (also called L3), cell division planes are more random as well.

Mapping the cell division rates in the meristem revealed that a partitioning into functional zones is superimposed to this layered organization (figure 14B-C). First, at the meristem summit, a group of slowly dividing cells defines the central zone (CZ) and ensures meristem maintenance. The CZ contains the stable long-lived stem cells, from which all shoot tissues are ultimately derived after germination, and extends through the tunica layers down to the upper part of the corpus. The CZ is surrounded by stem cell daughters, which are progressively displaced away from the center by the
continuous growth of the structure. Consecutively, these cells enter the peripheral zone (PZ) where organogenesis occurs. In that domain, a restricted number of founder cells considerably increase their proliferation and elongation rate, allowing the formation of the organ primordium. Cells surrounding the primordium adopt a much lower growth rate and a strong anisotropy: they will establish a boundary between the new organ and the meristem. Note that in the ring-shape PZ, only a small subset of cells becomes founder cells. Thus, only a defined number of primordia can arise at the same time, in a precise position, according to the phyllotaxis. Finally, the rib zone is located below the CZ and cells entering this zone produce all the tissues of the stem.

Therefore, despite the dynamics of cell behavior within the SAM, this structure exhibits a remarkably stable organization with well-defined positional information. The SAM is patterned in subdomains of different identities and behaviors, such as the central and the peripheral zone. As mentioned before, this is of great importance for the formation of phyllotactic arrangements. This patterning of the SAM and its homeostasis largely rely on genetic regulations.

II.2. Patterning of the SAM is under genetic control

To investigate the genes underlying the meristem activity, mutants of various model species (mainly Arabidopsis thaliana) have been screened for defects in stem cell maintenance, organ initiation, outgrowth, and polarity. Most of these mutants are impaired in transcriptional regulators that are highly conserved in angiosperms. Their expression patterns are often correlated with the histological zonation presented above. In addition, some also define several important functional subdomains. Here, we only describe the main genes characterized in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (figure 14D).

The integrity of the stem niche relies on an organizing center located below the stem cells and defined by cells expressing the homeobox transcription factor WUSCHEL (T Laux et al. 1996). The activity of WUSCHEL (WUS) promotes stem cell identity in the cells above (Mayer et al. 1998). Its precise targets are still unknown, even though a recent study demonstrates that it acts as a transcriptional repressor in this function (M. Ikeda et al. 2009). The stem cell subdomain is associated with the expression of the CLAVATA3 (CLV3) gene (Rieu & Thomas Laux 2009)(figure 14A), whose transcription is dependent on WUS activity. CLV3 is a secreted peptide, which acts as a non-cell autonomous signal repressing the transcription of WUS (J C Fletcher et al. 1999; Rojo et al. 2002; T. Kondo et al. 2006). This creates a dynamic feedback loop that regulates stem cell
number and is essential for meristem homeostasis (Brand et al. 2000; Schoof et al. 2000). Stem cells are thus not defined by a positive regulator but rather by the transcription of a signaling molecule that eventually represses stem cell identity and its own expression. Other markers for stem cell identity not involved in the \textit{WUS-CLV3} loop have recently been identified (Yadav et al. 2009; Aggarwal et al. 2010) and could lead to the identification of such a positive regulator. Note also that the core \textit{CLV3-WUS} loop is connected to a complex gene regulatory network (Dodsworth 2009; Stahl & Rüdiger Simon 2010; Ha et al. 2010), involving hormone signaling and particularly cytokinin (Leibfried et al. 2005; Gordon et al. 2009), nutrients availability, transcription regulation or chromatin remodeling. The elucidation of the connections between these different regulatory levels is only starting and will certainly fuel further research on stem cell homeostasis in the coming years.

Surrounding the stem cell pool, two antagonistic pathways control cell differentiation in the PZ. First, the maintenance of a meristematic undifferentiated identity requires the action of the homeodomain protein \textit{SHOOTMERISTEMLESS} (STM) (J A Long et al. 1996; Endrizzi et al. 1996; Michael Lenhard et al. 2002; Gallois et al. 2002) in combination with several members of the \textit{CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON} (CUC) family of transcription factors (M Aida et al. 1999). But as soon as cells are recruited in an organ, these meristematic identity genes are switched off by an unknown factor and maintained in a repressed state by organ specific regulators like the MYB transcription factor \textit{ASYMMETRIC LEAVES 1} (AS1)(Byrne et al. 2000). The recruitment of founder cells depends on transcription factors belonging to the auxin signaling pathway, like the \textit{AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR 5/MONOPTEROS} (Przemeck et al. 1996; Hardtke & T Berleth 1998; Mitsuhiro Aida et al. 2002; Didier Reinhardt, Pesce, et al. 2003; Schuetz et al. 2008).

As an ininitium starts to emerge, its size, polarity and identity are progressively determined by a complex network of genetic regulation. The organ identity mainly depends on the presence of the transcription factor \textit{LEAFY} (LFY) which acts as a master switch controlling the organ fate, typically between a leaf and a flower (D Weigel et al. 1992). Many genes are expressed specifically in boundaries. Some of them are necessary for proper organ separation like CUC genes (M Aida et al. 1997; Hibara et al. 2006). Others like \textit{JAGGED LATERAL ORGANS} both interact with genes of the \textit{STM} gene family (the \textit{KNOTTED}-like Homebox or \textit{KNOX} genes) and auxin transport, and could coordinate the drastic changes in gene expressions occurring between the meristem and developing lateral organs (Borghi et al. 2007). Organ polarity relies on the antagonistic activity of \textit{HD-ZIP} class III transcription factors (\textit{PHAVOLUTA/REVOLUTA/PHABULOSA}) promoting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of signals</th>
<th>Molecules involved</th>
<th>Distribution within the SAM</th>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Cellular effects</th>
<th>Meristem effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUXIN</td>
<td>Polar transport thanks to PIN efflux carriers, Diffusion through the apoplastic and symplasmic pathways.</td>
<td>Plasma Membrane and cell wall: ABC1 Receptor, Nucleus: F-Box TIR1/AFB Receptors</td>
<td>Cell wall loosening and Cell expansion. Inhibition of endocytosis, promotes PIN efflux. Transcriptional regulation by ARF transcription factors. Permissive role on cell division.</td>
<td>Organ founder cell commitment (inductive signal). Regulation of organ spacing (Phyllotaxis).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYTOKININ</td>
<td>Diffusion through the apoplastic and symplasmic pathways.</td>
<td>Plasma membrane: transmembrane Histidine-kinase receptor AHK1, AHK2, AHK3</td>
<td>Cell division, Transcriptional regulation by B-type Response Regulators and CRF Transcription factors.</td>
<td>Stem cell maintenance. Role in early differentiation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIBBERELIC ACID</td>
<td>Diffusion through the apoplastic and symplasmic pathways.</td>
<td>Nucleus: GID1 Receptors</td>
<td>Cell expansion, Cell differentiation, Transcriptional regulation</td>
<td>Organ differentiation. Restrict stem cell activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHYLENE</td>
<td>Diffusion (gas)</td>
<td>Plasma membrane and endoplasmic reticulum: transmembrane Histidine-kinase receptors ETR1/2, ERS1/2, EIN4</td>
<td>Cell elongation, Transcriptional regulation, e.g. EIN3</td>
<td>Organ differentiation. Restrict stem cell activity (see Hamant et al., 2002).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRASSINO-STEROIDS</td>
<td>Diffusion through the apoplastic and symplasmic pathways.</td>
<td>Plasma membrane: Transmembrane receptor BRI1 and coreceptor BAK1</td>
<td>Cell expansion, Transcriptional regulation, e.g. BIN2</td>
<td>Control of plant stature and growth (see Savaldi-Goldstein and Chory 2006).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIGO-LACTONE</td>
<td>Diffusion through the apoplastic and symplasmic pathways.</td>
<td>Nuclei: Not identified yet, Sensing requires the F-Box protein MAX2</td>
<td>Not established</td>
<td>Regulation of shoot branching: inhibits axillary meristem outgrowth (see Umehara et al., 2008; Gomez-Roldan et al., 2008).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Molecule exchange through plasmodesmata**

- **Transcription factors e.g., LFY, STM, KNAT1, MP/ARF5...**
  - Diffusion through the symplasm: Possible targeted transport
  - Association with DNA cis-regulatory sequences in the nucleus
  - Control of gene expression
  - Possible non-cell-autonomous signaling: "fail-safe" mechanism (e.g., KNOX genes) or spatial control of stem-cell/differentiation balance for MP

- **Small RNAs e.g., ta-siARF from the TAS3 gene**
  - Diffusion through the symplasm: Association with target RNA in the cytoplasm within the RISC complex
  - Degradation and/or translational inhibition of target RNAs
  - Acts as a morphogen gradient to set ARF3 expression domain and the dorsi-ventral polarity of organs

**Small diffusing peptide**

- **CLV3**
  - Diffusion through the apoplastic pathway
  - Plasma membrane: transmembrane receptor CLV1 and CLV2/CORYNE complex
  - Inhibition of WUS transcription
  - Control of stem cell number, WUS-CLV regulatory loop

**Mechanical stress**

- Cell wall components, remodeling proteins, cytoskeleton or transmembrane proteins
  - Tension across tissues
  - Not identified yet
  - Wall receptors?
  - Stretch-activated channels?
  - Cytoskeleton?
  - Impact cortical microtubule orientation and PIN1 polarity, Cell expansion, Cell anisotropy
  - Growth coordination, Control of morphogenesis, Robustness in patterning
adaxial polarity (i.e. adjacent to the meristem, the dorsal side of the organ) and KANADI and YABBY genes promoting the abaxial polarity (i.e. away from the meristem, the ventral side of the organ) (Bowman et al. 2002).

Finally, transcription factors like AINTEGUMENTA (ANT) control organ outgrowth and its final size, notably by promoting the expression of the cell cycle gene CYCD3 (Mizukami & Fischer 2000). The expression patterns of some of these genes are further defined by miRNAs. For example, HD-ZIP class III transcription factors and CUC mRNA are known to be targeted by miRNAs (Pulido & Laufs 2010).

Many other genes have been identified as regulators of shoot meristem activity and we refer the reader to recent reviews describing these in further details (Rast & Rüdiger Simon 2008; Husbands et al. 2009; Barton 2010; Ha et al. 2010).

### II.3. Signals behind cell-cell communication and growth coordination in the SAM

The SAM is divided in different regions with contrasted gene expressions, identities and cell behaviors. Many evidences, from pioneering microsurgery of meristems (I.2) to modern molecular biology demonstrated that signaling between cells and throughout tissue is responsible for the coordination of these different subdomains (for review see (Golz 2006; Besnard et al. 2011).

A great diversity of molecules, including phytohormones, small peptides, mobile transcription factors, or small RNAs has been involved in SAM function. In addition to these biochemical signals, the role of mechanical signals is emerging as an important contributing factor to the control of meristem biology. A list of those signals is provided in Table 2. Thanks to molecular and genetic studies, we begin to understand the role of these signals in the SAM.

Concerning phyllotaxis and organogenesis, some of these signals have been demonstrated to play a prominent role. The phytohormone auxin is considered to date as the major player in those processes However, new data are now revealing the role of other hormones, notably cytokinins and of mechanical signaling. To understand how these signals function, is is necessary to know some particularities of plant histology and physiology that greatly influence the way these signals are working.
II.4. Specificity of signaling in plants and in the SAM

Nearly all signals are produced and act locally in the SAM, as it is now well established for auxin and cytokinin (reviewed in (Y. Zhao 2008). This accounts for the considerable autonomy of SAM development: even isolated on artificial media, stem cell homeostasis and organogenesis still go on in a very robust and stereotypic manner (reviewed (Steeves & I. A. Sussex 1989). In parallel, long-range effects of phytohormones circulating through the vascular system are also well documented: for example, an acropetal cytokinin flow from the roots is important to sustain shoot growth and development. But in the meristem proper, where no mature vascular system is formed, the local production of cytokinins might be critical to generate differential concentrations, and thus biochemical patterns. It should be noted here that the term “hormones” in plant maybe misleading. If some may have an action at a distance as their animal counterparts, most of them are also characterized by a paracrine action and context-dependent effects. In this respect, they rather resemble animals growth and developmental factors like e.g. Wnt.

Despite their local production, one major bottleneck for the study of signals in plants is the difficulty to precisely assess where they act and to quantify the strength of the signal. For example, no antibody is available for the CLV3 peptide. Its localization is currently inferred from the expression domains of the CLV3 gene itself and of the CLV1/CLV2 receptors. This issue is even more acute for plant hormones. Indeed, plant hormones usually are small molecules, deriving from simple metabolites (like auxin which is a derivative of tryptophan) and it is hard to define methods to identify the active hormone from the widespread precursor. Furthermore, each hormone is in fact represented by a group of natural chemicals variants of the same molecule, with possibly subtle differences in activity. In addition, many enzymes catalyze reactions that activate or deactivate hormones. For example, in rice and Arabidopsis, the local activation of cytokinins by the LOG enzymes in the central zone is essential for stem cell maintenance (Kurakawa et al. 2007; Kuroha et al. 2009). In general, the exact sites of hormone biosynthesis, activation, deactivation and degradation are still poorly documented. As a result, we still ignore the precise localization and concentration of plant hormones at a cellular level. Finally, no measurements of the physical properties throughout the SAM have been reported yet, even though techniques like Atomic Force Microscopy could provide valuable inputs in the future. More generally, the development of new tools to acquire quantitative data on signal localization and intensity will certainly help unraveling the precise mechanisms through which signals coordinate multicellular growth in the SAM
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(Vernoux et al. 2011). Despite these shortcomings, we can propose maps of potential signal localization and corresponding signaling intensity in the SAM (figure 14E and 14F).

Beyond the molecular control of signal production and decay in the SAM, the histological structure of the SAM itself adds another layer of complexity: the extracellular matrix and the presence of an extensive symplasm channel also control the distribution of signals in the tissue.

Extracellular signaling molecules, like hormones and small peptides, are able to travel throughout the cell wall, by the so-called apoplastic way. They are then specifically recognized by membrane-embedded or nuclear receptors and their transduction pathway is rather well documented (Chow & McCourt 2006). Besides, because each cell is mechanically glued to its neighbors, the presence of cell walls provides a simple mean of cell growth coordination. Sharing common walls can also generate physical stress between neighboring cells, and in theory act as a coordinating factor (Hamant & Jan Traas 2010; Boudaoud 2010). Last, plant cells can be connected by tubular channels called plasmodesmata. This complex structure establishes continuity between the cytoplasm of neighboring cells, but also between their plasma membranes and their endoplasmic reticulum membranes. Like gap junctions in animals, these channels allow the passage of ions and metabolites between cells, as well as molecules of various size including hormones, peptides, proteins, or RNAs. The movement of these molecules can obey simple diffusion rules or follow a targeted path (reviewed in (Gallagher & P. N. Benfey 2005). The maximal size of a molecule which flows through plasmodesmata defines its size of exclusion limit (SEL). Interestingly, the SEL can change in space and time and is likely to be developmentally controlled, as shown during embryo development for instance (I. Kim et al. 2005) or flowering (Gisler et al. 2002) in Arabidopsis. Sometimes, protein movement can even be restricted to a one-way direction (J.-Y. Kim et al. 2003). All these properties define different symplasmic domains, the size of which depends on the molecules considered.

In meristems, microinjections (Cantrill et al. 2005) and targeted expression of diffusible fluorescent reporters (J. Y. Kim et al. 2002; J.-Y. Kim et al. 2003) has demonstrated extensive communications between cell layers. In contrast, the diffusion from the meristem proper into developing organs was found to be rather limited. As proposed by Kim and Zambrinski (2005) a restriction of the SEL may be a general feature accompanying cell differentiation in plants (Cantrill et al. 2005). Many transcription factors important for meristem function, like LFY, STM and KNAT1/BP (a STM parologue) have been shown to move through plasmodesmata (Sessions et al. 2000; J.-Y. Kim et al. 2003; X. Wu et al. 2003), albeit with different range. Notably, the movement
of the maize orthologue of STM, KNOTTED1, is clearly restricted in a developing leaf, since the
movement is only possible from the inner tissues to the L1 layer but is impossible the other way
around. This suggests that the meristem, as an immature tissue, is generally more permissive to
proteins movements between cells than other tissues in differentiating organs. In view of these data,
all transcription factors with partial cytoplasmic localization, unless specifically retained in cells,
could thus extend their activity outside the domain where their RNA is transcribed (X. Wu et al.
2003). This idea was recently further supported by the observation that the transcription factor
AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR 5/MONOPTEROS (ARF5/MP), a key regulator of auxin signaling
(see below for further details on auxin signaling), establishes a gradient from its site of transcription
in the PZ towards the CZ (Z. Zhao et al. 2010). Are these movements required for normal
development? A LFY fusion protein that is impaired in its diffusion is not as efficient as wild type
LFY to rescue lfy loss of function mutants, suggesting that LFY movement in flower is critical for
its function (X. Wu et al. 2003). The wide expression domain of STM would suggest that the role of
STM movement is secondary. Nevertheless, some authors have proposed that STM mobility could
homogenize the concentrations of these meristematic identity genes and acts as a “fail-safe”
mechanism to control cell fate in the SAM (J.-Y. Kim et al. 2003). In the case of ARF5/MP Zhao et
al (Z. Zhao et al. 2010) convincingly showed that MP regulates transcription in the central zone
non-cell autonomously, with a functional impact on stem cell homeostasis.

Very exciting results concerning a putative role of plasmodesmata in growth coordination also
came from recent reports on developmental patterning by mobile small RNAs, miRNAs or plant
specific ta-siRNA (Chitwood et al. 2009; Carlsbecker et al. 2010). In particular, during leaf polarity
establishment, a ta-siRNA moves from its site of biogenesis in the adaxial side of the organ to the
abaxial side and creates a gradient that patterns the expression of an abaxial determinant (Chitwood
et al. 2009). These pioneering data pave the way for the discovery of other important mobile small
RNAs in the SAM. More generally, it highlights the importance of plasmodesmata for the mobility
of various cytoplasmic molecules, which could behave as plant non-conventional morphogens.

In summary, cells in a meristem are interconnected by many signals, giving different
developmental or environmental cues. Among those these signals, auxin has been shown to be
critical for both triggering the developmental program of organ formation and for regulating their
correct spacing around the meristem. This is due to special properties of this original signaling
molecule that I will detail in the next section.
Figure 15: Reaction-diffusion models explaining the formation of biological patterns. (A) In the system, two molecules are present: an activator $A$ (red) and an inhibitor $i$ (blue). The activator promotes its own production and the production of the inhibitor. $i$ blocks the formation of $A$ (reactions between the 2 molecules). (B) In space, the two molecules diffuse with different velocities, generating inhomogeneous concentrations, acting locally in feedback on the reaction. (C) With the combination of the two properties (reaction and diffusion), the system can generate autonomously various stable patterns de novo. This is because the reaction-diffusion creates a short-range positive feedback and a long-range negative feedback. (Turing patterns from Kondo S. et al, 2010)
III. Control of organogenesis and phyllotaxis by dynamic polar auxin transport

III.1. The chemical hypothesis for the nature of inhibitory fields.

The nature of the inhibiting interactions between organs in a meristem has been a long source of debate. Since Schoute (1913), many different chemical models of inhibitory fields have been proposed for phyllotaxis (for review, see Adler et al. 1997). These models show that diffusing molecules could create efficient inhibitory fields (Mitchison 1977; Veen & Lindenmayer 1977). Most popular ones were based on Reaction/Diffusion Models (Bernasconi G.P. 1994; Meinhardt et al. 1998), as first proposed by Turing (1952). In this chemical system, an activator and a inhibitor diffuse in the tissue: the activator promotes its own synthesis and the synthesis of the inhibitor, which represses the activity of the activator in feedback. While the activator diffuses slowly, the inhibitor is fast: this difference is sufficient to create various patterns of activator/inhibitor concentrations from an initial homogenous situation, by amplifying and stabilizing small perturbations (figure 15). This mechanism has been shown to be responsible for different patterns in animals and has been a guiding framework in phyllotaxis for decades (S. Kondo & Miura 2010).

To test if a molecule among the various one active in the meristem (table 2) could control phyllotaxis, different experiments using exogenous treatments, notably with phytohormones, have been performed e.g. (Meicenheimer 1981; D Kwiatkowska 1999). However, these assays were often difficult to interpret, notably because the exogenous application of a treatment cannot prove that the molecule tested is necessary in the plant, even if it has a significant effects in the experiment. In the last decade, the main progresses were made thanks to the use of the genetics in Arabidopsis thaliana, which helped establishing clearly the major role of auxin. However, the way auxin functions is significantly different from the traditional model of reaction/diffusion, because it largely depends on an active transport of auxin throughout the plant that I will describe first.

III.2. Auxin is polarly transported from cell to cell.

Auxin is both diffusible and transported throughout tissues in defined directions. Early experiments showed that auxin travels in stem from meristems to the base and towards the tip of
roots, following a global shoot-to-root flux. These oriented fluxes are explained by the action of specific auxin efflux carriers. Auxins, like the indo-acetic acid IAA, are weak acids. Depending on the pH of the solution, they can be protonated (IAAH) or ionic (IAA-). This property has fundamental biological consequences, formulated in the "chemio-osmotic model" (Goldsmith et al. 1981). In the acidic environment of the cell wall, auxin is found under its neutral form (IAAH): it can cross biological membranes and enters the cell. This entry is also facilitated by influx carriers, like the Arabidopsis AUX1 and its paralogues LAX1, LAX2, LAX3, as well as PGP4, a member of the multidrug resistance/p-glycoprotein (MDR/PGP) ATP-binding cassette transporters (M. J. Bennett et al. 1996; Marchant et al. 1999; Didier Reinhardt, Pesce, et al. 2003; Terasaka et al. 2005; Bainbridge et al. 2008) In the cytoplasm, whose pH is around 7, IAAH loses a proton and becomes ionized (IAA-). This change has two effects. First, it maintains a gradient of IAAH between the extra- and intracellular compartments, and thus maintains the entry of IAAH into the cell. Second, as it becomes charged in the cytoplasm, anionic auxin loses its ability to cross membranes. It thus absolutely requires efflux carriers to exit the cell, a role played by the members of the PIN-FORMED (PIN) family, as well as as PGP1 and PGP19 (Petrásek et al. 2006).

Interestingly, the PIN proteins generally exhibit a polar localization in each cell, and the predicted direction of auxin efflux at the cell level can be correlated with macroscopic auxin fluxes in tissues like stems and roots. PIN polar localization thus likely dictates the direction of the net flux of IAA- outside the cell (Jiri Friml 2010). PIN polarities show specific supracellular patterns in the SAM (see below, figure 16C) and in various organs (Heisler et al. 2005; Blilou et al. 2005). The auxin signaling reporter DR5 has been used to evaluate whether such patterns could generate local peaks of auxin. Gene transcription in response to auxin is controlled by members of the ARF transcription factors family that are themselves regulated by interaction with the Aux/IAA transcriptional repressors, a class of protein targeted to the proteasome upon perception of auxin (Leyser 2006; Chapman & Estelle 2009). The DR5 reporter drives the expression of a reporter gene (GFP or b-glucuronidase) under the control of a synthetic promoter, consisting of several auxin response elements (AuxRE) bound by the AUXIN RESPONSE FACTORS (ARF) fused to a minimal CaMV35S promoter (Ulmasov et al. 1997). Activation of the DR5 reporter thus corresponds to an induction of auxin transduction that could be expected upon local accumulation of auxin (Ulmasov et al. 1997; Sabatini et al. 1999). Overall, the orientations of PIN proteins correlate most of the time with patterns of DR5 activation and simple and multiple pin mutants as well as transgenic lines with modified PIN polar localizations consistently display disrupted DR5
Figure 16: Polar auxin transport controls organogenesis and phyllotaxis in the SAM. (A) Top view (scanning electron microscopy) of the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana showing the regular spacing of organs with a mean divergence angle close to 137.5°. Primordia (P) are numbered from the youngest P1 to the oldest P7. Initium position (I1, then I2 in the sequence of appearance) is determined although initia are not bulging out (legend continues p48)
expression patterns (S Sabatini et al. 1999; Benková et al. 2003; de Reuille et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006; Wisniewska et al. 2006). Altogether, this demonstrates the key role of PIN proteins for auxin distribution in plants.

III.3. Auxin transport controls organogenesis and phyllotaxis at the shoot apical meristem.

Numerous evidence support a role for auxin transport in organogenesis in the SAM. First, mutants in the PIN1 efflux carrier are unable to produce organs, and generate naked pin-shaped inflorescences (Okada et al. 1991) (figure 16B). This indicates a limiting role for the PIN1 efflux carrier in polar auxin transport at the SAM. In line with this idea, inhibition of auxin transport by drugs like NPA phenocopies the pin1 phenotype (D Reinhardt et al. 2000). Reinhardt et al (2003) further showed that a local application of auxin in the PZ of naked pin1 meristems or NPA-treated plants can rescue the formation of organs, suggesting that auxin accumulation is necessary and sufficient to trigger organogenesis. What would then be the mechanism responsible for such an accumulation of auxin?

First, auxin carriers of the AUX/LAX family are thought to concentrate auxin in the epidermis (called L1 layer) of the SAM (Didier Reinhardt, Pesce, et al. 2003; Bainbridge et al. 2008). This is consistent with the specific role played by the L1 layer in controlling organogenesis, as evidenced by inhibition of organogenesis following laser ablation of cells in the epidermis (Didier Reinhardt et al. 2005). Second, PIN1 is expressed in the L1 layer throughout the meristem and exhibits concentric and centripetal patterns at sites of emerging organs (Didier Reinhardt et al. 2005; de Reuille et al. 2006) (figure 16, C-E). Analysis of the putative auxin distribution using computer simulations based on observed PIN1 orientations confirm that this cellular transport network likely directs auxin to the sites of organogenesis. Expression of the DR5 reporter in the SAM supports this hypothesis (figure 16F) and live imaging of the SAM identified the induction of DR5 expression as one of the earliest landmark for organogenesis (Heisler et al. 2005). In addition, local biosynthesis of auxin is important to supply the hormone to the pump network: loss of function of YUCCA enzymes, a family of flavin-monoxygenases catalyzing a rate-limiting step in auxin synthesis, further enhances the inhibition of organogenesis in a pin1 or aux1 background (Cheng et al. 2007). The different YUCCA genes are expressed in discrete groups of cells in the SAM (Cheng et al. 2006), but it is not clear how this localized auxin production participates to the spatial
**Figure 16 (See page 46):** (B) Meristem from the *pin1* mutant shown by electron microscopy: stem cells are maintained while organogenesis is abolished in the periphery (taken from Vernoux et al. 2000). (C) Immunodetection of PIN1 efflux carrier in the L1. Note the subcellular polarized localization of the auxin pump that is thought to direct auxin fluxes out of cells and distribute auxin in the whole meristem. (D) Concentric PIN1 patterns around predicted new organs are responsible for auxin accumulation in founder cells. Note that PIN1 is up-regulated in these organs, suggesting a positive feedback loop of auxin on the quantity of PIN1 proteins. (E) Divergent PIN1 orientations in the boundary domain deplete these areas in auxin (c, d and e are taken from de Reuille *et al*). (F) Activity of a nuclear DR5 reporter in a WT SAM, imaged from the top by a confocal microscope. DR5 reports high auxin signaling mediated by ARF transcription factors. Clusters of green nuclei indicate primordium (P1) and allows the identification of early initial (I1 and I2). Plant tissue is colored in red by autofluorescence. g Computer simulation of auxin transport by a model of self-regulatory PIN1 pump network (taken from Stoma *et al*.). This model reproduces PIN1 patterns and is able to generate a correct phyllotaxis: arrows indicate the sequential emergence of two new initial (yellow then magenta). Putative auxin concentrations are indicated in green. Scale bar 50 μm, excepted B (200 μm) and E, F (10 μm)
variation in auxin signaling. Consequently, patterns of auxin accumulation in the SAM are thought to be mainly the results of auxin distribution through the PIN1 network (figure 17A). Note that this original mechanism differs from traditional reaction-diffusion models, where the formation of the pattern requires both the movement of molecules (through diffusion) and local self-enhanced production (figure 15) (Smith 2008).

As auxin is predicted to accumulate at sites of organ emergence, this also suggests that auxin could get depleted in the vicinity of primordia. In addition to its expression in the L1 layer, PIN1 is also expressed in internal layers below incipient organs, in the developing vasculature (Didier Reinhardt, Pesce, et al. 2003; E. M. Bayer et al. 2009). Thus, if auxin is driven into inner tissues through these provascular strands, organs likely behave as sinks. Patterns of auxin depletion around organs would then be equally important because they would define zones where new primordia cannot be produced. The PIN1 carriers network would thus be able not only to control the sites of auxin accumulation but also to determine their relative position, and thus phyllotaxis(Didier Reinhardt, Pesce, et al. 2003)(figure 17A). Note that, this time, the auxin transport-based mechanism is somewhat comparable to reaction-diffusion models because it can generate inhibitory fields. Indeed, in the reaction-diffusion models, two molecules, an activator and an inhibitor, interact and diffuse. Inhibitory fields result from the diffusion of the inhibitor. In the auxin-transport model, only one activator is present: the active transport of auxin generates activation by local accumulation as well as lateral inhibition by depletion around the site of accumulation.

III.4. A self-regulatory network of auxin carriers provides a plausible model for the control of phyllotaxis

The proposed role for auxin transport in both organ formation and organ spacing raises the question of whether such an auxin distribution network can function in a self-regulatory manner, without external factors or inputs. Such a property would require feedbacks between auxin signaling and transport, and accumulating evidences supports such links.

Several studies demonstrated that auxin stimulates its own efflux out of cells by a quantitative control on PIN proteins: it both promotes PIN transcription and triggers the delivery to the plasma membrane of internalized PIN (Paciorek et al. 2005) Up-regulation of PIN can be clearly seen in the incipient primordium in the SAM (Heisler et al. 2005)(figure 16C). Thus auxin increases the
intensity of its own flux in feedback. However, patterns of auxin accumulation and depletion more rely on PIN1 polarity rather than PIN1 quantity. Does auxin also feedback on PIN1 polarity? Two concurrent mechanisms have been proposed and their plausibility was explored using computer modeling approaches. In the first one, PIN1 orients according to the direction of the main auxin fluxes. This flux-based mechanism, first proposed by Sachs (1969) is known as the canalization model because of its ability to progressively drive auxin flows in discrete merging channels between auxin sources and sinks. Experimental evidence indicate that this mechanism could explain vascular strands formation, in leaves (Scarpella et al. 2006) or in stems after wounding (Sauer et al. 2006). In the alternative mechanism, the authors proposed that PIN1 orients towards the cell with the highest auxin concentration, pumping auxin up the gradient. This concentration-based mechanism appears to better fit with the observations in the SAM. It could explain the presence of PIN1 concentric patterns towards the incipient primordium, where auxin concentration is thought to be the highest (figure 16D).

Based on this simple mechanistic framework (auxin increases its own efflux from cells and controls PIN polarization), several computer models have been recently elaborated to test whether such feedbacks could confer self-regulatory properties and explain phyllotaxis (Jönsson et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006; Stoma et al. 2008; E. M. Bayer et al. 2009). All the tested models were able to reproduce plausible PIN1 polarity patterns as well as various phyllotactic arrangements (figure 16G). The two concurrent hypothesis explaining the influence of auxin on PIN1 polarity, canalization (Stoma et al. 2008) or concentration-based (Jönsson et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006), are thus equally plausible, according to these computer simulations. Bayer and colleagues (2009)even developed a model combining the two hypothesis, with a concentration-based mechanisms and canalization governing PIN1 polarities in the L1 and internal tissues of the SAM respectively. Taken together, these models provide a demonstration that simple self-regulatory mechanism for polar auxin transport would be sufficient to explain phyllotaxis. They strongly support a scenario in which phyllotaxis is an emerging property of local cell-cell interactions driving PIN1 polarity. While these computer models give conceptual insights into the possible mechanisms operating in a complex system, they also predict that the elucidation of the biological basis for PIN1 polarization likely holds the key to the identification of the actual mechanisms involved in phyllotaxis.
III.5. How do cell perceive auxin and polarize in a multicellular context?

As discussed above, models of PIN1 polarization postulate the existence of two unknown molecular mechanisms: canalization models require a “flux sensor” while up-the-gradient models incorporate a “concentration sensor” of the neighboring cell. Which molecules could play this role in the SAM?

Coen *et al.* (Coen *et al.* 2004) speculate a molecular mechanism to explain how a cell can interpret the direction of a molecular flow: the translocation of the signaling molecule across the membrane could generate a molecular by-product, which would thus accumulate asymmetrically on one side of the membrane. This molecule would keep a record of the net morphogen flow. Differences in its concentration between outer membranes would polarize the cell according to the morphogen’s main stream. Sensing a flow rather than concentrations is conceptually attractive, because a concentration is measured at a particular time point, whereas a flux measurement integrates morphogen flow over time, giving robustness to patternning. However, in the context of the SAM, where the auxin transport network is changing each time a new initium is created, the requirement of such a mechanism remains to be investigated. Furthermore, to date, no molecular players have been reported to act as a tally molecule, although pH changes associated to auxin transport across membranes could provide some elements of cell polarization.

On the contrary, very recent results may provide a mechanism by which a cell sense auxin concentrations in its neighbours, or more precisely in the surrounding apoplast.

Many studies have proposed a particular role for one of the first identified receptor of auxin, AUXIN BINDING PROTEIN 1 (ABP1), that is involved in non-transcriptional responses to auxin. ABP1 is present at the plasma membranes and in the cell wall (A. M. Jones & Herman 1993), where it is able to functionally bind auxin, at least in protoplasts (Leblanc *et al.* 1999; Steffens *et al.* 2001). Robert and colleagues (2010) have now identified an interesting functional link between ABP1 signaling and PIN1 trafficking. They showed that ABP1 promotes clathrin-dependent endocytosis of PIN1 in the absence of auxin, and that binding of the hormone inhibits this function thus triggering the recycling of the transporters back to the membrane. This is of particular importance, because PIN proteins have been proposed to be primarily delivered evenly to the plasma membrane and subsequently polarized to one cell side through a continuous dynamic endocytic recycling (Dhonukshe *et al.* 2008). Furthermore, the effect of ABP1 on endocytosis may
account for the positive feedback of auxin on its own flux (Paciorek et al. 2005) ABP1 likely associates with other partners to provide an asymmetry to signaling, as evidenced by the work of Xu and co-workers (2010) that show that cell-cell communication could occur via the Rho of Plants (ROP) protein family. In leaves, epidermal pavement cells exhibit interdigitated shapes. ROP2 and ROP6 have been shown to promote the formation of lobes and indentations, respectively and in those cells, PIN1 is polarly localized at the lobes tip. Interestingly, the activation of ROP2 and ROP6 is auxin dependent via the ABP1 protein. Assuming differences in sensitivity to auxin between the different ROPs, a cell could sense auxin concentration in its neighbour through very sensitive ABP1/ROP molecular modules. Altogether, these results support a model in which cell polarization depends on auxin perception in the cell wall. However, the precise role of ABP1, ROP signaling pathway and their link with PIN polar targeting to membranes still needs to be clarified. Indeed, ABP1 is unlikely setting alone PIN polarities: ABP1 loss of function does not change PIN1 or PIN2 polarities or DR5 expression patterns, suggesting unchanged auxin gradients in roots (Tromas et al. 2009).

These new findings raise the question of whether a mechanism involving auxin sensing at membranes and local cues for polarization could support either the canalization or the concentration-based model. A recent computational study has made a significant contribution to this issue: Wabnik and collaborators tested whether the modulation of PIN trafficking by an extracellular auxin receptor could lead to tissue polarization in the frame of the canalization hypothesis (Wabnik et al. 2010). In this model, the authors postulated that auxin binding to its receptor in the apoplast (ABP1 being an obvious candidate for such a receptor) immobilize the receptor and triggers inhibition of PIN internalization in the nearest cell, increasing locally the efflux. The strength of auxin signaling is proportional to the amount of bound receptor. Since two neighboring cells compete for auxin receptors in their common walls, this model can lead to an asymmetric PIN internalization in the two facing membranes. In addition, the authors implemented other important biological data, including the effect of auxin on PIN transcription through nuclear signaling and auxin transport through the influx and efflux carriers. Interestingly, this mechanistic framework has the capacity to polarize cells in a tissue with discrete auxin source and sink, which is the typical context of canalization. The authors successfully applied their model to the biological situations of vascular formation in leaves and regeneration in stem, where simulations accurately reproduce observed patterns of PIN polarization as well as auxin distribution.
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It is interesting to note that instead of a flux-sensor, it integrates concentration sensors which in turn modulate PIN endorecyling. This is a call for elucidating the molecular basis underlying PIN polarization to understand the coordination of this process at the tissue level. Also, it remains to be shown whether this model could explain organogenesis and phyllotaxis in the SAM, where the context is different. For example, there are no localized auxin sources and multiple organs act as sinks. Stoma et al. (2008) already demonstrated that canalization-based model could generate symmetry breaking and reproduce robust phyllotactic patterns at the SAM. It would be then interesting to determine whether the proposed mechanistic framework could formally behave as the hypothetical flux sensor of canalization model and test whether it also functions for phyllotaxis.

The precise mechanism through which auxin allows cell-cell communication and polarization is still an open question. In the coming years this exciting role for auxin perception in the apoplast will certainly inspire further investigations, and may answer whether there is a unifying molecular mechanism explaining auxin-related patterning, from vascular formation to phyllotaxis.

III.6. A possible role for PIN1 efflux carrier phosphorylation in phyllotaxis?

Downstream of the cell-polarizing cues acting in the SAM, several intracellular effectors targeting PIN proteins to correct membranes have been identified, involving transcytosis, endocyclic recycling and the cytoskeleton (for review (Grunewald & Jiri Friml 2010). A striking role for PIN1 phosphorylation has been observed. In particular, mutants of the Seronine/Threonine kinase PINOID produce pin-like inflorescences (Christensen et al. 2000), and in this mutant, PIN1 switches from apical to basal membranes (Jiri Friml et al. 2004). Further studies showed that the kinase PID and the phosphatase PP2A antagonistically control a similar apical to basal binary switch in many cell types (Michniewicz et al. 2007). Recently, Huang and coworkers even identified three direct sites of PINOID-phosphorylation in the intracellular loop of PIN1 (Huang et al. 2010). Interestingly, a phosphomimetic version of PIN1 in those three sites has a restored apical localization in shoot epidermis. However, this PIN1 phosphomimetic line, as well as loss-of-phosphorylation PIN1 lines are unable to rescue organogenesis in pin1 inflorescences. These experiments highlight the importance of reversible phosphorylation of PIN1 for proper organogenesis in the shoot apex. Interestingly, in the boundaries between the meristem and the emerging organ, PIN1 was reported to undergo polar switches (Heisler et al. 2005) and PID is also
expressed at higher levels in boundaries (Christensen et al. 2000). PID may thus play a direct role in these polar switches and contribute to organ separation.

The wealth of experimental data and compelling models concerning auxin support with high confidence the following model: regulated transport of auxin dynamically creates peaks, which then gives an organ acting as a sink, surrounded by depletion fields. However, recent studies have pointed out possible cooperation between auxin and other signals, notably mechanics and other hormones.
IV. Multiple feedback loops integrating mechanical signals and hormonal crosstalk during phyllotaxis

IV.1. Role of Mechanical signals in phyllotaxis

IV.1.1. A biophysical mechanism is not likely at the origin of the phyllotactic pattern.

Before chemical inhibitory fields were postulated, the first hypothesis upon the nature of the mechanism of phyllotaxis was physical. Indeed, the crystal-like regularity of phyllotaxis led many 19th century scientists to think that spiral patterns in plants and outside biology could result from common physical mechanisms. The first explanations given for phyllotaxis were models of contact pressures (Schwendener 1878) and piling of hard disks (Airy 1873). However, since Hofmeister (1868), different observations of meristems indicated that organs do not necessarily touch each other. Furthermore, in the fern Dryopteris where organs are clearly not in contact, Wardlaw (1949a) observed perturbations of phyllotaxis following the local surgical ablation of an organ (figure 8, part1). This experiment and other indicated that repelling interactions between organs could not rely on simple steric interactions between emerging primordia.

For a long time, mechanical hypotheses were neglected and chemical models were favored. This was notably due the incapacity of these first physical hypotheses to explain the initiation of an organ. As we saw for chemical models and with auxin in particular, a mechanism must first initiate the pattern by the formation of an organ and then create the regular spacing by lateral inhibition. In the 80's, Green and coworkers revived the interest for mechanical hypothesis with a new mechanism: the buckling of tissue (P. Green et al. 1996). Buckling is an out-of-plane deflection of slender objects or sheets caused by in-plane compression (Jacques Dumais 2007). If the peripheral zone of a meristem experiences a compressive stress, buckling instabilities could create periodic undulations with finite size bumps. Each bump repels its first neighbors, as expected by the inhibitory field theory. Cells in ridges and creases would experience different physical forces which would serve as signals for guiding differentiation and organogenesis. Mathematical modeling showed that buckling can produce various phyllotactic arrangements and could thus be a plausible model for phyllotaxis (P. Green et al. 1996; P. B. Green 1999). This mechanism possesses very
attractive properties compatible with phyllotaxis. Above all, it is very very parsimonious: the positioning signal is also the first agent of morphogenesis (P. Green 1996).

Some biological experiments support this model. An important requirement of the buckling model is that the region where the bumps appear must be under compression. Small cuts in a tissue can reveal mechanical stresses: if the two lips of the cut open, the tissue is under tension, whereas they keep closed under compression. Performing cuts in a sunflower capitulum, Dumais and Steele (2000) showed that the center of the meristem is under tension and the annular region where the pattern appears is effectively under compression. They show that these mechanical stresses are likely due to turgor pressure: after exposure to a hypertonic solution, tensions along the cut lips disappear. They pointed out that the energy of turgor pressure can be extremely high: since plants cells are encased in rigid cellulosic cell walls, pressure inside cells can reach 7 to 10 atmospheres. Based on these observations, they proposed with others the pressurized shell model (Selker et al. 1992; STEUCEK et al. 1993; CR Steele 2000). External layers of the meristem (e.g. the epidermis) support most of internal pressure, because internal tissues grow faster and/or because they have thicker walls. With turgor pressure, this results in stresses in the epidermis that depend on the geometry of the apex: if it is dome-shaped, it under tensile stress, if it is saddle-like, it is under compression. Accordingly, the sunflower capitulum is saddle-shaped where primordia are formed. The buckling model also predicts that compressing meristems should perturb the pattern. In compressed sunflower capitulum, Hernandez and Green (1993) observed alterations of phyllotaxis that follow the imposed stresses. The compression even changed the identity of some sunflowers bracts. Green (1996) also triggered the formation of a row of leaves in compressed graptopetalum meristems.

However, many criticisms have been made to these experiments and to the buckling model in general (Jacques Dumais 2007; Cris Kuhlemeier 2007; Boudaoud 2010). First, compression experiments are ambiguous to interpret: it cannot be ruled out that observed effects are due to a chemical response induced by mechanical stress. Second, only a few meristems have the particular hyperbolic geometry of sunflower capitulum at the periphery. Most meristems are only dome-shaped and the peripheral zone where primordia appear is under tensile stress rather than compression, as predicted by the pressurized shell model. Earlier experiments of meristem cutting in various species led to contrasting results, which can be due to species differences or protocol variations (Dumais & Steele 2000). In Lupinus albus (M. Snow & R. Snow 1947; M. Snow & R. Snow 1951), Pisum Sativum (Gulline & R. Walker 1957) and Dryopteris dilatata (Wardlaw 1948),
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**Figure 17:** Signaling network controlling organogenesis in the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana.
(A) Intersection of auxin signaling with cytokinin, gibberellins, and mechanical signaling during organogenesis. The numerous positive and negative feedbacks existing between these pathways may be essential for the robustness of organ development and the control of phyllotaxis. (B) Details of the molecular crosstalks between auxin signaling and mechanical signaling controlling cell growth. (C) Details of the hormonal crosstalk between auxin, cytokinin, and gibberellin signaling controlling organogenesis.
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no gaping of cuts were observed at the sites of organogenesis, suggesting compressive stresses. However, gating of cuts in meristems of *Euphorbia lathryus* (M. Snow & R. Snow 1951; Hussey 1973) and more recently in tomato (Didier Reinhardt et al. 2005) confirm that peripheral region is under tension. In *Arabidopsis thaliana*, a recent analysis showed that microtubule orientation is likely controlled by mechanical stresses: their orientations in the peripheral zone also indicate a region under tension (Hamant et al. 2008)(figure 14F). Third, buckling requires a mechanical continuity of the external layer. However, surgical removals of primordia or of large stretches of epidermis only have local effects and organogenesis still goes on in regions with intact epidermis (Didier Reinhardt, Frenz, et al. 2003). Finally, a major limitation to explore the biophysical theory today is the lack of known molecular transduction pathway, that would be necessary for mechanical forces to act as a developmental signal.

For all those reasons, mechanical buckling is not likely the patterning mechanisms that first give a signal for primordium development. However, biophysical mechanisms can still participate in other aspects of morphogenesis.

### IV.1.2. A possible cooperation of mechanical signals with auxin?

If mechanical signaling is not the initial signal for pattern formation, it might still be involved during later steps of organogenesis. Assuming that the epidermis has a dominant role in morphogenesis, tissue folding associated with the initiation of a primordium will inevitably affect the mechanical constraints in the meristem, and thus could impact on the position of the subsequent initiation. This theoretical view has later been supported by a series of experiments in the meristem. In particular, the local application of expansins, a cell wall protein which causes stress relaxation, on the meristem has been shown to induce a local outgrowth, followed by a modification of the subsequent phyllotaxis (Fleming et al. 1997). Knowing that expansins have a very local impact on the mechanical properties of the wall, the global impact on architecture would be due to a modification of the pattern of mechanical stress within the meristem. More recently, modification of pectins, and thus cell wall stiffness, by pectin methyl esterases was also able to impact phyllotaxis, consistent with a crucial role of the mechanical properties of the wall in organ formation and positioning (Peaucelle et al. 2008).

Interestingly, auxin is known to promote cell expansion by influencing the mechanical properties of the cell wall. First, auxin can directly or indirectly trigger the expression of cell wall remodeling proteins like expansins (H.-T. Cho & Cosgrove 2002), consistent with the preferential expression of
expansins in incipient primordia in tomato SAM (D Reinhardt et al. 1998). Second, auxin signaling stimulates an active transport of hydrogen ions in the apoplast, lowering the pH of the cell wall. This acidification activates the remodeling proteins (e.g. expansins), allowing the cellulose microfibrils to creep and the cell wall to expand (for review, see (Y. Li et al. 2003).

As seen above, polar auxin transport generates local accumulation of auxin. Then, auxin modifies locally the mechanical properties of cell wall to allow primordium bulging: could these patterns of differential growth and cell wall stiffness in the SAM produce a mechanical signaling that could feedback on auxin transport and SAM patterning? To confirm this hypothesis, we need to know how exactly those constraints are distributed in the SAM and what the molecular targets of such signals in the cell could be.

Because plant cells display high turgor pressure and are encased in a stiff cell wall, they can be viewed as thin shells with internal pressure, a bit like a balloon. Turgor pressure, by pushing on the wall, allows cell expansion and is thus considered as the motor of growth. It is also the source of mechanical signals: regional differences in wall stiffness or turgor pressure can generate gradients of constraints that the cell could in principle interpret as positional information. In the pressurized shell model of plant described above, tension builds up in the epidermis, while inner tissues are under compression (figure 14F), (Kutschera & Niklas 2007). With these assumptions, it is possible to calculate the principal directions of mechanical stress. For instance, on a cylinder-shaped structure, like a stem, mechanical stress is predicted to be twice higher in the circumferential direction than in the axial direction. These calculations on a meristem-like shape predict the presence of a strong tangential stress at the boundary between the emerging organ and the meristem (figure 14F). Interestingly, this direction is parallel to the PIN1 signal on the anticlinal wall, as viewed from the top. The orientation of the microtubular cytoskeleton at the cell cortex facing the outer wall is also parallel to this direction. It has thus been proposed that both PIN1 and the microtubules are able to sense, indirectly, the direction of the main principal stress direction (figure 17B). Cell-based modeling, using mass-spring networks as well as the finite element method show that this assumption is plausible. An array of experiments, involving cell ablation, tissue compression and pharmacological treatments, further support the conclusions of the models (Hamant et al. 2008; Heisler et al. 2010).

Based on these data, one could imagine that mechanical forces cooperate with auxin to establish a supracellular patterns, for instance by reinforcing the directionality of auxin transport (e.g. by targeting PIN1 on the membrane experiencing the highest tensile stress) and by impacting on tissue
morphology and thus on the direction of mechanical forces (figure 17A and B). For this last point, as cortical microtubules control the deposition of the cellulose microfibrils in the cell wall and thus cell anisotropy, the reinforcement of the wall at the boundary could help defining the position of the physical separation between the emerging organ and the meristem in the boundary domain. If the boundary is better defined, the pattern of stress is also reinforced and PIN1 could then acquire its polarity more rapidly or more accurately.

Nevertheless, the contribution of mechanics to patterning in the SAM is still largely debated, notably because, mechanical forces cannot be observed like a morphogen, and because, in contrast to auxin, we currently do not know how a mechanical signal could be perceived and transduced in plant cells. Both pathways could actually be intertwined: a number of effectors of the auxin-dependent cell polarity are potentially involved in the transduction of mechanical stress. For instance, the mechanosensitive Ca\(^{2+}\) channel TOUCH3 has been shown to interact with PINOID (Benjamins et al. 2003). Similarly, in yeast, the Rho proteins have been involved in the wall integrity pathway, and thus it is possible that the ROP proteins could actually be activated by both biochemical and biophysical signals. Last, the importance of the vesicle trafficking machinery for PIN1 polarity could be largely under mechanical control, knowing that membrane tension prevents endocytosis and stimulates exocytosis in animal systems (C. E. Morris & Homann 2001).

**IV.2. Complex hormonal crosstalks during organogenesis**

If the role of mechanical signals in plants is still a matter of debate, hormonal crosstalks have been known to be crucial in plant development and physiology for many years. For example, in angiosperms, changing the ratio between auxin and cytokinin for tissue explants cultured *in vitro* can switch the developmental program to shoot formation if cytokinin activity prevails, to root if auxin signaling is dominant, and to undifferentiated callus if none dominates. However, the precise role of hormonal crosstalk during organogenesis in the shoot apex and their possible role in phyllotaxis only begin to be addressed.

The classical view of hormone balance in the shoot states that high cytokinin (CK) signaling promotes stem cell identity and maintenance in the central zone of the SAM, while high auxin and gibberellic acid (GA) signaling are required for cell differentiation and elongation in organs (Veit 2009)(figure 14E). This hormone pattern and its homeostasis are directly coordinated by master regulators of the SAM identity. Indeed, in the meristem proper, high CK signaling is promoted by
the transcription factors of the \textit{KNOX} family, like \textit{KNAT1} or \textit{STM} (figure 14C). They were shown to promote CK synthesis in the meristem ((Jasinski et al. 2005; Yanai et al. 2005). Conversely, they were also shown to promote the expression of GA deactivating enzyme (GA2ox) at the base of the meristem, either indirectly through CK signaling, or directly by regulating transcription as recently shown in maize (Bolduc & Sarah Hake 2009). The barrier-shaped expression domain of GA2ox likely protects the meristem from the influence of external GA (figure. 14E and figure 17C). KNOX proteins have also been shown to repress directly GA20ox, a key enzyme of GA synthesis, in tobacco and in \textit{Arabidopsis} (Sakamoto et al. 2001; Hay et al. 2002). Consequently, KNOX action creates a high CK/GA ratio within the meristem. Conversely, overproduction of CK induces the expression of the \textit{KNOX} genes and can rescue the \textit{stm} phenotype (Rupp et al. 1999; Jasinski et al. 2005). Application of GA can suppress the phenotype of several \textit{KNOX} overexpressor lines (Hay et al. 2002). Other hormones promote the same effect, like ethylene, which is able to restrict the expression pattern of the \textit{KNAT2} gene and partially rescue the \textit{KNAT2} overexpressor phenotype (Haman et al. 2002).

Other pathways redundantly function along with \textit{KNOX} genes like SPINDLY, that both inhibit GA signaling and promote CK responses (Greenboim-Wainberg et al. 2005; Jasinski et al. 2005). Now considering the growing organ, auxin and GA act in synergy this time to promote cell elongation and differentiation. First, auxin controls the activation of proteins like AS1, which repress \textit{KNOX} expression in organs. Second, auxin, through its own signaling pathway (notably ARF7) activates GA biosynthesis genes (\textit{GA20ox}) in leaves (Frigerio et al. 2006). Interestingly, it also promotes the activation of GA2ox enzymes, which catabolize GA, at the boundary of the meristem. Thus, in principle, the spatial pattern of auxin transduction allows auxin to function in synergy with \textit{KNOX} genes at meristem boundaries and with GA in developing organs. Altogether, these results suggest that multiple crosstalks between auxin, cytokinin, GA or ethylene are necessary to precisely control the switch of hormonal balance to allow organ development (Figure 17C).

Recently, studies have brought some elements that refine the binary vision of organ emergence opposed to meristem maintenance (high CK in meristem versus high Auxin and GA in organs). They support a view in which CK would also be required for organ initiation and development (figure 17C).

First, Carabelli et al. (Carabelli et al. 2007) showed that CK are necessary for leaf primordium growth, because catabolism of CK by CKX6 can be responsible for primordium growth arrest when
plants are shaded by neighbours. A minimal CK activity must then be necessary to sustain leaf development and the activation of CKX6 must require auxin signaling. Second, the maize abphyll mutant exhibits a stunning defect in the definition of organ position as the mutant produces two leaves per node instead of one (D Jackson & S Hake 1999). Thus, abphyll mutants exhibit a regular decussate phyllotaxis, whereas wild-type maize have a distichous phyllotaxis: this is to our knowledge the only mutation reported so far that trigger a switch between two regular arrangement of phyllotaxis. **ABPHYL1** encodes a cytokinin RESPONSE REGULATOR, a primary cytokinin response protein that inhibits cytokinin signaling. Consistently, abphyll meristems are bigger (Giulini et al. 2004) and have a higher CK content (B. Lee, Johnston, et al. 2009). However, ABPHYL1 may also have a function in the PZ, in relation with auxin. Its expression is localized in the incipient leaf primordium and requires auxin or its polar transport, as treatment with NPA, an inhibitor of polar auxin transport strongly reduced its transcription. Abphyll SAM also have lower **ZmPIN1** expression and reduced auxin content. Furthermore a short exogenous treatment with CK rapidly induces **ZmPIN1** expression, showing a complex crosstalk between auxin and cytokinin. An interesting model proposed by Lee and collaborators is that lower auxin and PIN1 contents delay leaf initiation: this would lead to an extra growth of the meristem, leaving enough space for the concomitant formation of two organs (B. Lee, Johnston, et al. 2009). This further underlines the crucial role of hormonal balance in the control of the transition from stem cells to organ founder cells.

In **Arabidopsis**, several spy mutant alleles exhibit phyllotactic defects, also suggesting a role for the GA/CK balance in organ positioning (Silverstone et al. 2007). Furthermore, the **ampl** mutant, known to have higher CK content, can rescue the loss of organogenesis of the **mp** single mutant (Vidaurre et al. 2007). Consistently, Zhao *et al.* (2010) partially restored organ formation in a **mp** mutant by silencing the Arabidopsis RESPONSE REGULATORS 7 and 15. Similarly to their maize ortholog ABPHYL1, these genes inhibit cytokinin signaling in a feedback loop, suggesting that increased cytokinin signaling promotes organogenesis. The authors also demonstrated a mechanistic framework for this auxin/cytokinin synergy. They found that ARF5/MP directly inhibits ARR15 and excludes its expression from primordia, likely potentiating CK signaling in the PZ. Altogether, these recent findings challenge the former models where CK were important only for stem cell maintenance in the central zone. Consistent with this, a role for CK in cell differentiation has been recently shown in roots (Dello Ioio et al. 2007).
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Altogether, these new data suggest that more attention must be paid to hormone interactions and specific competence of target cells to understand the diversity and specificity of developmental responses to a limited number of signals.

In the last 10 years, the field of phyllotaxis research has made an incredible step forward with the identification of plausible biological mechanisms based on precise molecular players. Current explanations of the phenomenon are now centered on auxin transport. As illustrated in this introduction, the SAM is a typical complex system and phyllotaxis is the result of multiple interactions and feedback loops at different levels. The complexity of these interactions raises new questions. In particular, it is not clear what gives the pattern its robustness. It would be also interesting to understand how such an intricate network can evolve to give different phyllotaxis. Beyond that, the integration of the mechanisms governing organogenesis and phyllotaxis with the other processes in the SAM is a major challenge to build a complete model of self-organization for the SAM. However, the precise nature of these crosstalk and their precise function in the formation of the pattern is still elusive. Assuming that the understanding of phyllotaxis cannot be complete with the description auxin biology alone, my research project during my PhD was thus motivated by identifying new regulators of organogenesis and phyllotaxis.
V. Objective of my thesis: identifying new regulators of organogenesis and phyllotaxis

V.1. Actual questions in phyllotaxis and possible hypothesis for further research

Thanks to almost two centuries of research, with inputs from botany, developmental biology, mathematics, physics and computational modeling, important principles and mechanisms of phyllotaxis have been discovered. However, these progresses have left unresolved problems and fed new issues. We can summarize the present challenges in phyllotaxis by these three questions:

- What is the precise mechanism of PIN1 polarization in the SAM (This is indispensable to validate that the auxin regulated transport is a self-regulatory system governing phyllotaxis)?
- Why is the mechanism of phyllotaxis so robust?
- How is phyllotaxis influenced by the different signals present in the SAM and the other developmental processes occurring in this tissue?

In fact, these three questions are likely linked. Phyllotaxis is always described as a robust mechanism, and reports in literature mainly mention patterns with a regular arrangement and precise positioning of organs. Theoretical studies have shown that the inhibitory field theory in the context of a growing meristem is a very powerful principle, able per se to generate stable patterns. However, considering the proposed biological mechanism, one could wonder whether auxin regulated transport is sufficient to confer robustness to the system. How can we reconcile the dynamic capacity of the PIN1 network to respond to auxin changes with the expected stability of auxin fluxes and distribution? The diverse computational models of auxin fluxes exhibit a narrow range of stability and a tendency to generate perturbations (Jönsson et al. 2006). This lack of robustness is not likely to be solved by a better tuning of the parameters. However, the model could still be improved, either by eliminating excessive simplifications or by discovering the precise mechanisms of PIN1 polarization. Another problem is experimental: no tools are available today for exploring the robustness of the PIN1 network and the auxin fields: most of auxin transport and signaling mutants make no more organs, precluding any analyses of the perturbed phyllotaxis.
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Alternatively, one hypothesis is that additional factors participate in stabilizing phyllotaxis. These factors could impact directly on auxin transport and PIN polarization, but they could also modulate auxin transduction pathway or other unidentified parameters. Mechanical signaling, but also complex hormonal crosstalk are interesting candidates for providing robustness to phyllotaxis.

Furthermore, robustness of phyllotaxis does not rely simply on the mechanism of organogenesis in the peripheral zone of the SAM. As seen before, the structure of the meristem, its geometry and the size of the central domain containing stem-cells is also critical. The SAM is a very dynamic tissue, able to adapt to a wide range of environmental and physiological conditions. How is this compatible with its homeostasis, notably for the relevant parameters controlling phyllotaxis? In addition, many developmental processes occur in the SAM often with a tight coupling: maintenance of stem cells, genetic patternning of the SAM subdomains, polarity of developing organs, etc. They are all regulated by genetic networks and hormonal pathways that share some overlap with the development of organs and its auxin control. Besides, auxin is known to interact with other hormones in nearly all the developmental situation it is involved. During organogenesis in the SAM, the situation must be similar. The challenge is then to identify these interactions and to understand how they control the self-organization of the tissue and the coordination between different processes.

V.2. Objectives and Strategy developed during my PhD

We decided to identify new genes involved in the control of organogenesis and phyllotaxis. Rather than exploring the possible link with mechanics, we initially favored the search of master developmental genes (transcription factors) and hormonal regulators. We were interested in candidates not directly linked with auxin. We chose to work with *Arabidopsis thaliana*, because of the wealth of data available concerning the biology of its SAM and its genome and the possibility to use functional genetics. Two strategies were possible:

-A forward genetic approach based on the identification of mutants with obvious defects in organogenesis and phyllotaxis.

-A reverse genetic approach, based first on the selection of candidate genes.

I first begun my PhD project with the second strategy, by selecting *ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE PHOSPHOTRANSFER PROTEIN6 (AHP6)*, an inhibitor of cytokinin signaling (Mähönen et al.)
2006), as candidate gene (see chapter2 for the detailed reasons of this choice). Since this have given significant results, I dedicated all my thesis to analyze the role of this protein in phyllotaxis.

I will present the results in three parts. First, I will present the characterization of the post-meristematic phenotype of \textit{ahp6} loss of function mutants. In collaboration with statisticians, we developed a new approach to phenotype and analyze perturbations in phyllotaxis. We show that this method is very insightful to predict some mechanisms involved in normal and abnormal phyllotaxis. Notably, our data reveal a strong instability of natural \textit{Arabidopsis} phyllotaxis and our analyses strongly incriminate a defect in the stability of the plastochron. Interestingly, \textit{ahp6} mutants exhibit a specific increase of these perturbations: this suggests that a particular mechanism involving AHP6 limits plastochron instabilities. Second, I explore the role of \textit{AHP6 in planta} and I confirm its role on the stability of the plastochron, notably using live-imaging. Our data confirm that AHP6 is an inhibitor of cytokinin signaling and we discover that it acts through inhibitory fields to control the temporal periodicity of organ formation. We show that AHP6 is activated downstream of auxin and that AHP6 fields likely feedback non cell autonomously on auxin signaling of younger organs. Third, I investigated both the origin of plastochron instabilities and the possible mechanism of AHP6 fields theoretically. Collaborators developed an abstract computational model of phyllotaxis and we explored the capacity of noise to generate realistic perturbations. We tested different hypotheses to propose a plausible model of AHP6 fields effects.

In conclusion, I will discuss the significance of our results and the integration of the mechanism we identified with the previous model of phyllotaxis. This work has raised new questions for phyllotaxis and I will suggest possible directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 1

Identification of perturbation patterns in Fibonacci spirals suggest a new role for cytokinin signaling in coordinating space and time in phyllotaxis.
Chapter 1: Identification of perturbation patterns in Fibonacci Spirals
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ABSTRACT

Vascular plants iteratively produce organs in geometric spatial arrangements called phyllotaxis. Mostly regular, these patterns may exhibit significant perturbations, which have been reported in many species with various type of phyllotaxis. However, no precise characterization of phyllotactic perturbations has been undertaken yet. We thus decided to analyze specifically the perturbations affecting the phyllotaxis of the model plant *Arabidopsis thaliana*. In this typical Fibonacci spiral phyllotaxis, 2 consecutive organs are expected to be separated by a constant divergence angle close to 137.5°, the golden angle. However, we observed short segments of non-canonical angles in sequences of divergence angles measured between flowers. To characterize these perturbations, we designed a pipeline of methods that combines a sub-model representing perturbations patterns (either a variable-order Markov chain or a combinatorial model) with von Mises distributions accounting for measurement uncertainty. We demonstrated that nearly all perturbations could be explained by permutations in the apico-basal order of 2 to 3 consecutive organs along stems. Given the development and the architecture of shoots, the most plausible explanation for these permutations is a problem affecting the coordination between space and time during early organ development in the SAM. Furthermore, we found that null mutants in the cytokinin signaling inhibitor AHP6 strongly enhance the occurrence of permutations, suggesting a role for cytokinin signaling in this process. Moreover, our data highlight the robustness of the spatial positioning in phyllotaxis. Interestingly, nearly 80 years after the pioneering microsurgery experiments of Snow and Snow, we provide novel statistical arguments suggesting that the positioning of a new organ is controlled by its nearest neighbors.
1 Introduction

In vascular plants, the arrangement of leaves, buds and flowers around stems generates regular patterns, called phyllotaxis. Phyllotaxis originates in the tissue located at the tip of branches, the shoot apical meristem (SAM): in the SAM, organs are produced iteratively at very precise positions, determining the final pattern. This tight spatial and temporal control of organogenesis has fascinated many biologist in addition to mathematicians and physicists that have studied phyllotaxis since almost two centuries (Adler et al. 1997).

Most theories explaining the developmental mechanisms behind phyllotaxis are based on the idea that each organ produces an inhibitory field in its surroundings that prevents the formation of a new organ nearby (R. Smith, C Kuhlemeier, et al. 2006). Supported experimentally by pioneering microsurgery experiments in meristems (M. Snow & R. Snow 1932; M. Snow & R. Snow 1933; Wardlaw 1949)or more recently by laser ablations (Didier Reinhartd et al. 2005), the mechanism of local inhibitory fields has been implemented in many models, which showed it was a plausible mechanism for the generation of phyllotaxis. In the last decade, a series of studies have demonstrated the key role played by the phytohormone auxin and strongly suggest that inhibitory fields are created by auxin depletion areas (D Reinhartd et al. 2000; Didier Reinhartd et al. 2003; R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006). According to these convincing studies, a network of PIN1 polar trans-membrane pumps directs auxin fluxes throughout the epidermis of the SAM. The self-organized behavior of this network would be able to generate local peaks of auxin concentration, that trigger organ formation (Heisler et al. 2005; de Reuille et al. 2006). Developing organs would then remove auxin from their vicinity, inhibiting the formation of new organs around them. Importantly, several cell-based models relying on these assumptions are able to reproduce the main types of phyllotaxis (Jönsson et al. 2006; R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006; Stoma et al. 2008; Bayer et al. 2009; Sahlin et al. 2009).

However, this current biological mechanism remains partially elusive. First the fields of auxin depletion cannot be visualized directly. It is thus difficult to estimate their characteristics (e.g. size, dynamics) and to link them to model predictions. Second, models still need to use several assumptions, like the precise mechanisms of PIN1 polarization (Stoma et al. 2008; Bayer et al. 2009) or the values of several biochemical parameters. Thus, despite the tremendous progress recently brought by system biology approaches, further research is still needed to bridge the gap between models based on inhibitory-field mechanisms and the understanding of molecular and cellular networks controlling phyllotaxis. To contribute to this issue, we propose to analyze the
perturbations that occur naturally in plant phyllotaxis. These perturbed patterns may reveal important properties of the biological mechanism generating phyllotaxis. Notably, their characterization could confirm or infirm model predictions and suggests new assumptions for modeling.

Many studies have reported abnormal phyllotaxis either exhibiting local perturbations of the regular arrangement or more important perturbations with no obvious regularities at all (reviewed in Jean 1994; Barabé 2006). Moreover, quantification concerning the diversity of phyllotactic patterns has been mostly made at the population scale (see Introduction): how robust the pattern is within a same individual over several iterations of organ formation has not been precisely studied. This question is not trivial to address, notably because the characterization of perturbations requires large samples and dedicated statistical tools, especially if the frequency of perturbations is low compared to regular phyllotaxis. In this respect, it can be helpful to study mutants from model plants in genetics exhibiting obvious perturbations in their phyllotaxis (Barabé 2006; Golz & Hudson 2002). These phyllotactic mutants can first be used to identify new genes involved in the control of phyllotaxis. Moreover, the strongly enhanced frequency of perturbations in phyllotactic mutants helps the statistical characterization of perturbation patterns.

To our knowledge, few studies have tried to analyze both quantitatively and qualitatively the defects in the phyllotaxis of plants (Itoh et al. 2000; Peaucelle et al. 2007; Ragni et al. 2008) and they were impaired by the absence of appropriate tools. Recently, Barabé and Jeune pointed out this lack and first proposed in a series of articles new statistical methods that they applied to the phyllotaxis of the rice mutants sh01, sh02, sh03 (Barabé & Bernard Jeune 2004; B Jeune & Barabe 2004; B Jeune & Barabe 2006; B Jeune & Barabé 2006; B Jeune & Barabe 2006). Here we propose a new approach, based on the analysis of measures of successive divergence angles in stems of Arabidopsis thaliana. This model species exhibit the most widespread type of phyllotaxis found in nature (Cris Kuhlmeier 2007): a Fibonacci spiral, where the divergence angle in regular patterns is close to 137.5°, the golden angle. We analyzed the phyllotaxis of wild-type Arabidopsis and of a mutant line exhibiting obvious phyllotactic defects. This line bears a null mutation in the gene encoding the pseudo phosphotransfer protein AHP6 (Mähönen et al. 2006), an inhibitor of cytokinin signaling. We selected this mutant by reverse genetics (see later, chap2) in order to investigate a possible role of cytokinin in the control of phyllotaxis in Arabidopsis.

The originality of the proposed approach is that it takes into account the order of organ along the stem in the analysis of the sequences of divergence angles. This information should not be
neglected, since the position of new organs in the SAM is thought to depend on the position of older organs. We thus developed a pipeline of methods to analyze the spatial patterns generated by phyllotaxis and also to infer rules concerning the dynamics of organ formation. Moreover, we used models combining structure with probabilities. Probabilities enable us to identify and characterize complex patterns which cannot be grasped directly from collected data, without knowing or quantifying the underlying biological functions. In this respect, the analysis of complex phyllotactic patterns fits into the general framework of pattern theory (Grenander & Miller 2006). This strategy led us to identify interesting perturbation patterns in Fibonacci spiral phyllotaxis in wild-type as well as in \textit{ahp6} mutant plants. The data presented here question the actual model accounting for phyllotaxis and suggest a new role for cytokinin signaling in the coordination of space and time during phyllotactic pattern formation.
Figure 1: Examples of measured divergence angle sequences in wild-type Arabidopsis and ahp6-1 mutant plants. (a,b,c) WT plants with increasing perturbations, (d,e,f) ahp6-1 with increasing perturbations. In each diagram the thin black horizontal line indicate 137.5°, the canonical angle of the Fibonacci spiral phyllotaxis. Red arrows indicate a M-shaped perturbation motif recurrent in many sequences.
2 Results

2.1 Measurements of divergence angle sequences between siliques and analysis of spiral orientation.

We measured divergence angles between siliques (Arabidopsis fruits) in fully elongated stems in 82 Arabidopsis wild-type plants and 89 ahp6 mutant plants. Angles were measured from the base (first organ produced) towards the top of stems, giving individual sequences of several consecutive angles. The main orientation of the spiral was determined by identifying segments of divergence angles close to the canonical Fibonacci angle of $\alpha=137.5^\circ$ (termed baseline segments). Further precisions are given in the “Supplementary Information” section.

In the measured sample, 39 out of 82 wild-type individuals and 45 out of 89 mutant individuals had a clockwise orientation. Hence, clockwise and counterclockwise spirals occurred in roughly equal proportion in both wild-type and mutant samples. For the wild type, this observation is in accordance with previous results (Beal 1873; Allard 1946). These equal proportions are explained by the fact the spiral originates from an initial symmetry breaking event corresponding to the transition between the decussate phyllotaxis of the seedling and the Fibonacci phyllotaxis of the adult plant. We conclude that in the mutant, the loss of AHP6 function does not affect this initial symmetry-breaking event.

2.2 Exploratory analysis suggest that both wild-type and ahp6-1 mutants have structured perturbation motifs

The measured divergence angle sequences generally exhibit baseline segments (the angles fluctuate around $\alpha=137.5^\circ$) and were interspersed by segments (i.e. sub-sequences) of non-canonical angles, indicating perturbations of the phyllotaxis (see examples Figure 1). Surprisingly, phyllotaxis of wild-type plants were also significantly perturbed. But as expected, ahp6-1 plants had many more defects in phyllotaxis, with higher frequencies of non-canonical angles and complex patterns of perturbations (Figure 1)

The angles measured covered almost all the possible values between 0° and 360°. While the global distribution showed highest frequencies around the canonical Fibonacci angle, at least three other classes of divergence angles were apparent, but could not be unambiguously separated (Figure 2). These combined observations suggest that non-canonical angles measured in perturbations are not random and could belong to at least four distinct classes.
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Moreover, the sub-sequences of perturbations often seemed highly structured. Particularly, a stereotypical M-shaped motif corresponding approximately to $2\alpha,-\alpha, 2\alpha$ was frequently observed in wild-type and even more often in ahp6-1 mutants (Figure 1, red arrows). This motif can be simply explained by a permutation in the order of insertion on the stem of two consecutive organs, without changing their angular position (Figure S2). It should be noted that a similar M-shaped motif was predicted by theoretical models (Douady & Couder 1996a). However, such a motif was reported only once in a sunflower stem with the Lucas spiral phyllotaxis, a rare arrangement characterized by a canonical divergence angle of $99.5^\circ$ (Couder 1998).

The occurrence of non-canonical angles and of particular motifs in the sequences suggest that precise patterns of perturbations could be present in our data, like permutations, generating particular divergence angles with possible local dependencies. To test this hypothesis, we decided to analyze our data with statistical tools and a step-by-step approach: we built successively more and more specific models, each model incorporating the deductions made in the previous estimated model. The model explaining the perturbations of phyllotaxis will emerge progressively, and specific patterns could be identified with a minimum of a priori assumptions.

2.3 Identification of permutations patterns in the sequences of measured divergence angles using Hidden Markov Chains (HMC)

To identify patterns in the measured divergence angles sequences, we chose to use hidden-Markov chains (HMC). Markov chain is a stochastic model often used to describe patterns generated by iterative transitions between defined states: in our case, the states would be different divergence angles. Hidden Markov chains are then used because the states of a Markov chain related to divergence angles would not be directly observable for the experimentalist: biological noise and measurement uncertainty modify the value of each “theoretical” angle. The Markov chain is thus hidden and it must be inferred from the sequences of measured angles (Ephraim & Merhav 2002)(see Supplementary Information). To represent the variability of measured divergence angles, we attached to each state of the Markov chain a von Mises distribution. The von Mises distribution is a univariate Gaussian-like periodic distribution for a variable $x \in [0, 360^\circ]$ (Mardia & Jupp 2000)

At each iteration, the next state can depend only on the previous state (defining a first-order Markov chain) or on more previous states (second-, third-, etc., -order Markov chain). We began our analysis with the first-order. We also made the assumption of stationarity (see Supplementary
Figure 2: Fit of the divergence angle frequency distribution by the mixture of observation distributions. The fit is visually indiscernible if the observation distributions of the five-state hidden first-order Markov chain are showed instead of the observation distributions of the five-state hidden variable-order Markov chain. Interestingly, the observation distributions associated to the five states of the HMC estimated by the model are centered on values very close to multiples of the canonical angle of Fibonacci spirals ($\alpha = 137.5^\circ$): $\alpha$, $2\alpha$, $3\alpha$, $-\alpha$, $-2\alpha$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\mu \ (\sigma = 18.5)$</th>
<th>$\mu \ (\sigma = 18.5)$</th>
<th>weight</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha \ (137.5)$</td>
<td>136.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>136.5</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>136.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2\alpha \ (275)$</td>
<td>273.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>273.4</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>273.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\alpha \ (222.5)$</td>
<td>221.9</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>222.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>221.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3\alpha \ (52.5)$</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-2\alpha \ (85)$</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristics of von Mises observation distributions estimated within hidden first-order Markov chains (with different or common concentration parameters) and within a hidden variable-order Markov chain. Since the weights of the different states were similar for the two estimated hidden first-order Markov chains, they are only given one time. Log-likelihoods and BIC values for the three estimated models.
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Information for justification, Figure S3). Thus, a stationary (or equilibrium) hidden first-order Markov chain is the most simple model for analyzing sequences of noisy discrete-valued divergence angles. Importantly, it does not rely on any assumption concerning the structure of possible patterns in the divergence angle sequences.

In practice, we pooled in the analysis the measured divergence angle sequences from wild-type and *ahp6* mutants (171 sequences of cumulative length 5220, referred as to the learning sample), assuming that the perturbation patterns was common to the wild-type and the mutant.

We proceeded to a step-by-step identification, deriving model assumptions of the current step from the outputs of the preceding step of analysis. First, the number of possible states for the HMC was selected. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) favored both a 4-state or 5-state hidden first-order Markov chain model. Interestingly, the 5 states were rather precisely centered on the multiples of the canonical divergence angle $\alpha$, $2\alpha$, $-\alpha$, (Table 1). The 4 states were centered only on $\alpha$, $2\alpha$, $-\alpha$ and a intermediate angle between $3\alpha$ and $-2\alpha$. Assuming that these precise occurrence of 5 multiples of $\alpha$ could be more meaningful, we selected the five-state HMC model. Second, we estimated a five-state hidden first-order Markov chain where the von Mises observation distributions share the same concentration parameter (inverse variance), since the previously estimated von Mises distributions had similar standard deviations. This simplification led to a slight improvement of the the log-likelihood of the model (Table1). Having a robustly estimated five-state hidden first-order Markov chain model from the global learning sample, we next computed for each individual observed sequence the optimally labeled sequence: each measured angle was labeled with five possible values chosen among $\alpha$, $2\alpha$, $-\alpha$, $3\alpha$ and $-2\alpha$. In this way, 161 out 171 sequences were labeled with high confidence (posterior probability of the most probable state sequence > 0.13, Figure S4).

In a last step, we selected the order of the Markov chain depending on the context within the sequence. We thus selected the memories of a variable-order Markov chain (Csiszar & Talata 2005) on the basis of the previously optimally labeled divergence angle sequences (see Supplementary Information and Appendix). First we chose to discard the 10 individuals which were very poorly explained by the estimated hidden first-order Markov chain. The variable-order Markov chain we obtained was a mixed first-/second-order Markov chain where the first-order memory $2\alpha$ was replaced by the four second-order memories $\alpha \ 2\alpha, \ 2\alpha \ 2\alpha, \ -\alpha \ 2\alpha, \ -2\alpha \ 2\alpha$ (the memory $3\alpha \ 2\alpha$ was not observed) with respect to a simple first-order Markov chain. This means that it was necessary to take into account the divergence angle that precedes $2\alpha$ to predict accurately the state that follows.
Figure 3: Hidden Markov chains restricted to the modeling of 2-permutations. (a) hidden first-order Markov chain: transition graph of the underlying Markov chain; Hidden variable-order Markov chain: (b) Memory tree; (c) transition graph. In (a) and (c), each vertex represents a possible memory. Possible transitions are represented by arcs. The associated probabilities are noted nearby.
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2a. This is illustrated by the graph of transitions of the first-order Markov chain and the mixed first-/second-order Markov chain restricted to the modeling of 4 hidden states (α, 2α, -α, 3α) for sake of clarity (Figure 3).

Most of the selected memories in this graph can be interpreted as permutations in the order of organs along the stem. Indeed, the optimal labeled sequences exhibit perturbed segments that can be interpreted as isolated 2-permutation motif (the [. . . α, 2α, -α, 2α, a, . . .] M-shaped motif), as chaining of 2-permutations ([. . . α, 2α, -α, 3α, -α, 2α, a, . . .]), juxtaposition ([. . . α, 2α, -α, 2α, 2α, -α, 2α, a, . . .]) (Figure 3c), and other optimized labeled sequences involved isolated 3 permutations between the order of 3 organs (3-permutations, e.g. [. . . 3α, -α, -α, 3α, . . .]).

In conclusion, this first step of analysis enables to (i) identify five classes of divergence angles centered on the multiples of the canonical divergence angle α, 2α, -α, 3α, -2α, (ii) estimate a common concentration parameter for the von Mises distributions reflecting measurement uncertainty and (iii) identify a remarkable dependency structure that can be interpreted with regards to the language induced by 2-permutations.

We next wanted to characterize the perturbations patterns in each individual to determine to what extent the permutation hypothesis could explain the individuals sequences and to compare the perturbations between wild-type and ahp6-1 mutant plants.

2.4 Characterization of permutation patterns using HMC and Combinatorial Mixture models.

Based on the previous model identification steps, we estimated a hidden variable-order Markov chain where the underlying variable-order Markov chain has the memories previously selected and the concentration parameter was common to the five von Mises observation distributions. The optimally labeled divergence angle sequence was computed for each observed sequence using the estimated hidden variable-order Markov chain (including the 10 individuals previously discarded for model selection). Taking the posterior probability as an indicator of confidence (Figure S4), most sequences could be reasonably explained by this model (Table 2). Some sub-sequences poorly explained according to the posterior probability had a strong individual effect, suggesting that other angles than those modeled by the five-state of the HMC could be present in these sequences of some individuals. Within the sequences explained by the model, most could be interpreted as permutations. However, since the HMC model is not constrained a priori by the permutation assumption, we also observed 16 occurrences of the memory -2α, 2α, which cannot be generated by
Figure 4: Examples of final consensus optimal labeling of measured sequences. The measured divergence angles are figured by the red squares for canonical angles and green squares for non-canonical angles (excepted α outside baseline segments). The predicted divergence angle sequence is figured in blue. The predicted organ order is given below and permuted organs are in red for 2-Permutation (2-P) and in blue for 3-Permutations (3-P). The sequences are ordered in increasing complexity. Note the occurrence of the rare angles 5α and -2α in c and d.
permutations. However we reasoned that these few unexplained sequences could also be permutations, but that they were too rare to be statistically estimated. A study of the language induced by any possible combination of 2- and 3-permutations indicates that other multiples of $\alpha$, such as $4\alpha$ and $5\alpha$ are possible in complex chaining of permutations, and would thus be expected with a low frequency. However, it was impossible to estimate a seven-state HMC: there is a too big overlap between the von Mises distribution attached to the seven possible states induced by permutations ($\alpha$, $2\alpha$, -$\alpha$, $3\alpha$, -$2\alpha$, $4\alpha$, $5\alpha$), in conjunction with their very unbalanced respective weights (Figure S5).

Considering that a single model could not have all the desirable properties to model these sequences, we chose to build a second model, based this time on the assumption of permutations, and to build a consensus from the comparison of labeled sequences computed using both models. We designed a combinatorial mixture model (CMM), in which the underlying Markov chain of the hidden Markov model previously used is replaced by a combinatorial model that relies on the assumption that the permutations involved at most 3 successive organs (e.g. [3$\alpha$, -$\alpha$, -$3\alpha$] corresponding to the organ order 3 2 1 4) (Refahi et al. 2011). Von Mises observation distributions centered on the multiples of the divergence angle were attached to the seven “states” $\alpha$, $2\alpha$, -$\alpha$, $3\alpha$, -$2\alpha$, $4\alpha$, $5\alpha$. The concentration parameter common to the seven von Mises observation distributions was the concentration parameter estimated within the hidden Markov model. This CMM can thus be viewed as the coupling of a combinatorial model relying on the permutation assumption with an independent mixture model. It can thus model transitions involving multiples of the canonical divergence angle which occur rarely (e.g. $4\alpha$, $5\alpha$), and it can also model alternative phyllotaxes (e.g. Lucas with a canonical divergence angle of 99.5°). However, its major shortcoming is the risk of predicting very improbable patterns of permutations despite strong deviations between measured and predicted angles. This is a direct consequence of the important overlap between the von Mises observation distributions (Figure S5). Since the CMM is not an integrated probabilistic model, it was not possible to compute a posterior probability to assess the relevance of the optimally labeled divergence angle sequences.

We thus labeled independently each individual sequence with the two models, the five-state hidden variable-order Markov Chain model and the CMM (see Supplementary Information), respectively. When the labeled sequences computed by the two models did not coincide, we made an expert examination of the two labelings to choose the most likely solution (Figure S6). We observed very few mismatches between the optimal labeling of the divergence angle sequences
Table 2: Counts of matches and mismatches between the optimal labeling of the divergence angle sequences using the five-state hidden variable-order Markov chain (HMC), the combinatorial mixture model (CMM) and the final consensus labeling taken as reference (the four Lucas phyllotaxis individuals were excluded from the sample).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5-state HMC</th>
<th></th>
<th>CMM</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>match</td>
<td>mismatch</td>
<td>match</td>
<td>mismatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>3620</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3579</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2\alpha$</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-\alpha$</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3\alpha$</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-2\alpha$</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4\alpha$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5\alpha$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>4895</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4851</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Characteristics of the optimally labeled divergence angle sequences using the final consensus. Note that nearly all angles were explained accordingly to the permutations assumption. *ahp6* mutants exhibit a significantly higher proportion of non-canonical angles, which corresponds to a marked increase in the number of 2- and 3 permutations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>wild type</th>
<th>mutant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. sequences/No. angles</td>
<td>82/2405</td>
<td>89/2815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of non-canonical angles</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of unexplained angles</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. individuals, Lucas phyllotaxis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2-permutations</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3-permutations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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given by the two models and the final consensus sequences: this illustrates the complementarity of the two modeling approaches and the strong accordance of the estimated hidden variable-order Markov chain with the permutation assumption.

With this pipeline of methods (Figure S6), we were able to label a very large proportion of the sequences measured for both wild type and the *ahp6* mutant on the basis of the permutation assumption (98% and 95% of explained angles respectively, Table 3). In particular, we labeled 4 individuals assuming a Lucas phyllotaxis (this pattern has a canonical divergence angle of 99.5°). The rare occurrence of the Lucas phyllotaxis in our data set is in accordance with previous reports in sunflower (see in Introduction, table 1). We cannot exclude that the remaining small proportion of non-explained angles could be generated by other types of perturbation, involving different angles or patterns. But the poorly explained angles could also be due to a lack of measurement accuracy or measurement errors. Moreover, the difficulty of measurement increases when successive organs are very close due to non-elongated internodes or when no regular spiral appears on the stem as in highly perturbed individuals. This is often the case in mutant plants (see later section 2.5 and 2.7) and it could thus account for the higher unexplained proportion of angles in *ahp6*.

In previous studies, the authors hypothesized that the perturbations they measured in *Arabidopsis* stems were due to a reversal of the handedness of the generative spiral (Peaucelle et al. 2007). We also tested this assumption, searching for the reversal point after which the divergence angle would fluctuate around $360° - \alpha = 222.5°$ in baseline segments. This assumption is clearly not supported by the analysis of both wild-type and the mutant sequences. Instead, the proposed permutation hypothesis is supported by the conjunction of (i) the specificity of the permutation assumption, (ii) the high frequencies of the non-canonical angles (Table 3), (iii) the high confidence in the explanation of the observed sequences by the estimated hidden variable-order Markov chain (see the posterior probabilities, Figure S4). This hypothesis thus seems to fit the observed data better that any competing hypothesis that we have been able to consider.

Altogether, our analysis based on mixture models for patterns analysis demonstrated that nearly all the perturbations observed in the measured sequences can be interpreted with high confidence as permutations in the apico-basal order of two to three organs along the stem (Table 3).

### 2.5 Permutations patterns in *ahp6* mutants are more numerous, longer and more complex.
Figure 5: Proportions of non-canonical angles per sequence in wild-type and mutants show overlapping phenotypes. Despite an overlap in the phenotype, the two populations can be separated: individuals having more 30% of non-canonical angles in their sequences are likely \textit{ahp6-1} mutants, individuals with less than 10% of perturbations are likely wild-type.
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Some examples of wild-type and mutant individuals with the optimal consensus labeling are shown in Figure 4. The proportion of non-canonical angles increases from 15% to 37% between the wild type and the mutant (Table 3) and corresponds to a strong increase in the occurrence of 2-permutations and a burst in the occurrence of 3-permutations. Note that, proportionally, 3-permutations increase much more than 2-permutations in the *ahp6* genetic background, suggesting that the developmental defects leading to 3-permutations are very sensitive to the loss of *AHP6* function. However, these global proportions of non-canonical angles hide a great inter-individual heterogeneity within each genotype, with a strong overlap of the two populations (Figure 5). This heterogeneity of the two populations is illustrated by the examples in Figure 1 (compare the perturbed wild-type 1c with mild *ahp6*-1 mutant 1d). However, most of the individuals with more than 30% of non-canonical angles were mutant. Conversely, 18 out 82 wild-type plants exhibit perfect sequences fluctuating only around the canonical angle compared to only 1 *ahp6* individual out of 89.

The highly perturbed mutant individuals were characterized by the occurrence of long and complex permuted segments corresponding to the chaining of 2- and 3-permutations (Tables 4 and 5). The permuted segments identified in the measured sequences are listed with their respective frequencies for each genotype in Tables 4 and 5. The close frequencies of the three possible permuted segments corresponding to an isolated 3-permutation (Table 4) suggest that the mechanism generating 3-permutations is affected by randomness. The similar ratios of the frequency of n + 1 chained 2-permutations to the frequency of n chained 2-permutations (16/90 for n = 1 for the wild type and 32/193, 5/32 and 1/5 for n = 1, 2, 3 for the mutant; see Tables 4 and 5) suggest that the chaining of permutations is also random. In addition, we detected all the possible segments produced by a combination of a 2-permutation with a 3-permutation, except one, but they all occur with small frequencies, again suggesting randomness in the chaining (Table 4).

Finally, it should be noted that we found two Lucas phyllotaxes in each genotype. However, this small number of Lucas individuals precludes the comparison of patterns within individual sequences between the two genotypes. In all cases however, these sequences were highly perturbed (data not shown).

Altogether, these data suggest that *AHP6* limits the number and the complexity of permutations.

2.6 Classification of individuals belonging to different genetic backgrounds confirm the role of *AHP6*.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2-permutation</th>
<th>organ order</th>
<th>divergence angles</th>
<th>wild type</th>
<th>mutant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 1 3</td>
<td>2 -1 2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2 1 4</td>
<td>3 -1 1 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-permutation</td>
<td>3 1 2 4</td>
<td>3 -2 1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3 1 4</td>
<td>2 1-2 3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2-permutations</td>
<td>2 1 4 3 5</td>
<td>2 -1 3 -1 2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 1 5 3 4 6</td>
<td>2 -1 4-2 1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 3 1 5 4 6</td>
<td>2 1-2 4 -1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-permutation and</td>
<td>2 1 5 4 3 6</td>
<td>2 -1 4 -1 -1 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-permutation</td>
<td>3 2 1 5 4 6</td>
<td>3 -1 -1 4 -1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 1 4 5 3 6</td>
<td>2 -1 3 1 -2 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 1 2 5 4 6</td>
<td>3 -2 1 3 -1 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Observed permuted segments up to length 6. These segments are delimited by two splitting points. The divergence angle sequence is the first-order differenced organ sequence. By convention, the origin of the organ sequence is 0 (not indicated). Palindromes (a segment and its reverse in terms of divergence angles are the same) are given at the beginning of each category. A segment and its reverse are then given on two successive rows. Frequencies of segments are given for the wild type and the mutant. Canonical angles $\alpha$ (noted 1) present in perturbed sequences are highlighted in yellow. Note that they are always associated with $-2\alpha$ (noted -2) just before or after. This property was useful to estimate their number versus $\alpha$ angles in baseline segments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3-2-permutations</th>
<th>organ order</th>
<th>divergence angles</th>
<th>mutant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 2 1 6 5 4 7</td>
<td>2 -1 3 -1 3 -1 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 3-permutations</td>
<td>2 3 1 6 4 5 7</td>
<td>2 -1-2 5 -2 1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 2 1 6 4 5 7</td>
<td>3 -1 -1 5 -2 1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2-permutations and</td>
<td>2 1 5 3 4 7 6 8</td>
<td>2 -1 4-2 1 3 -1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a 3-permutation</td>
<td>3 1 2 5 4 7 6 8</td>
<td>3-2 1 3 -1 4-2 1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 2-permutations</td>
<td>2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7 9</td>
<td>2 -1 3 -1 3 -1 3 -1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2-permutations and</td>
<td>2 1 4 3 7 6 5 9 8 10</td>
<td>2 -1 3 -1 4 -1 -1 4 -1 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5:** Observed permuted segments of lengths from 7 to 10 (Note that some possible segments allowed by the language of 2- and 3-permutations which were not observed are not reported in this table). These segments are delimited by two splitting points. The divergence angle sequence is the first-order differenced organ sequence. By convention, the origin of the organ sequence is 0 (not indicated). Frequencies of segments are given (all these long permuted segments were detected on mutant individuals). Canonical angles $\alpha$ (noted 1) and associated $-2\alpha$ present in perturbed sequences are highlighted in yellow.
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To confirm the role of the AHP6 gene in controlling the permutations of organs, we adopted a classical genetic approach. We selected ahp6-3, another independent mutant for AHP6, and we also analyzed ahp6-1 mutants in which a functional AHP6 transgene was introduced (these transgenic ahp6-1 lines are termed complemented lines). As additional classical controls in genetics, we also selected the trans-heterozygous ahp6-1/3 line (the direct progeny of a cross between ahp6-1 and ahp6-3 parents). These plants bear one null ahp6-1 allele and one null ahp6-3 allele, so they have no functional alleles of AHP6. As complemented lines, we used ahp6-1 plants transformed to express AHP6-GFP or AHP6-HA fusion proteins in the same expression patterns as AHP6 native protein (the fusion with the fluorescent protein GFP and the tag HA was used to visualize the AHP6 protein in situ in other experiments). The other ahp6 mutant lines are expected to exhibit the same phenotype as the ahp6-1 line (numerous permutations) while complemented lines are expected to exhibit a wild-type phenotype (few permutations) because the transgene should provide a functional version of AHP6.

We then applied a model-based classification approach where for each sequence to be classified, we tested which model among the wild-type and the ahp6-1 mutant models best explains this sequence. For the building of the wild type and ahp6-1 mutant models, we adopted the following strategy. The two models share the same memories i.e. \((a, a2a, 2a2a, \neg a2a, \neg 2a2a, \neg a, 3a, \neg 2a)\). This is supported by the selection of the memories on the basis of the state sequence corresponding to the wild-type (respectively mutant) individuals computed using the globally estimated hidden variable-order Markov chain. They also share the same von Mises observation distributions with the common concentration parameter estimated on the basis of the pooled sample of wild-type and mutant individuals (within the globally estimated hidden variable-order Markov chain). On the basis of the wild-type (respectively ahp6-1 mutant) sample, we applied the EM algorithm where only the transition probabilities were re-estimated. We finally established a threshold at \(10^{-2}\) the lowest transition probabilities in order to avoid misclassification of individuals due to unobserved patterns in the learning samples. For each observed divergence angle sequence to be classified, the likelihood of the wild-type and ahp6-1 mutant models were computed using the forward or filtering algorithm; see e.g. (Zucchini & MacDonald 2009). Each observed divergence angle sequence was then assigned to the model that best explained it. One difficulty in this classification task comes from the class overlap. The wild-type model is actually nested within the ahp6-1 mutant model since both wild-type and mutant individuals exhibit permutations, the difference coming essentially from the more frequent occurrence of permutations in the mutant case. Hence, the less perturbed
Table 6: Classification of individual sequences of divergence angles into wild-type or ahp6-1 models. As a test, all individuals of the learning sample that were used to build the two models were classified: some individuals can be misclassified, due to the overlap of the phenotype between wild-type and ahp6-1 mutant plants. Then individuals from loss of function mutant lines (ahp6-3 and ahp6-1/3 mtants) or complemented lines (2 transgenic lines expressing a AHP6-GFP fusion protein and 2 transgenic lines expressing a AHP6-fusion protein) were classified. See text for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test samples</th>
<th>HMC wild-type</th>
<th>ahp6-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wild-type</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-1-3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L91GFP</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L94GFP</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T314HA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T32HA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Non-elongated internodes are more often-associated permuted organs. For each genotype, the number of observed non-elongated internodes for each angle is indicated (α is separated in two classes: α belonging to baseline segments and α* belonging to permuted segments). In the third column is indicated the number of short internodes that would be expected if the traits were independent. The negative angles -α and -2α, which always measure the divergence angle between organs whose order is permuted, and also the angle α* and 3α are significantly associated with non-elongated internodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>angle</th>
<th>wild type</th>
<th>expected</th>
<th>mutant</th>
<th>expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>144.6</td>
<td>1655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2α</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-α</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3α</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2α</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4α</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5α</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A mutant individual can be classified in the wild-type class. This particular class configuration is illustrated by the classification of the individuals used for building the two models where 21 out of 89 \( ahp6-1 \) mutants were misclassified while only 9 out of 82 wild-type individuals were misclassified (Table 6).

Most of the individuals of the other \( ahp6 \) mutant lines (i.e. \( ahp6-3 \) and \( ahp6-1/3 \)) were assigned to the \( ahp6-1 \) model (9 out of 14 in each lines). This result can be considered as significant, since the classification results are biased toward the wild-type model because of the model nestedness. Concerning the complemented lines, most of the plants transformed to express AHP6-GFP were assigned to the wild-type model while the results were not so clear for the plants transformed to express AHP6-HA (Table 6). The fact that not all our transgenic lines had a restored wild-type phenotype is not surprising: there are many biological reasons that could impair the proper expression and function of the AHP6 protein provided by the transgene. For example, insertion of the transgene to silent regions of the genome would compromise its expression, or the function of the protein could be altered due to the fused GFP/HA tag. On the contrary, the capacity of AHP6-GFP to rescue the wild-type phenotype, at least partially, is a strong argument supporting the causal link between \( AHP6 \) loss of function and the increase in permutations.

2.7 A Permutation between two organs is often associated with a non-elongated internode

Since numerous non-elongated internodes can be seen along the stem of \( ahp6 \) mutants (see chapter2, figure 2A), we looked for a statistical link between this phenotype and the permutations. The table 7 details the counts of non-elongated internodes for each of the 7 angles defined by the permutations, in the wild-type and the mutant from the learning sample. Note that we distinguished the angles \( \alpha \) appearing in baseline segments and the angle \( \alpha \) (noted \( \alpha^* \)) embedded in permuted segments (see table 4 and 5, angle \( \alpha \) highlighted in yellow). Interestingly, the language of 2-and 3-permutations imposes that \( \alpha^* \) and \( -2\alpha \) are always successive angles, which helps the identification of this particular \( \alpha^* \). The frequencies of the association of non-elongated internodes with the different angles was clearly not proportional, pointing out an association between non-elongated internodes and the angles \( -\alpha \) and \( -2\alpha \) and to a lesser extent with with \( \alpha^* \) and \( 3\alpha \). Within a permuted segment of angles, \( -\alpha \) and \( -2\alpha \) are always the divergence angles between organs whose order on the stem is reverse to the order they would have without permutations. For example, if ordered organs \( [1, 2, 3, 4] \) are permuted into the \( [1, 3, 2, 4] \) sequence, \( -\alpha \) will be the divergence angle measured.
Figure 6: Frequency distributions for the number of successive synchronized organs between two permutations. These runs of organs are distinguished as a function of the permutation that precedes them. The length frequency distribution is highly structured, indicating that a first permutation influences the occurrence of a second over short intervals of synchronized organs. 2- and 3-Permutations restrain differently the

Figure 7: Propagations of permutations over intervals of synchronized organs correlate with contact parasichies. Organs are represented by circles with increasing numbers from older to younger, as expected without permutations. Organs involved in the same event of permutation are colored with the same color (with a red scale according to their age), while synchronized organs are colored in green. The meristem is the central white circle: at its periphery (orange), two small red circles indicate the next organs to form (13 and 14) that will be permuted. The sequence of order of these organs expected along the stem is indicated below each cartoon. Interesting contact parasichies are drawn. The most probable configuration of propagation observed in our data is represented. Note that each time, the parasichies were no organ is permuted (dashed line) is maintained, while permuted organs are found in the same parasichy (plain line), suggesting a transmission of the permutation to the nearest neighbors (arrows).
between the organs [3,2]. There is thus a correlation between a reverse in the order of two organs in the sequence and the absence of the development of the internode in between them. For example, 46% (58/126) in wild-type and 36% (120/330) in 

\( \text{ap6-1} \) of internodes between organs ordered in a 

\[ \ldots(n+1), \ldots \] order (corresponding to angle \( -\alpha \)) are non elongated. Since the association is not strict, this indicates that a permutation is neither sufficient nor necessary to find a short internode (and reciprocally).

### 2.8 Patterns of propagation of permutation in sequences suggest a role of direct neighbors

As seen above, our analysis suggests that the order of organs within a permutation is random as well as the chaining of 2-permutations. We then wondered whether it was possible to determine a context when a permutation begins or ends. We found no particular context explaining the triggering of a permutation after a baseline segment. However, the triggering of a new permutation is clearly influenced by a former permutation when the baseline segment in between them is short. This is illustrated by the frequency distribution of the length of intervals of synchronized organs between two permuted segments (synchronized organs are those whose order in the measured sequence is the same as expected without permutations). Two situations are observed (Figure 6): intervals of synchronized organs following a 2-permutation or intervals following a 3-permutation (see Supplementary Information for the construction of these frequency distributions).

The resulting distributions revealed that for intervals following a 2-permutation, the length frequency distribution is highly structured with high frequencies for \( u = 0 \) (\( u \) is the number of synchronized organs in the interval, \( u = 0 \) is a chaining of two permutations), \( u = 1 \) (juxtaposition of two permuted segments) and \( u = 3 \) and comparatively low frequencies for 2 and 4; (Figure 6). For intervals following a 3-permutation, the length frequency distribution seems also highly structured despite the globally lower frequencies with respect to the frequency distribution related to 2-permutations. The chaining of two permutations (\( u = 0 \)) are relatively frequent while the juxtaposition of two permuted segments (\( u = 1 \)) seems almost impossible and a canonical angle is required between two permuted segments. In both cases, the interval length frequency distributions differ markedly from geometric distributions which are the unique “memoryless” discrete distribution. Hence, the occurrence of a permutation influences the occurrence of a subsequent permutation at least on the four next positions that follow it and with specific dependencies as function of 2- or 3-permutations.
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Using centric representations of meristems, we reproduce the sub-sequences studied above: a first permuted segment, followed by an interval of synchronized organs, followed by a second permuted segment. We observed the existence of particular geometric relationships between organs in the two permuted segments (Figure 7). Interestingly, when the interval length frequency distribution predict a new permuted segment, organs with reverse order in this segment are direct neighbors of organs with reverse order in the former permuted segment. In phyllotactic systems, spirals called contact parastichies can be easily drawn linking direct neighbors (they are often naturally conspicuous in the pattern). The particular geometric relationships observed for organs with reverse order between two permuted segments suggest that the permutation propagates more likely along the contact parastichies. This transmission of permutation between direct neighbors can overcome a return to a normal baseline segment. This correlation is worth to be highlighted, because it is in agreement with the fundamental mechanistic hypothesis for phyllotaxis, stating that the position of a new organ in the structure is determined by its two direct neighbors.

However, in the case of chaining (u = 0, i.e. no synchronized organ is initiated in between permutations), the probability for a new permutation to occur without a return to the baseline is also very high (Figure 6), although the organs involved in the first permutation and the next to come are not located on perturbed contact parastichies (graphic not shown). This could suggest that once a permutation has occurred, the plant is in a state where a subsequent permutation is more likely to happen. In other words, it could be possible that the perturbation that causes the first Larger samples would be needed to further analyze precisely the properties of permutation patterns, notably for complex motifs of which very few were observed (Table 5).

Wild-type and mutant plants had similar interval length frequency distributions (Figure S7). Therefore, whereas the loss of AHP6 function promote permutations, we conclude that its presence in the wild-type does not reduce their properties of propagation over short intervals of synchronized organs.

2.9 Within baseline segments, the canonical divergence angle is robustly set but can significantly differ from the theoretical golden angle (137.5°)

Apart from the perturbed sub-sequences, we also investigate the properties of the non-perturbed sub-sequences (baseline segments). We first estimated the mean value of the divergence angle of the baseline segments To evaluate the heterogeneity in the population of our learning sample, we
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computed the weighted mean absolute deviation between the average baseline segment level for an individual and the canonical angle of 137.5°. The sample weighted mean absolute deviation is given by

$$\sum_a n_a |\bar{x}_a - 137.5| / \sum_a n_a,$$

where $\bar{x}_a$ is the mean of the divergence angles within baseline segments and $n_a$ is the cumulative length of the baseline segments for the $a$th individual.

We obtained a mean absolute deviation of 8.1° for the wild-type, 5.7° for the mutant and 7° for the pooled sample (the results are similar if we use as a reference the overall average divergence angle within baseline segments instead of the theoretical angle of 137.5°). It should be noted that the baseline segment effect was slightly larger than this individual effect (results not shown). This result confirms an important inter-individual heterogeneity, which is reflected in part by the concentration parameter estimated for the von Mises distributions (Table 1). The deviation from the expected golden angle indicates a natural range within which a stable Fibonacci spiral establishes a divergence angle in Arabidopsis thaliana, with a strong individual effect. This amplitude of this range could be better determined with more accurate measurement tools.

### 2.10 Exploring local dependencies in baseline segments by sample auto-correlation

Finally, we looked for local dependencies within the baseline segments by studying the auto-correlation between successive angle in the segments (Figure 8). Note that the divergence angles we measured were obtained by subtracting 2 positions of flowers on the protractor (see Supplementary Information): this operation, termed a first-order differencing, can be seen as a linear filter that induces an auto-correlation structure; see (Diggle 1990). In the case of first-order differencing, the induced auto-correlation function is

$$\rho(k) = \begin{cases} 
1 & k = 0, \\
-0.5 & k = 1, \\
0 & k > 1.
\end{cases}$$

We observed that the sample auto-correlation functions for the baseline segments were close to the auto-correlation functions induced by first-order differencing a white noise sequence (Figure 8, red line). The sample auto-correlation coefficients which measure the correlation between
**Figure 8: Sample auto-correlation function of divergence angles within baseline segments**

This auto-correlation is calculated with baseline segments found in both wild-type and mutants plants, with a correction taking into account inter-individual heterogeneity. A lag x indicates the autocorrelation between two organs n and n+x in a baseline segment. The strong negative autocorrelation at lag=1 is induced by the the first-order differencing used for the calculation of divergence angles from measurements and is not biologically relevant. The fluctuation of the auto-correlation function near the confidence limits cannot be considered as statistically significant. However, we noted intriguing potential positive auto-correlations for lag 3, 5 and 8, three Fibonacci numbers corresponding to the number of contact parastichies in *Arabidopsis thaliana*.
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divergence angles at different distances apart within baseline segments (pooled sample auto-
correlation function) is given by

\[ r(k) = \frac{\sum_a \sum_{t=0}^{n_a-1-k} (x_{a,t} - \bar{x}_a) (x_{a,t+k} - \bar{x}_a)}{\sum_a \sum_{t=0}^{n_a-1} (x_{a,t} - \bar{x}_a)^2} / \sum_a n_a } {k = 0, 1, \ldots} \]

where

\[ \bar{x}_a = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{n_a-1} x_{a,t}}{n_a} \]

is the mean of the divergence angles within the ath baseline segment. The baseline segment mean \( \bar{x}_a \)
can be replaced by the mean of the divergence angles within baseline segments for an individual but
not by the overall mean because of the inter-individual heterogeneity of baseline segment levels.
The variation of the auto-correlation function stays within the confidence limits for a lag\( \geq 1 \),
meaning that there are statistically no auto-correlations within baseline segments.

However, it should be noted that we observed a structure in the auto-correlation curve, with
positive auto-correlations between one divergence angle and the 3rd, the 5th and the 8th following
angle just outside the confidence limits for the two first peaks. The occurrence of these 3 Fibonacci
numbers reminds us that Arabidopsis phyllotaxis is organized with a \((3,5)\) parastichy number, and
perhaps some individuals could be at the intermediary \((3,5,8)\) order. Such positive auto-correlations
could mean that each deviation from the mean value of the baseline segment tends propagate along
the contact parastichies, as seen for the permutation patterns (see above). However, without strong
statistical support, this observation cannot be considered as reliable. Since the fluctuation of the
base line is of the same magnitude as the precision of our measurement device, we would need to
improve the accuracy of our measurements to demonstrate such property in our sequence.

Moreover, \( ahp6 \) mutants' baseline have the same baseline properties as wild-type, suggesting that
\( AHP6 \) loss of function only produce permuted segments that do not affect the properties of the
normal regime of phyllotaxis when baseline segments are produced.
Figure 9: Schematic summary of permutation patterns found in Arabidopsis Phyllotaxis. This cartoon of a fully elongated inflorescence stem of Arabidopsis thaliana exhibit characteristic permutation patterns measured in plants. Permuted organs are red, synchronized organs are light green. Organs are numbered according to the normal order, from the older to the younger. The five multiples of $\alpha$ (137.5°, the canonical golden angle of Fibonacci spiral) which are most frequently found in sequences are indicated: $\alpha$, 2$\alpha$, -$\alpha$, 3$\alpha$, -2$\alpha$. These permutation patterns are most frequent in ahp6 loss of function mutants. Although observed post-meristematically, these permutations patterns are likely generated earlier in the Shoot Apical Meristem (SAM).
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3 Discussion

In this study, we analyzed with a new pipeline of methods the phyllotaxis of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Notably, we identified and characterized frequent perturbation patterns of the regular Fibonacci spiral due to permutations in the order of organ along the stem (Figure 9). Interestingly, we found that the loss of function of the cytokinin inhibitor AHP6 led to an increase in the permutations. Associated to other robust features of the sequences revealed by our analysis, this study provides new data for the understanding of phyllotaxis and question the current models of phyllotaxis. We will first discuss the biological significance of permutations and the possible role of AHP6 related to them. Then we will point some questions raised by our study on the current vision of the developmental mechanism explaining phyllotaxis and we will suggest further possible directions of research.

3.1 Possible origins of Permutations and putative role for AHP6 functions in Arabidopsis.

Thanks to the analysis we developed, nearly all perturbations we observed in Arabidopsis post-meristematic phyllotaxis can be considered as permutations in the apico-basal order of organs (here flowers) along the stem. Moreover we demonstrated that this defect is genetically controlled by AHP6, a small pseudo-Histidine-Phosphotransfer protein (pseudo HPt) which has been characterized as an inhibitor of cytokinin signaling (Mähönen et al. 2006). Interestingly, permutations are also present in the wild-type, suggesting that other factors than AHP6 (endogenous or exogenous) could control their occurrence in phyllotaxis. Quantitatively and qualitatively comparing permutations in wild-type and ahp6 mutants, we found that AHP6 limits their occurrence and their length, thus maintaining a stable state of the phyllotaxis (Figure 10). This model suggests that AHP6 functions as a stabilizing factor buffering permutations.

Histograms of global divergence angle distribution published in previous studies with the other ecotype Wassileskija (Peaucelle et al. 2007; Ragni et al. 2008) were similar to our data, suggesting the presence of permutations although the authors did not mention it. We propose that permutations are a very common perturbation of the Fibonacci spiral phyllotaxis in Arabidopsis thaliana. To our knowledge, it is the second report of permutations in phyllotaxis: Couder (1998) first measured one between the leaves of a sunflower stem having a Lucas spiral phyllotaxis. These observations advocate for more phenotyping in order to determine how frequent these defects are in nature, among plant species belonging to different phylogenetic groups and exhibiting various phyllotaxis.
**Figure 10:** Model of phyllotaxis affected by permutations and putative roles of AHP6. The SAM generally generates stable phyllotaxis but can under certain condition generate permutations. The factors promoting this transition (X) are not known (endogenous? Environment?). Existing permutations favor to a certain extend further permutations (chaining, propagation). AHP6 limits the permutation number and length, potentially by limiting their occurrence (counter-acting X for example), promoting a return to a stable state or both. Other endogenous or exogenous factors could also act together with AHP6. The implications of factors of perturbations independent of AHP6 and the existence of possible redundant stabilizing factors could explain the variable penetrance of ahp6 phenotype and its overlap with the wild-type.
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Where do permutations originate? We measured divergence angles on fully elongated inflorescence stems, while the phyllotaxis is generated in meristems, before internodes elongate. It should be noted that the architecture of the stem is not perturbed by any twisting (figure S7). Pedicels that link flowers to the stem were always normal. Since no defects can be seen in the stem, permutations must appear earlier, in regions close to the meristem or in the meristem proper. Microscopic analysis are thus needed determine the origin of permutations. However, three possible scenarios can be made:

1. In the meristem, successive organs could appear with an inverted sequence, but in the right place. Thus the angular position would not be modified, but the time of organ formation would no longer be coupled to its positioning.

2. In the meristem, the plastochron could be irregular: organs could be initiated in inverted sequences or even at the same time, leading to permutations. In this scenario, time would also be uncoupled from space, but with an additional loss of the regularity of the plastochron.

3. In the meristem proper, notably in the epidermis, successive flowers would be specified with correct divergence angles and plastochron. However, in their early development, the order of successive flowers would be permuted. For example, the younger flower could grow faster than the older one and would connect lower on the stem, fixing the permutation post-meristematically.

These scenarios are not mutually exclusive and the actual situation could also be intermediate. The interesting common point between them is that they all postulate a decoupling of the timing of organ development with space: at the moment of organ initiation (scenarios 1 and 2) or just after (3). This conclusion can be drawn from our data thanks to our protocol of measurement, that collected sequences of divergence angles. Nearly all theories of phyllotaxis postulate the existence of dynamic interactions between older and newly appearing organs at each iteration. Even if we do not know exactly how to correlate post-meristematic order of flowers on the stem with their ontogeny in meristem, the post-meristematic sequences of divergence angles give some clues allowing to reconstruct temporal patterns of development.

It is also worth noting that permuted organs are more associated with non-elongated internodes. Since the internode development occurs after organ initiation, this suggests that permutations, occurring shortly before, could impair internode development. As seen with the scenarios above, the existence of permutation raises questions about the coupling between the specification of the flower
proper on the surface of the meristem and the formation of the internode. To our knowledge, the developmental controls of these couplings have not been elucidated yet.

In conclusion, our results show that time and space are not robustly coupled during early organ development in meristem and that the pseudo-HPr AHP6 participate in maintaining a proper coupling, likely by inhibiting cytokinin signaling. This new role for cytokinin in the phyllotaxis of *Arabidopsis* is interesting given the major role recognized so far for auxin in this process. This is however reminiscent to the situation in maize, where the loss of another cytokinin inhibitor, ABPHYL1, perturbs the phyllotaxis (D Jackson & Hake 1999; Giulini et al. 2004). These similarities raises the question whether crosstalk between auxin and cytokinin in meristem is an important control of the robustness of phyllotaxis in many angiosperm species.

### 3.2 A body of facts sustaining the theory of local inhibitory interactions between primordia.

In the previous analysis of divergence angle sequences, we obtained these different results:

- equal proportion of the orientation of spirals (left or right winding);
- permutations patterns;
- The coexistence of Fibonacci and Lucas phyllotaxis in *Arabidopsis*, Lucas phyllotaxis being rare (4 individuals out of 171).
- a robust and stable divergence angle within spiral. Individual baseline sequences sometimes significantly differ from the golden angle and we measured that stable divergence angles can exist within a natural range of roughly 10° around the golden angle;
- Particular local dependencies within sequences: the intervals of memories controlling the divergence angles correspond to Fibonacci numbers (at least for the propagation of a permutation motif over an interval of synchronized organs and possibly within baseline segments)

These various facts might appear unrelated. However, we realized that they form a coherent body which can be perfectly integrated into the framework of a dynamic system model based on local inhibitory interactions between neighboring primordia in direct contact. This type of model has been remarkably detailed in a series of articles by Douady and Couder (1996a; 1996b; 1996c) and is sometimes considered as a paradigm for phyllotaxis (Shipman & Newell 2005)(see also in Introduction of this manuscript). Briefly, this model propose that the formation of regular patterns of phyllotaxis is a self-organized process that only emerge from the local repulsive interactions of
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direct neighbors and the growth of the apex. In other words, the geometry of the pattern at each iteration is determined by the neighboring relationships within the structure. In Fibonacci spirals, the nearest neighbors can be linked by conspicuous spirals called contact parastichies, one set winding to the left and the other to the right. The number of parastichies in each of these sets are consecutive numbers of the Fibonacci series, in which each term is the sum of the two previous one and starting at one (e.g. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,...). Thus, in a Fibonacci spiral with (i, j) parastichy number, the nearest neighbors of the new organ number n are older organs (n-i) and (n-j). Therefore, in these models, contact parastichies are very important because they propagate the geometry of the phyllotaxis over several iterations. Finally, it can be shown that the initial conditions and the temporal evolution of the structure of the meristem are very important factors conditioning the type of phyllotaxis.

Each of the results listed above can be explained in the framework of this type of models. Firstly, these models explain the equal ratio of left- and right- winding generative spirals by a initial symmetry breaking event when seedlings initiate their first leaves. Secondly, in their simulation, Douady and Couder predicted that permutations in the order of apparition of organs can occur without disrupting the global pattern, as long as parastichies were maintained (1996a; 1996c). Thirdly, the divergence angle between successive organs is not fixed in these models and only reaches precisely the golden angle for perfectly stable regimes, after several iterations. Fourthly, the possible deviation of the divergence angle from the golden angle depends on the number of parastichies: for a phyllotaxis of order (3,5), the expected divergence angle \( \varphi \) by the model is comprised between about 135<\( \varphi <140^\circ \), which is compatible with the mean deviations we observed, given the accuracy of our measures. Finally the core dynamics of the model rely on the relationships between direct neighbors: the local dependencies within a sequence are thus determined by the geometry of the contact parastichies. In our case, this geometry provides a convincing explanation for the pattern of propagation of permutation motifs (Figure 7).

So far, the main experimental data supporting the theory of local inhibitory interactions between neighbors came from studies reporting microsurgery experiments or laser ablation on meristems. These invasive techniques have often been criticized because of possible artifacts. Our approach is completely non invasive and it also supports the model of dynamic local inhibitory interactions. Although the demonstration is not direct, we demonstrated significant statistic dependencies between organs within sequences, revealing the intrinsic dynamics of the system. Our data can thus
be considered as an important support for the theories arguing that local inhibitory interactions between organ is a mechanism explaining phyllotaxis.

Moreover, our data will question current models of phyllotaxis. Although it was shown that they can produce permutations, this property has never been studied properly. It will be interesting to test their capacity to produce realistic patterns of permutations like those we characterized.

### 3.3 Concluding remarks

Altogether, these results illustrate the relevance of our strategy and the importance of focusing on perturbations to understand both the dynamics of wild-type phyllotaxis and the phenotype of mutants. Focusing also on perturbed phyllotaxis or rare patterns in sunflowers, Couder (1998) quoted Richards (1951): “[…], by a regrettable inversion, the facts of phyllotaxis have frequently been falsified in order to conform with the postulates”. Our study advocate again for a more systematic comparison between empirical data and theoretical models. We thus provide a useful pipeline of methods for further research in this direction. Conversely, the questions of the precise role of AHP6 and the origin of permutations will be addressed by experimental data, but models will certainly provide complementary answers.
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4. **Supplementary Information**

4.1. **Materials and methods**

4.1.1. **Plants, culture conditions and materials**

All the plants studied belong to the same Columbia-0 (Col-0) ecotype, and thus share the same genetic background. *ahp6-1* and *ahp6-3*, respectively EMS and T-DNA insertion null allele of *AHP6* were described previously (Mähönen et al. 2006). Transgenic plants *ahp6-1* x pAHP6::AHP6-GFP were a gift from Y. Helariutta and generated as described in (Mähönen et al. 2006).

Plants were grown on soil at 20°C in short day conditions (8 h light/16 h darkness) for 4 to 5 weeks to synchronize them before being transferred in long-day conditions (16 h light/8 h darkness).

The plasmid pAHP6::AHP6-HA was generated using the previously described pAHP6::AHP6-GFP plasmid. pAHP6::AHP6 was amplified by PCR and inserted in frame with the HA sequence into a destination vector, using a Gateway® recombination. This plasmid was introduced in *ahp6-1* plants by floral dipping in a *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* culture solution (Clough & Bent 1998).

4.1.2. **Measurement protocol**

We designed a measurement protocol inspired from previous studies (Peaucelle et al. 2007; Ragni et al. 2008) and built a dedicated device, consisting of a mobile protractor fixed on a vertical structure (Figure S1). The main inflorescence of fully grown *Arabidopsis* plants were placed in the center of the protractor and the angular position of each siliques (i.e. *Arabidopsis* fruit) was noted, from bottom to top. We considered the insertion of siliques on the stem, so that possible twisting of pedicels during flower development does not bias the angle value. Sequences always start with the first siliques. Last siliques were discarded when internodes were not sufficiently elongated or when the height of the stem exceeds the height of the measurement device. Consequently, perturbation patterns can be truncated at the beginning or at the end of the sequence. We then deduced by first-order differencing the successive divergence angles between pair of consecutive siliques according to the two possible orientations (clockwise or counter-clockwise) of the generative spiral. The orientation of the spiral was determined in an initial exploratory analysis of the divergence angle
sequence mainly by identifying segments of divergence angles close to the canonical Fibonacci angle of $\alpha=137.5^\circ$ (termed baseline segments). In the case of highly perturbed mutant individuals, the optimal labeling of the divergence angle sequence using a previously estimated model was found to be useful for selecting the most likely spiral orientation; see appendix for details. For each divergence angle, the elongated or non-elongated character of the corresponding internode was noted. An internode was considered as non-elongated if its length < 2 mm.

The main analysis was performed on a large sample: we measured 82 wild-type plants of cumulative length 2405 (in number of divergence angles or internodes) and 89 $ahp6-I$ mutant plants of cumulative length 2815. Other samples with different plants were also analyzed, they are summarized in table S1.

4.1.3. Stationarity assumption of measured sequences

To validate the stationarity assumption, we computed the pointwise mean directions of divergence angles and the associated standard deviations for the wild type and the mutant (Figure S3). This shows that there were no trend or successive phases along the sequences and that the divergence angle sequences can be considered as roughly stationary. Biologically, this means that the transient phase caused by the transition from decussate to spiral phyllotaxis that occur in seedling is not likely to overlap with the segment of stem measured. This could be expected because this transition occur very early: more than 30 leaves and 5 to 10 axillary branches are generally produced before the production of the first flower where we started to measure divergence angles. It also suggest that the developmental transition from vegetative to reproductive meristem does not affect the dynamics of phyllotaxis in inflorescence. In the context of our analysis, the stationarity assumption enables to properly model the left-truncation of permutations at the beginning of the sequences.

4.1.4. Extraction of intervals of synchronized organs between permutation

Intervals of synchronized organs were first extracted from the pooled learning samples. The zero value ($u=0$) for the interval length of synchronized organs corresponds to the chaining of permutations and the corresponding frequencies were extracted from Tables 4 and 5. An interval of length $u=1$ corresponds to the juxtaposition of two permuted segments. A length $u>1$ corresponds to $u-1$ successive canonical angle $\alpha$ outside a permuted segment (since a permuted segment can also include an isolated canonical angle $\alpha$, see above section 2.7). When the zero value is excluded, the “-1-shifted” frequency distributions are thus the frequency distributions of baseline segment
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lengths between two permuted segments. For the category of interval length after a 2-Permutation, we then separated the data from wild-type and ahp6-1 mutants and we observed the same behavior of the distribution as function of interval length (Figure S7). The occurrences of three permutations in the wild-type were too low to compare intervals following a 3-Permutation between the two genotypes.
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4.2. Supplementary figures

Figure S1: Device used to measure successive divergence angles between siliques (Arabidopsis fruit) in fully elongated inflorescence stem. The stem is placed at the center of a mobile protractor (Inset) which is moved from the first silique at the base towards the top. Angular position is noted and divergence angles between successive siliques are calculated according to the direction of the generative spiral (see text for details).
**Figure S2:** Explanation of the M-shaped perturbation motif by a permutation in the apico-basal order of organ along the stem. Left, the cartoon show a stem with ordered organs and constant canonical divergence angle. Middle, the order of the 2nd silique and the 3rd silique (in red) is switched, but their angular position around the stem stays identical. New successive divergence angles are generated. Right, measuring this new divergence angle sequence from the base to the top generate the stereotypical M-shaped motif.

---

**Figure S3:** Stationarity of sequences. This graph shows the pointwise mean directions and standard deviations.
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**Figure S4:** Ranked posterior probabilities of the optimal labelings of the divergence angle sequences computed using the estimated hidden Markov chains. Better posterior probabilities are computed for the 5-state variable-order HMC, indicating a statistical improvement of the labeling of the sequences.

![Graph](image)

**Figure S5:** Von Mises observation distributions with common concentration parameter centered on the multiples of the divergence angle. This graph shows the strong overlap between the different distributions. In the data, these different laws have also very different weights: the Von Mises distribution attached to $\alpha$ is very frequent whereas those attached to $4\alpha$ or $5\alpha$ are very rare.
Pipeline of analysis methods

Parameter estimation

HVOMC with von Mises observation distributions with common concentration parameter
+ robustness (integrative model),
- permutation patterns involving 4α or 5α not modeled.

CMM with von Mises observation distributions with common concentration parameter
+ full coverage of permutation patterns,
- less robust because of the overlap between the 7 von Mises distributions.

Labeling of the observed sequences

with HVOMC, then combinatorial model applied to invalidate segments that do not fulfill the permutation assumption,

with CMM.

Result extraction

Consensus of the two labeling with an expert validation step

Figure S6: Pipe-line of methods used to analyze the phyllotactic sequences. HVOMC, Hidden-Variable-order Markov Chain; CMM, combinatorial Mixture model. The advantages and the shortcomings of the two models are given.

![Graph showing frequency distribution](image)

Figure S7: Comparison of the Frequency distributions for the number of successive synchronized organs between two permutations and after a 2-permutation in wild-type and *ahp6-1* mutants.
Figure S8: Structure of the stem between permuted organs. (A) Divergence angle sequence measured on a ahp6-1 mutant. Two M-shaped motifs are clearly visible. On top of the graph are indicated for each angle the corresponding number of the two organs. Organs are numbered according to their expected order without permutations. (B-C) In the same plant, close view of the internode between the permuted organs 16-15 (B) and 22-21 (C) (the top of stem is oriented towards the top of the picture). The internodes are not elongated (<2mm), but their structure is normal (e.g. no twisting, no morphological alterations). Oidium (white mold) started to develop on this plant at the onset of senescence. Scale bar=1mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning sample</th>
<th>N angles</th>
<th>N individuals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT (Col-0)</td>
<td>2405</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-1</td>
<td>2815</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-3</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-1/3</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L91 AHP6-GFP x ahp6-1</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L94 AHP6-GFP x ahp6-1</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 AHP6-HA x ahp6-1</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L14 AHP6-HA x ahp6-1</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1: Characteristics of the samples studied.
Methods

Definition of (hidden) variable-order Markov chains

In the following, we first introduce high-order Markov chains. Then, variable-order Markov chains and hidden Markov models based on first-order and variable-order Markov chains, which are the stochastic models used in this study, are defined. In the case of an \( r \)th-order Markov chain \( \{S_t; t = 0, 1, \ldots\} \), the conditional distribution of \( S_t \) given \( S_0, \ldots, S_{t-1} \) depends only on the values of \( S_{t-r}, \ldots, S_{t-1} \) but not further on \( S_0, \ldots, S_{t-r-1} \).

\[
P(S_t = s_t|S_{t-1} = s_{t-1}, \ldots, S_0 = s_0) = P(S_t = s_t|S_{t-1} = s_{t-1}, \ldots, S_{t-r} = s_{t-r})
\]

In our context, the random variable represents theoretical divergence angles and can take the five possible values \( \alpha, 2\alpha, -\alpha, 3\alpha \) and \( -2\alpha \) (or the seven possible values \( \alpha, 2\alpha, -\alpha, 3\alpha, -2\alpha, 4\alpha \) and \( 5\alpha \)). These possible values correspond to the Markov chain states. A \( J \)-state \( r \)th-order Markov chain has \( J^r (J-1) \) independent transition probabilities. Therefore, the number of free parameters of a Markov chain increases exponentially with the order. Let the transition probabilities of a second-order Markov chain be given by

\[
p_{hij} = P(S_t = j|S_{t-1} = i, S_{t-2} = h) \quad \text{with} \quad \sum_j p_{hij} = 1.
\]

These transition probabilities can be arranged as a \( J^2 \times J \) matrix where the row \( (p_{h0}, \ldots, p_{hJ-1}) \) corresponds to the transition distribution attached to the \([\text{state} \; h, \; \text{state} \; i] \) memory. If for a given state \( i \) and for all pairs of states \( (h, h') \) with \( h \neq h' \), \( p_{hij} = p_{h'ij} \), i.e. once \( S_{t-1} \) is known, \( S_{t-2} \) conveys no further information about \( \), the \( J \) memories of length 2 \([\text{state} \; h, \; \text{state} \; i] \) with \( h = 0, \ldots, J-1 \) can be grouped together and replaced by the single \([\text{state} \; i] \) memory of length 1 with associated transition distribution \( (p_{i0}, \ldots, p_{iJ-1}) \). This illustrates the principle for building a variable-order Markov chain. In a variable-order Markov chain, the order (or memory length) is variable and depends on the “context” within the sequence.

The memories of a Markov chain can be arranged as a memory tree such that each vertex (i.e. element of a tree graph) is either a terminal vertex or has exactly \( J \) “offspring” vertices. In practice, the memories corresponding to unobserved contexts are not included in the memory tree (this is the case for the memory \( 3\alpha 2\alpha \) that was not observed). The memories associated with the \( J \) vertices (memories of length \( r+1 \)) deriving from a given vertex (memory of length \( r \)) are obtained by prefixing the parent memory with each possible state. For instance, in Figure \( x \), the four second-order memories \( \alpha 2\alpha, 2\alpha 2\alpha, -\alpha 2\alpha \) and \( -2\alpha 2\alpha \) derive from the first-order memory \( 2\alpha \). A transition distribution is associated with each terminal vertex of this memory tree.

Because of the noisy character of the measurements, we built a noisy or hidden Markov model (Ephraim and Merhav, 2002; Zucchini and MacDonald, 2009) based on a variable-order Markov chain. In this hidden Markov model, the non-observable variable-order Markov chain represents the succession of theoretical divergence angles along the axes while the von Mises observation distributions represent measurement uncertainty. A hidden variable-order Markov
chain can be viewed as a two-level stochastic process, i.e. a pair of stochastic processes \( \{S_t, X_t\} \) where the “output” process \( \{X_t\} \) is related to the “state” process \( \{S_t\} \), which is a finite-state variable-order Markov chain, by the observation distributions. The probability density function of the von Mises observation distribution (in degrees) for state \( j \) is given by

\[
g_j(x_t; \mu_j, \kappa) = \frac{1}{360I_0(\kappa)} \exp\left\{ \kappa \cos\left(\frac{x_t - \mu_j}{180}\right) \right\},
\]

where \( I_0(\kappa) \) is the modified zero order Bessel function of the first kind, \( \mu_j \) the location parameter (analogous to the mean) and \( \kappa \) the concentration parameter (precision or inverse variance) common to the states in the above definition (Mardia and Jupp, 2000). The von Mises distribution, also known as the circular Gaussian distribution, is a univariate Gaussian-like periodic distribution for a variable \( x \in [0, 360^\circ) \). The distribution has period \( 360^\circ \) so that

\[
g_j(x_t + 360; \mu_j, \kappa) = g_j(x_t; \mu_j, \kappa).
\]

The definition of the observation distributions expresses the assumption that the output process at time \( t \) depends only on the non-observable Markov chain at time \( t \).

Selection of the memories of a variable-order Markov chain

The order of a Markov chain can be estimated using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). For each possible order \( r \), the following quantity is computed

\[
\text{BIC}(r) = 2 \log L_r - J^r (J - 1) \log n.
\]

where \( L_r \) is the likelihood of the observed sequences for the \( r \)th-order estimated Markov chain, \( J^r (J - 1) \) is the number of independent transition probabilities of a \( J \)-state \( r \)th-order Markov chain and \( n \) is the cumulated length of the observed sequences. The principle of this penalized likelihood criterion consists in making a trade-off between an adequate fitting of the model to the data (given by the first term in (A1)) and a reasonable number of parameters to be estimated (control by the second term, the penalty term). In practice, it is infeasible to compute a BIC value for each possible variable-order Markov chain of maximum order \( r \leq R \) since the number of hypothetical memory trees is very large. An initial maximal memory tree is thus built combining criteria relative to the maximum order and to the minimum count of memory occurrences in the observed sequences. This memory tree is then pruned, using a two-pass algorithm which is an adaptation of the Context-tree maximizing algorithm (Csiszár and Talata, 2006): a first dynamic programming pass, starting from the terminal vertices and progressing towards the root vertex for computing the maximum BIC value attached to each sub-tree rooted in a given vertex, is followed by a second tracking pass starting from the root vertex and progressing towards the terminal vertices for building the memory tree.

Estimation method and algorithms for hidden variable-order Markov chains

The maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of a hidden variable-order Markov chain requires an iterative optimization technique, which is an application of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Ephraim and Merhav, 2002; Zucchini and MacDonald, 2009).
Once a hidden variable-order Markov chain has been estimated, the most probable state sequence can be computed for each observed sequence using the so-called Viterbi algorithm. This restored state sequence can be interpreted as the optimal labeling of the observed sequence.

The algorithms for hidden first-order Markov chains directly apply to hidden variable-order Markov chains by the following standard device. A variable-order Markov chain can be viewed as a first-order Markov chain defined on an extended state space corresponding to the possible memories. In the case of a stationary variable-order Markov chain, the implicit initial distribution $\delta$ which is the stationary distribution is defined on the possible memories and is directly deduced from the transition probability matrix. The direct application of the EM algorithm to hidden Markov models such that the underlying Markov chain is stationary leads to an M-step which requires a numerical solution for the M-step (Zucchini and MacDonald, 2009) because of the inclusion of a term depending on $\delta$ in the function to be maximized for reestimating the transition probabilities. We chose instead to apply a variant of the EM algorithm which is an Expectation Conditional Maximization algorithm (McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008). The transition probabilities are reestimated using standard closed-form solution (i.e. without taking into account $\delta^{(k+1)}$ but instead $\delta^{(k)}$). Then, $\delta^{(k+1)}$ is deduced from the transition probability matrix $P^{(k)}$.

Properties of permuted sequences

Sequences take the form of a concatenation of baseline and permuted segments. A permuted segment is defined as a sub-sequence of divergence angles corresponding to the chaining of 2- or 3-permutations. A permuted segment is either a palindrome or is reversible, that is the reverse of the segment is also a permuted segment (a direct consequence of the fact that a permutation is a reversible operation). The set of permuted segments is prefix free that is a permuted segment cannot be a proper prefix of another one. Because of the reversibility property, the set of permuted segments is also suffix free that is a permuted segment cannot be a proper suffix of another one. A permuted segment is delimited by two splitting points. At a splitting point, the sequence can be split and this does not affect the identification of permutations. The organ rank at a splitting point coincides with the sequence index. The notion of splitting point can be viewed as a deterministic analogue of a regeneration point for a stochastic process. A regeneration point is a time instant at which the future of the process depends only of its state at that instant and is thus independent of its past before that instant. The process is thus reborn at a regeneration point. Within a permuted segment, the organ rank fluctuates around the sequence index, the maximum absolute deviation being $n - 1$ where $n$ is the maximum number of permuted organs. The organ rank starts by being above the sequence index (just after the splitting point) and ends by being below the sequence index (just before the splitting point). The language induced by the permutations is a regular language. This is illustrated by the building of the finite automaton corresponding to the language induced by 2-permutations in Figure x. The occurrence of permuted segments of varying length corresponding to the chaining of 2- or 3-permutations justifies the use of hidden Markov models based on variable-order Markov chains. Variable-order Markov chains represent dependencies of varying length induced by the
most frequent permuted segments.

Definition of combinatorial mixture models and sketch of the algorithm for labeling sequences using these models

A combinatorial mixture model can be viewed as a latent structure model where the non-observable component is a deterministic combinatorial model that relies on the assumption that any permutation of organs can occur, provided the permuted organs can be arranged in disjoint bounded blocks of successive organs. In practice, a bound of at most 3 permuted successive organs was adequate for the analysis of the divergence angle sequences, but the model and algorithms were designed in more general terms. Given a positive integer $n$, we have termed $n$-admissible the sequences of divergence angles leading to a sequence of organs that are permuted in blocks of length at most $n$. For a canonical angle $\alpha$, the angles possibly occurring in an $n$-admissible sequence were shown to belong to the set $D_n = \{i\alpha | 1 - n \leq i \leq 2n - 1, i \neq 0\}$ (e.g. $D_3 = \{\alpha, 2\alpha, -\alpha, 3\alpha, -2\alpha, 4\alpha, 5\alpha\}$). The set of $n$-admissible sequences can then be viewed as a regular language on the alphabet $D_n$, that can be recognized by a finite-state automaton similar to the variable-order Markov chain shown in Figure 3c.

A combinatorial mixture model can be viewed as the coupling of a combinatorial model relying on a permutation assumption with an independent mixture model (McLachlan and Peel, 2000). The probability density function of a mixture of von Mises distributions (in degrees) with common concentration parameter $\kappa$ ($J$ components corresponding to the possible theoretical angles) is given by

$$f(x_t; \theta) = \sum_j \eta_j g_j(x_t; \mu_j, \kappa) = \sum_j \eta_j \frac{1}{360I_0(\kappa)} \exp \left\{ \kappa \cos \left( \frac{x_t - \mu_j}{180} \right)\pi \right\},$$

where the parameters are the $J$ weights $\eta_j = P(S_t = j)$ such that $\sum_j \eta_j = 1$, the $J$ location parameters $\mu_j$ and the concentration parameter $\kappa$. We assumed that the weights were all equal i.e. $\eta_j = 1/J$ (this uniform distribution assumption is the most neutral assumption). The $J$ location parameters $\mu_j$ were the theoretical angles corresponding to the seven states $\alpha, 2\alpha, -\alpha, 3\alpha, -2\alpha, 4\alpha, 5\alpha$ while the concentration parameter $\kappa$ common to the seven von Mises observation distributions was the concentration parameter estimated within the hidden variable-order Markov chain.

Von Mises distributions were used (i) to limit the number of potential labelings of an observed sequence using a quantile or a posterior probability criterion, (ii) to compare alternative labelings of an observed sequence. Von Mises observation distributions were used to define ranges of possible measurements for a given theoretical angle using two alternative criteria, (a) a quantile criterion (e.g. between the 0.005th and the 0.995th quantiles corresponding to a deviation between the location parameter $\mu_j$ and a limit of 48.5° with the estimated concentration parameter $\hat{\kappa}$) that do not take into account the overlap between distributions, (b) a posterior probability criterion that takes into account this overlap between distributions. In this latter case, the range of possible values for state $j$ is such that
\[ P (S_t = j | X_t = x_t; \theta) = \frac{g_j (x_t; \mu_j, \kappa)}{\sum_i g_i (x_t; \mu_i, \kappa)} \geq \lambda, \]

where \( \lambda \) is a predefined threshold (typical value 0.05) on the posterior probabilities. This pruning step is very useful for limiting the search space of the combinatorial algorithm (see below) since the support of each von Mises observation distribution is \([0, 360^\circ)\). It should be noted that there were important overlaps between ranges of possible measurements for adjacent angles (e.g., between \(2\alpha\) and \(-\alpha\); see Figure 5) and thus a measured angle could be assigned to different theoretical angles (generally 2, rarely 3) leading to a large set of candidate sequences on the alphabet \(D_n\) for a given observed sequence.

We designed a branch-and-bound algorithm (Refahi et al., 2011) that, given an observed sequence, returns the set of the \(n\)-admissible sequences of theoretical angles. When this set is empty, the algorithm returns a list of \(n\)-admissible sub-sequences ending at a splitting point. To perform this construction, the algorithm scans a measured sequence \(x = (x_0, \ldots, x_{T-1})\) from left to right, building all \(n\)-admissible theoretical angle sequences. A measured angle \(x_t\) is labeled as "non-explained" when the algorithm fails at finding an \(n\)-admissible sub-sequence of length \(t + 1\). A backtracking procedure is then applied to invalidate all the preceding angles up to a splitting point. Finally, thanks to the reversibility property, the exact same series of operations is applied to the reversed sequence \(x' = (x_{T-1}, \ldots, x_0)\), leading to another set of \(n\)-admissible sub-sequences, non-explained and invalidated angles following the latter. This enables to reject only the angle that has been not explained or invalidated in both directions, and to propose an \(n\)-admissible labeling for all other sub-sequences. Alternative labelings of an observed sequence (or of parts of the sequence when some segments cannot be explained) were finally compared on the basis of log-likelihoods

\[
\log P (S_0 = s_0, \ldots, S_{T-1} = s_{T-1}, X_0 = x_0, \ldots, X_{T-1} = x_{T-1}; \theta) = \sum_t \log P (S_t = s_t, X_t = x_t; \theta) \propto \sum_t \log g (x_t; \mu_s, \kappa).
\]
Appendix. Estimation of a hidden Markov chains with von Mises observation distributions with common concentration parameter $\kappa$

At each iteration $k$, The M-step of the EM algorithm consist of maximizing the different components of the conditional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood, each term depending on a given subset of $\theta$. For an observed sequence $x_0^{T-1}$, the component of the conditional expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood corresponding to the von Mises observation distributions is given by

$$\sum_j \sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \log g_j (y; \mu_j, \kappa)$$

$$= -T \log 360 + \kappa \sum_j \sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \cos \left\{ \left( x_t - \mu_j \right) \frac{\pi}{180} \right\} - T \log I_0 (\kappa)$$

$$= -T \log 360 + \kappa \sum_j \left\{ \sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \right\} \overline{R}_j \cos \left\{ \left( \overline{x}_j - \mu_j \right) \frac{\pi}{180} \right\} - T \log I_0 (\kappa).$$

The mean direction $\overline{x}_j$ is solution of the equation

$$\overline{R}_j = \overline{C}_j \cos \left( \overline{x}_j \frac{\pi}{180} \right), \quad \overline{R}_j = \overline{S}_j \sin \left( \overline{x}_j \frac{\pi}{180} \right),$$

where the mean resultant length is given by

$$\overline{R}_j = \sqrt{\overline{C}_j^2 + \overline{S}_j^2},$$

with

$$\overline{C}_j = \frac{\sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \cos (x_t \pi/180)}{\sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right)},$$

$$\overline{S}_j = \frac{\sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \sin (x_t \pi/180)}{\sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right)}.$$

Since $\cos x$ has its maximum at $x = 0$, the reestimated location parameter is $\mu_j^{(k+1)} = \overline{x}_j$.

$$\mu_j^{(k+1)} = \begin{cases} \frac{\pi}{180} \arctan(\overline{S}_j/\overline{C}_j) & \text{if } \overline{C}_j \geq 0, \overline{S}_j \geq 0, \\ \frac{\pi}{180} \arctan(\overline{S}_j/\overline{C}_j) + 180 & \text{if } \overline{C}_j < 0, \overline{S}_j \geq 0, \\ \frac{\pi}{180} \arctan(\overline{S}_j/\overline{C}_j) + 360 & \text{if } \overline{C}_j \geq 0, \overline{S}_j < 0. \end{cases}$$

Differentiating with respect to $\kappa$ and using $I_0 (\kappa) = I_1 (\kappa)$,

$$T \left[ \sum_j \left\{ \sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \right\} \overline{R}_j \cos \left\{ \left( \overline{x}_j - \mu_j \right) \frac{\pi}{180} \right\} - A (\kappa) \right].$$

Hence,
\[ \kappa^{(k+1)} = A^{-1} \left( \sum_j \left\{ \sum_t P \left( S_t = j | X_0^{T-1} = x_0^{T-1}; \theta^{(k)} \right) \right\} \overline{R}_j \cos \left( \frac{\theta_j - \mu_j}{180} \right) \right), \]

where \( A(\kappa) = I_0(\kappa) / I_1(\kappa) \).
Study of the role of AHP6 at the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana
Figure 1: AHP6 is a pseudo Histidine-Phosphotransfer protein (pseudo HPt) that inhibits cytokinin signaling. The cytokinin signaling pathway is a multistep phosphorelay system, involving successive transfers of phosphate (red dots) between Histidine (H)-containing phosphotransfer protein (blue) and Aspartate (D)-containing acceptors (green). In the extracellular space, the binding of cytokinins (small adenine-derived molecules) to Hybrid-Kinase receptors (AHK1-3) triggers the auto-phosphorylation of the AHK on its own phosphotransfer domain and the cascade starts. Functional AHP shuttles between the cytoplasm and the nucleus, where they transmit the phosphoryl group to type-A or type-B Response Regulators (ARR). Phosphorylated type-B ARR, which have a DNA-binding domain, activate transcription. The cytokinin signaling inhibitors type-A ARR likely compete with type-B ARR for phosphate transmission from AHP and would act as phosphate sink. Genetically, AHP6 functions as a cytokinin signaling inhibitor and has been shown in vitro to inhibit phosphorelay between the two domains of an Hybrid Kinase and from AHP to type-B ARR. Unlike type-A ARR, AHP6 transcription is not induced by cytokinin.
Introduction

In chapter 1, we have demonstrated the role of AHP6 in the control of the robustness of phyllotaxis. More specifically, we have shown that AHP6 limits the occurrence of permutations in the order of organs along the stem. Rapid examination of stem exhibiting permutations in ahp6 mutants indicated that the permutations should arise early in the inflorescence bud or even in the meristem (see Chap1, figure 8). A meristematic origin was very probable, since available data on AHP6 indicated an expression in meristems ((Mähönen et al. 2006; Yadav et al. 2009).

We therefore examined the phenotype of ahp6 mutant plants at cellular resolution, in order to (i) identify the precise origin of permutations and (ii) determine the role of AHP6 in organ formation and phyllotaxis establishment. AHP6 is a pseudo Histidine-Phosphotransfer Protein pseudo HPt, that has been characterized as an inhibitor of cytokinin signaling in roots. It is thought that this small cytoplasmic protein inhibits different steps of the phosphorylation cascade triggered by cytokinin, notably at the level of the membrane receptors (the ARABIDOPSIS HYBRID KINASE, AHK) and at the level of cytokinin-responsive transcription factors, the type-B ARABIDOPSIS RESPONSE REGULATORS (type-B ARR; see figure 1). One of our goals was thus to establish when and where altered cytokinin signaling was causing the phenotype. Moreover, since auxin is the key hormone regulating phyllotaxis described so far, we looked for possible crosstalk between auxin and cytokinin.

In a first part, I will present evidences showing that AHP6 controls the plastochron regularity in the peripheral zone of the meristem, by establishing inhibitory fields of cytokinin signaling that function in crosstalk with auxin-induced organogenesis. In a brief second part, I will present additional results from a genetic study of AHP6 interaction with genes involved in auxin transport. In particular, we found that the protein kinase PINOID which is known to regulate the polarity of the PIN1 auxin efflux carrier, acts in synergy with AHP6 to control the robustness of phyllotaxis and flower development.
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I. Cytokinin inhibitory fields provide robustness to the temporal patterns of phyllotaxis
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ABSTRACT

Plant organs are initiated at the shoot apex in precise spatio-temporal patterns that define phyllotaxis, the geometric arrangement of organs on the stem. It has been proposed that an inhibitory fields produced by organs might control these patterns, but such fields have never been observed. We show here that intercellular movement of the Arabidopsis Phosphotransfer Protein 6 (AHP6) generates inhibitory fields of cytokinin signaling in the shoot apex and controls phyllotaxis. More specifically, we found that the AHP6-based hormonal fields create spatial differences in cytokinin signaling capacities that impose a temporal sequence on organ initiation. We have thus identified a previously unrecognized mechanism by which an inhibitory field controls specifically the periodicity of organ initiation at the shoot apex.
**Figure 2:** AHP6 regulates phyllotaxis. (A-D) Architecture of the inflorescence stem of wildtype (A), ahp6-1 (B), ahp6-3 (C) and ahp6-1/ahp6-3 trans-heterozygous plants (D). Phyllotactic perturbations are indicated (arrowheads). (E) Distribution of divergence angles observed in wildtype (82 plants) and ahp6-1 (89 plants). (F,G) Representative divergence angle sequence for wild-type (F) and ahp6-1 (G). The M-shaped divergence angle sequences are indicated (stars). (H) Theoretical explanation of the M-shaped angle sequence by permutation in the order of insertion of two siliques on the stem. The usual insertion order (left), the one obtained by this permutation (centre) and the angle sequences obtained in the two situations are shown. (I) Summary table of optimally labeled divergence angle sequences by the stochastic and combinatorial model (see methods). (J) Explanation of the representative ahp6-1 angle sequence shown in (G) by the permutation hypothesis.
1. **Results and discussion**

A model for phyllotaxis formulated almost a century ago (Schoute 1913) proposes that the sites of new organ initiation at the shoot apical meristem (SAM) are determined by the combined effect of inhibitory fields produced by existing organs, and thus form at a position where the sum of the inhibitory effects is the lowest (Veen & Lindenmayer 1977; Mitchison 1977; Douady & Couder 1996; R. Smith, C Kuhlemeier, et al. 2006). Recent data indicate that polar transport of the plant hormone auxin in the SAM could indirectly create an inhibitory field. A network of polarly localized PIN-FORMED1 (PIN1) efflux carriers has been shown to control accumulation of auxin at the site of organ initiation and to trigger organogenesis (Vernoux et al. 2000; D Reinhardt et al. 2000; Didier Reinhardt et al. 2003; Heisler et al. 2005; de Reuille et al. 2006). Analysis of PIN1 polarities in the SAM suggest that polar auxin transport could also lead to concomitant depletion of the hormone around organs and would then create inhibitory fields by removal of the activator of organ initiation (R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006; de Reuille et al. 2006; Jönsson et al. 2006; R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006; Stoma et al. 2008; Bayer et al. 2009). However direct evidence for the existence of these fields in the SAM is still missing and inhibitory fields have never been observed so far in plants.

Cytokinins (CK) form another family of hormones implicated in the regulation of phyllotaxis, albeit through probable modulation of the size of the stem cell niche in the meristem (D Jackson & Hake 1999; Giuliani et al. 2004) Accordingly, regulators of both CK biosynthesis and signaling are expressed at the center of the meristem (Leibfried et al. 2005; Kuroha et al. 2009; Gordon et al. 2009). However, by re-analyzing recent transcriptomic data for different domains of the *Arabidopsis* SAM (Yadav et al. 2009), we identified *AHP6* as the only gene encoding a CK signaling element up-regulated specifically in aerial lateral organs (Fig. S1, S2A). AHP6 acts as an inhibitor of CK signaling, by impairing the intracellular phosphorylation cascade triggered upon CK perception (Mähonen et al. 2006). *In situ* hybridization further demonstrated that *AHP6* is specifically expressed in lateral organs, starting from the earliest stages (Fig. S2B-H; see also Fig. 3A,B).

To investigate a putative role for AHP6 in phyllotaxis, we analyzed shoot architecture in the null mutants *aph6-1* and *aph6-3* (Mähonen et al. 2006). Wild-type *Arabidopsis* plants, like the majority of higher plants, display spiral phyllotaxis, in which consecutive organs are generally initiated at a canonical angle close to 137.5° (noted as α; Fig. 2A). By contrast, both *aph6* mutants analyzed and the *aph6-1/aph6-3* trans-heterozygote showed obvious modifications in organ arrangements along
Figure 3: AHP6 regulates the periodicity of organ initiation at the shoot apical meristem. (A-F) Analysis of wild-type (A,C,E) and ahp6-1 (B,D,F) meristems using scanning electron microscopy (A,B), pLFY::GFP (C,D) and PIN-GFP (E,F). The primordia (P) have been numbered from the youngest to the oldest and the initia from the oldest to the youngest following standard nomenclature. Letters of identical colors indicate organs at apparent identical developmental stages in (B). GFP is in green in (C,D) and the number of cells present in the younger organ initia expressing pLFY::GFP are indicated in brackets. Images are represented in range indicator palette for easier visualization and the younger initia showing an upregulation of PIN1-GFP are indicated (arrowheads) in (E,F). (G-I) Time-course analysis of DR5::VENUS expression. Quantification of organ co-initiations and permutations for 20 wild-type and 33 ahp6-1 meristems are represented in (G). Representative kinetics of DR5::VENUS (Green) expression in wild-type (H) and ahp6-1 (I) meristems are shown. Co-initiated organs are marked by stars. (C-F, H, I) are projections of confocal serial sections. Autofluorescence is in red. Scale bar is 50 μm in (A-F) and 20 μm in (H,I)
the stem (Fig. 2B-D). We also observed supernumerary petals and sepals in flowers (Fig. S3), suggesting that AHP6 regulates phyllotaxis throughout shoot development.

To determine whether the phyllotactic perturbations in ahp6 mutants were structured or not, we next measured the sequence of angles between successive organs (divergence angles) on the inflorescence stems of a large population of ahp6-1 and wild-type plants. This analysis confirmed the presence of a large increase in the amount of non-canonical divergence angles in mutant plants when compared to wild-type (Fig. 2E). Strikingly, an M-shaped motif corresponding approximately to the angle sequence 2α, 360-α, 2α appeared much more frequently in ahp6 than in wild-type sequences (Fig. 2F-H). This motif, originally observed in sunflowers (Couder 1998), could theoretically arise if the order of insertion of two consecutive organs along the stem were permuted (Fig. 2H). The perturbations in ahp6 phyllotaxis could therefore result from combinations of such permutations along the stem. To test this hypothesis, we applied a stochastic and combinatorial model to analyze both ahp6 and wild-type phyllotactic sequences (see Methods). Our analysis showed that over 95% of the non-canonical angles observed could be explained by the permutation hypothesis in both wild-type and ahp6 plants (Fig. 2I, J, Fig. S4). These quantifications further demonstrated an increase by 2.4 fold and 17.6 fold of permutations involving 2 and 3 organs, respectively, in ahp6 mutants compared to wild-type (Fig. 2I). Altogether, our data strongly support a role for AHP6 in controlling the order of organ positioning along the stem, but not their angular position around the stem.

Since AHP6 is expressed in the meristem, we reasoned that permutations in the order of organ initiation at the SAM would explain ahp6 phyllotactic defects. We thus used scanning electron microscopy to compare the structure of wild-type and ahp6 meristems. The spatial organization of the organs clearly followed the expected phyllotaxis in wild-type meristems (Fig. 3A). Consecutive organs were easily discernable by their size increase and morphogenetic features. In contrast, although the relative positioning of primordia appeared unaffected in ahp6 meristems and no obvious permutations were visible, the respective order of organs was hard to determine (Fig. 3B). We observed pairs or triplets of young organs at quasi-identical developmental stages in most ahp6 meristems and this was confirmed using a pLEAFY(LFY)::GFP flower-specific marker line (Deveaux et al. 2003) (Fig. 3C, D). Since the size of the stem cell niche was not affected by the ahp6 mutation (Fig. S5), our data indicate that AHP6 directly regulates either organ initiation or growth at the SAM.
**Figure 4: AHP6 is activated downstream of auxin during organ initiation.** (A,B) Expression of AHP6 in the inflorescence meristem visualized using *in situ* hybridization (A) or a pAHP6::GFP (green) reporter (B). (C,D) Reversible effect of chemical inhibition of polar auxin transport on AHP6 expression: expression of pAHP6::GFP at the SAM in wild-type plants germinated on NPA (C); recovery of pAHP6::GFP expression after transfer to NPA-free medium (D). (E) Expression of AHP6 in an *mp* pin-like meristem visualized using *in situ* hybridization. (F) Co-visualization of pAHP6::GFP (green) and DR5::VENUS (magenta). The arrowhead indicates the younger primordium showing a co-expression of pAHP6::GFP and DR5::VENUS. A median section in the meristem is shown in (A,E). Projections of confocal serial sections are shown in (B-D, F). Autofluorescence is in red. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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The recruitment of the organ founder cells, the earliest step in organ initiation, correlates with an activation of auxin signaling that triggers an upregulation of PIN1 transcription and the activation of the synthetic auxin inducible DR5 reporter (Benková et al. 2003; Heisler et al. 2005; de Reuille et al. 2006; R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006). To determine whether AHP6 directly controls organ initiation, or alternatively regulates organ growth after initiation, we analyzed expression of a PIN1-GFP fusion (Heisler et al. 2005) in ahp6 meristems. Compared to the wild type, we observed an increase in the number of sites of PIN1 upregulation (Fig. 3E, F), suggesting concomitant organ initiation in ahp6 meristems. To further characterize organ initiation and investigate a possible effect on auxin signaling, we next used live imaging to follow a nuclear-localized version of DR5 (DR5::VENUS) (Heisler et al. 2005) over several days in ahp6 meristems. The dynamics of DR5::VENUS expression revealed that loss of AHP6 resulted mostly in a strong increase in the concomitant emergence of two to three new initia and also in permutations in the order of organ initiation at a low frequency (8 out of 255 initiation events; Fig. 3G-I, Fig. S6). The relative positions of organs were again unaffected by the ahp6 mutation. Since the rate of organ initiation was comparable in wild-type and ahp6 (Fig. S7), our results show that AHP6 controls the temporal sequence of organ founder cell recruitment and the stability of the plastochron. As we only occasionally observed permutations in the sequence of organ initiations in ahp6 meristems (Fig. 3G), this also strongly suggests that the final architecture of ahp6 mutant inflorescences results from organ co-initiations at the SAM, allowing organ outgrowth to occur a posteriori in a different order than in the wild-type.

To clarify the link between auxin and CK in organogenesis at the SAM, we next investigated the role of these two hormones in the spatio-temporal control of AHP6 transcription in the SAM. Organ initiation is triggered by auxin and is also accompanied by a down-regulation of the SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM) meristem identity gene (Heisler et al. 2005). As STM directly activates CK biosynthesis (Yanai et al. 2005; Jasinski et al. 2005), STM down-regulation could lower CK levels during organ initiation. Furthermore, since AHP6 is repressed by CK in the root (Mähönen et al. 2006), both CK and auxin could control AHP6 expression. Exogenous treatment with CK and misexpression of STM did not alter AHP6 expression (Fig. S8), showing that AHP6 is activated independently of CK levels in the SAM. On the contrary, blocking organogenesis with the auxin transport inhibitor NPA reversibly inhibited the expression of a pAHP6::GFP reporter that recapitulates AHP6 expression pattern (Fig. 4A-D). AHP6 expression in the SAM was also lost in monopteros (mp), a mutant in a major regulator of auxin signaling (Fig. 4A,E). By co-localizing
Figure 5: AHP6 acts non-cell autonomously by generating cytokinin-inhibitory fields in the shoot apical meristem. (A,B) Expression of pAHP6::AHP6::GFP in the inflorescence apex. A close-up of the SAM is shown in (A) using range indicator palette representation to highlight the graded distribution in fluorescence level and the differences in protein levels between i1 and i2 initia. (C-F) Co-visualization of pAHP6::AHP6::GFP (green) and DR5::VENUS (magenta) using confocal spectral microscopy. The position of presumptive i2 is indicated. A close-up of i2, i1 and P1 is shown in D, E and F respectively. (G) Real-time RT-PCR analysis of AHP6 levels on the induction ARR5s by cytokinins. Induction was compared between plantlets treated with 100 nM BAP or mock for 24H. Wild-type, ahp6-1 and 35S::AHP6 (OE AHP6) plantlets were used. Error bars indicate standard errors, significant p-values are 0.05<<0.1; *<0.05. **<0.005 (H-J) Expression of pARR15::GFP in wild-type (H,J) and ahp6-1 (I) inflorescence apices. The meristem in (J) has been treated with 1 μM cytokinin (BAP) for 24 h. The insets in (H,I) show a close-up of the meristem in range indicator palette illustrating the differences in fluorescence level. Projections of confocal serial sections are shown. Autofluorescence is in red in (H-J). Scale bar: 50 μm.
pAHP6::GFP and DR5::VENUS using spectral confocal microscopy, we were further able to show that AHP6 is activated one to two plastochrons after DR5 activation (Fig. 4F). We therefore conclude that AHP6 is activated downstream of auxin signaling, as it is the case in the root vasculature (Bishopp et al. 2011). However, since AHP6 expression is unaffected CK, this points out interesting differences in auxin-CK crosstalk mediating by AHP6 in root vasculature specification and during organ initiation at the shoot apex. The activation of AHP6 occurs with a temporal delay of one to two plastochrons and requires both an active auxin transport and MP. Consistent with this, it has been shown that MP regulates several additional CK signaling components in the SAM (Zhao et al. 2010) and that in seedlings, AHP6 is downregulated in mp mutants or upon brief induction of the dexamethasone-inducible GR-bodenhos inhibitor (Schlereth et al. 2010; Bishopp et al. 2011). Although the activation could be direct or indirect, all these data identify AHP6 as an early auxin response gene in organ initiation.

The temporal delay between DR5 and AHP6 activation (Fig. 4F), together with the fact that AHP6 acts on the earliest steps of organ initiation (Fig. 3), led us to hypothesize that AHP6 could act non-cell autonomously in setting the temporal sequence of organ initiation. We therefore used a functional pAHP6::AHP6-GFP translational fusion (Mähonen et al. 2006) (Fig. S9) to analyze the distribution of the protein in the SAM. Strikingly, the AHP6-GFP protein fusion exhibited graded distributions centered on primordia and extending largely beyond their boundaries, indicating a movement of the protein outside of the organ primordia (Fig. 5A,B). Co-visualization of AHP6-GFP and DR5::VENUS further showed that movement of AHP6 in the SAM resulted in a differential accumulation of AHP6 in the two youngest initia (i1 and i2; Fig. 5C-F). Indeed only the very youngest initium (i2) accumulated significant levels of AHP6 (Fig. 5C,D; see also Fig. 4B).

The role of AHP6 in inhibiting CK signaling (Mähonen et al. 2006) suggested that this could creates differential CK signaling capacities between the first initium to emerge (higher CK signaling) and the following one (lower CK signaling). To investigate this hypothesis, we compared CK signaling capacities between wild-type, ahp6 mutants and plants over-expressing AHP6 under the 35S promoter (Fig. 5G). This analysis showed that in seedlings, the level of AHP6 modulated negatively the induction of 5 out 10 primary cytokinin response genes ARR4, 5, 6, 7 and 15. All these ARR are expressed in the SAM (To et al. 2004; Leibfried et al. 2005; Müller & Sheen 2008). see also Fig S2A). Since a strong effect was observed with ARRI5 and since the expression of these gene is normally excluded from the developing organs (Zhao et al. 2010), we analyzed the expression of a GFP reporter for this gene (Müller & Sheen 2008) in ahp6 mutants. When compared to wild-type,
pARR15::GFP was strongly up-regulated in ahp6 meristems: its expression extended into primordia and also in the entire peripheral zone, covering the sites of new organ initiation. (Fig. 5H,I). AHP6 is therefore required to restrict ARR15 to the centre of the meristem and to exclude it from primordia by buffering CK signaling. Consistently, exogenous CK application triggered ectopic activation of pARR15::GFP in wild-type meristems and flowers (Fig. 5J). To conclude, AHP6 acts non-cell autonomously on organ initiation by generating CK signaling inhibitory fields through movement of the protein in the SAM.

Taken together, our data suggest that fields of AHP6 create a differential CK signaling competence between the two youngest organ initia and regulate the timing of their emergence. Consistent with this idea, endogenous cytokinin signaling is active in young initia, as indicated by the co-expression of the CK-inducible synthetic reporter TCS::GFP (Müller & Sheen 2008) with DR5::VENUS (Fig. S10A-D). This expression increased with the age of the initium, demonstrating a progressive activation of CK signaling during the earlier steps of organ initiation. This progressive activation was abolished in ahp6 mutants, since TCS::GFP expression was strongly activated in all putative initia of the peripheral zone (fig S10E-F). To test the effect of this ectopic activation of cytokinin signaling on organ initiation, we treated DR5::GFP expressing meristems with exogenous CK, at a concentration that did not affect stem cell maintenance (Gordon et al. 2009) This caused DR5::GFP expression patterns to expand in the periphery of both inflorescence and floral meristems, in a similar manner to ahp6 mutants (Fig. S11A,B). Together, these results suggests that in absence of AHP6 proteins, higher CK signaling activity acts in a positive feedback on auxin signaling in the peripheral zone, likely indirectly promoting organ initiation (Fig S12). In conclusion, our results suggest an original mechanism for coupling time and space during formation of reiterative structures that is radically different from the clock-driven mechanisms identified in both plants and animals (Lewis 2008; Moreno-Risueno et al. 2010). The periodicity of organ initiation at the SAM appears to be regulated by conversion of the spatial information provided by CK signaling inhibitory fields into a stable temporal sequence of organogenesis (Fig. S12). In contrast our data indicate that the position of new organs is fixed independently of AHP6, most likely by the putative auxin-based inhibitory fields (Jönsson et al. 2006; R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006). The spatio-temporal pattern of organogenesis at the SAM, and thus the architecture of the shoot, would therefore be controlled by two hormonal inhibitory fields, one sufficient for positioning the initia and the other required for a precise temporal sequence.
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2. Supporting Information

2.1. Material and Methods

4.1.1. Plant material and growth conditions

The ahp6-1, ahp6-3, pLFY::GFP, pWUS::GFP, pAHP6::GFP, pPIN1::PIN1-GFP, pAHP6::AHP6-GFP, pARR5::GFP, pARR15::GFP, 35S::STM-GR lines have been described (Mähonen et al. 2006; Deveaux et al. 2003; Benková et al. 2003; Müller & Sheen 2008; Yanai et al. 2005; Gallois et al. 2002) and are all in Columbia (Col-0) except pLFY::GFP and pWUS::GFP (Ws) and 35S::STM-GR (Ler).

Previously described plasmids (Müller & Sheen 2008; Heisler et al. 2005) were introduced in Col-0 plants by floral dipping (Clough & Bent 1998) to generate the DR5::VENUS, STM-VENUS and TCS::GFP line. Plants were grown on soil at 20°C in short day conditions (8 h light/16 h darkness) for 4 to 5 weeks to synchronize them before being transferred in long-day conditions (16 h light/8 h darkness). Reversible inhibition of organ initiation in vitro using NPA was performed as described(Olivier Grandjean et al. 2004). For induction of 35S::STM-GR by Dexamethasone, two consecutive treatments were done at a 6 h difference as described 35 and the plants were observed 26 h after the second treatment.

2.1.2. In situ hybridization, microscopy and live imaging

Scanning Electron Microscopy and RNA in situ hybridization were performed as described (T Vernoux et al. 2000) using full-length probes amplified by PCR. Microscope observations were done either on a LSM-510 laser-scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany), a confocal spinning disc DMI400 microscope (Leica, Germany) or a SP5 spectral detection confocal Microscope (Leica, Germany).

Images were processed under image J (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Serial sections were used to count the number of cells expressing pLFY::GFP in the younger primordia. Culture and imaging of living SAMs expressing DR5::VENUS was performed as described previously (Fernandez et al. 2010) except for adding 555 nM N6-Benzyladenine (BAP; Duchefa) in the culture medium. The meristems were allowed to recover for 12h before starting imaging every 12h for 72h. 20 wild-type and 33 ahp6-1 meristems were analysed. New primordia were scored as co-initiated when they
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Gene</th>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHP6</td>
<td>AHP6_qPCR2_F</td>
<td>CCGCAACCTTAGATTATGGTTGAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AHP6_qPCR2_R</td>
<td>CCCTACGAGCACCACATGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCTP</td>
<td>TCTPQ5</td>
<td>CACCCAGCTCAGCGAAGAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCTPQ3</td>
<td>CATGCATACCCCTCCCCAAACAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR3</td>
<td>ARR3-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>AGGAAAACAAACGGAAGCTGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR3-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>ATCGAGGATGGTGCTGAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR4</td>
<td>ARR4-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>GTCATCGAGAGATTGCTTGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR4-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>ACGCCATCCACTATCTACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR5</td>
<td>ARR5_qPCR2_F</td>
<td>TCAGAGAACATCTTGCGGTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR5_qPCR2_R</td>
<td>ATTTCAAGGCTTCAATAAGAAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR6</td>
<td>ARR6-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>GAACATTTTGCCTCGTATTGATAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR6-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>CGAGAGTTTACCCGGCTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR7</td>
<td>ARR7_qPCR2_F</td>
<td>TCACTGAGAACATCTTACCTCGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR7_qPCR2_R</td>
<td>TTCACCAGGTTCACACAAGAAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR8</td>
<td>ARR8-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>ACGTTCTCGCAAGAATCTCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR8-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>GGTGCTCAACTTGGTAGAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR9</td>
<td>ARR9-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>ACGTTCTCGCAAGAATCAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR9-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>CAGCCAATTCTACTTGTTTCAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR15</td>
<td>ARR15_qPCR2_F</td>
<td>GAGAACATACAACCTCGTGATAGAACAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR15_qPCR2_R</td>
<td>GCTAATTTCACCGGTGTAGCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR16</td>
<td>ARR16-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>AAAGTGAAGCAGAGCATCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR16-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>CATTGTTATGCAGTAGAAGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR17</td>
<td>ARR17-qPCR1-F</td>
<td>ATTCCTACCCGATCAACAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARR17-qPCR1-R</td>
<td>GTAAGTTTCAAGGTGCTTCTGCAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S1:** Sequences of primers used in real-time quantitative PCR.
exhibited similar number of VENUS-positive nuclei at a new time-point. Chemical treatments were done by immersion of the apices in water supplemented with BAP at the indicated concentrations.

4.1.3. **Real-Time quantitative RT-PCR experiments**

Protocol, proceedings and analysis were designed to comply to standards of qRT-PCR defined previously (Udvardi et al. 2008; Rieu & Powers 2009). Col-0, ahp6-1, and 35S::AHP6 seedlings were grown in vitro on vertical plates on a Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium with 1% sucrose and 1% agarose for 6 days and then transferred to plates containing the same medium supplemented with 100 nM BAP or a mock solution for 6 hours (data not shown) and 24 hours. A similar amount of plants were collected and RNA was extracted with the Spectrum Plant Total RNA kit (SIGMA), DNase treated (Turbo DNA-free kit; Ambion), reverse-transcribed using RevertAid Reverse transcriptase (FERMENTAS) with 1 µg of total RNA.

A matrix of 6,25ng of total cDNA was used in 20 µL PCR reactions. PCR were run on StepOnePlus™ Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) with FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master (ROCHE). In all experiments, three biological replicates of each sample type were tested, and reactions were carried out with three technical (PCR) replicates. Absence of genomic DNA and primer dimers was confirmed by water control samples and by examination of dissociation curves. Expression data were normalized using the expression of the TCTP gene (At3g16640), after verification with Bestkeeper® (Pfaff et al. 2004). Primer pair efficiencies were estimated by analysis of the amplification curves with the StepOnePlus™ software and the average efficiency of the dilution series on a plate (which was always > 1.95) was used in calculations. For statistical analysis of qPCR data, reference-gene corrected threshold cycle (Ct) values were used. These were obtained by converting the Ct values to relative quantities, which were corrected with the calculated normalization factors (see above) and were back-transformed to Ct values. Relative expression of target gene in a sample was calculated as the difference between corrected Ct of the target gene and the corrected Ct of the TCTP reference gene (∆Ct). The effect of the treatment was calculated as the difference between the ∆Ct in the BAP-treated samples and the mock-treated samples (∆∆Ct). Statistical significance of the results was tested using an analysis of variance (ANOVA).

2.1.4. **Microarray data analysis**

Expression estimates were calculated from the raw cell files (Yadav et al. 2009); obtained from ArrayExpress) using geRMA (Wu et al. 2004). Statistical testing for differential expression between the different datasets was performed with LIMMA (Wettenhall & Smyth 2004). Correction for
multiple testing was done by computing Q-values (Storey & Tibshirani 2003). These analyses were done under R using Bioconductor packages (www.bioconductor.org). By fixing the false discovery rate (FDR) to 1, we identified the following number of genes differentially expressed: FIsp-CLV3p: 1379; FIsp-WUSp: 1165; CLV3p-WUSp: 1357. Genes affected by protoplasting16 (592 genes identified) were not considered in the analysis.

4.1.5. Measures of phyllotactic sequences and models used for characterization of permutation patterns

See chapter 1.
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2.2. Supplementary Figures

Figure S1 (1/3)
Figure S1 (2/3)
Figure S1 (3/3). Expression of the regulators of cytokinin signalling and biosynthesis in the different domains of the shoot apical meristem. Normalized values of expression were calculated from previously published microarray datasets (Yadav et al., 2009; see main text) obtained from the FILAMENTOUS FLOWER (FIL) domain in the lateral organs, and from the CLAVATA3 (CLV3) and WUSCHEL (WUS) domains at the centre of the meristem. The dashed lines represent the background level of expression. Differential expression between the FIL domain and the WUS or the CLV3 domain was systematically tested. The stars indicate when expression is statistically different in the WUS and/or CLV3 domains compared to the FIL domain. The Diagram corresponding to AHP6 is outlined by a red square.
Figure S2. AHP6 is a regulator of cytokinin signalling that is specifically enriched in lateral organs. (A) Summary of the expression profiles of the regulators of cytokinin signalling deduced from the Yadav dataset (see Supplementary Fig. 2). (B-H) Analysis of AHP6 expression pattern in the inflorescence using RNA in situ hybridization. The arrowheads in (B-D) points at expression in the organ initium (B), the sepal initia (C) and the petals and stamens initia (D). A serial section is shown in (E-H) to illustrate the organ-specific expression. s: sepal; p: petal; st: stamen. Scale bar: 20 μm in (B-D) and 50 μm in (E-H).
Figure S3. *AHP6* regulates floral phyllotaxis. (A,B) Electron microscopy of wild-type (A) and *ahp6-1* (B) stage 3 flowers showing defects in sepal numbers. (C,D) Mature flowers of wild-type (C) and *ahp6-1* (D) showing defects in petal numbers. (E) Quantification of sepal numbers in wild-type and *ahp6-1*. Error bars represent standard deviations. Differences that are statistically significant are indicated (student t-test: *p*<5% (*), *p*<5·10^{-3} (**), *p*<5·10^{-4} (***)). 122 and 166 flowers were analyzed for wild-type and *ahp6-1* respectively. (F) Petal numbers in wild-type, *ahp6-1*, *ahp6-3* and *ahp6-1/ahp6-3*. The number of plants and total flowers analyzed are indicated in parenthesis. Scale bar: 20 μm.
Figure S4. Explanation of the deviations from the canonical phyllotactic sequences by the permutation hypothesis. Significant examples of angle sequences explained by permutation in the order of silique insertions on the stem. The permutations explaining the motifs are indicated.
Figure S5. The size of the stem cell niche is not affected by the ahp6 mutation. (A,B) The size of the expression domain of the CLV3 stem cell marker is identical in wild-type (A) and ahp6-1 (B). CLV3 expression was analyzed by RNA in situ hybridization. A median section is shown. (C-E) The expression of pWUS::GFP is not affected by the ahp6-1 mutation. A representative confocal image (projection) for wild-type (C) and ahp6-1 (D) is shown. The area of the WUS domain was quantified using images from 3 wild-type and 9 ahp6-1 meristems. (F-H) The size of the central area not expressing pDR5::GFP is not affected by the ahp6-1 mutation. A representative confocal image (projection) for wild-type (F) and ahp6-1 (G) is shown. The area of the peripheral GFP domain and of the central non-GFP domain was quantified using images from 9 wild-type and 5 ahp6-1 meristems. While the GFP positive area increases significantly in ahp6-1 (p<5.10^{-4}; student t-test), the area of the non-GFP central domain is not affected by the mutation. This further suggests that the size of the central zone is not affected by the ahp6 mutation. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Scale bar: 50 μm.
**Figure S6.** *AHP6* regulates the temporal sequence of *DR5::VENUS* activation at the shoot apical meristem. Live meristems expressing *DR5::VENUS* were followed over 72 h. Representative time-courses are shown. (A,B) Wild-type meristems. (A) corresponds to the time-course shown in part in Fig. 2h. (C-E) *ahp6-1* meristems. (C) corresponds to the time-course shown in part in Fig. 2i. The co-initiated organ initia are indicated with a star. The double stars in (D,E) indicate initia that arise in a non-canonical order (permutations). i: initium; P: primordium. Scale bar: 20 μm.
Figure S7. AHP6 does not affect the mean rate of organ initiation but rather the stability of the plastochorone. (A) Cumulative number of initia produced over time as counted from live imaging of DR5::VENUS in the meristem. Values obtained from 2 replicate experiments out of 3 are represented. One experiment was not used due to slight differences in the timing of acquisition. The mean rate or plastochorone over the 72h period was calculated from these curves using a linear regression and is indicated on the figure. (B) The stability of the plastochorone is regulated by AHP6. Cumulative organ numbers are represented over time for a wild-type and an ahp6-1 individual. The ahp6 mutant dynamics shows a plateau (arrow) just after a burst of production detected at 36 h (note the deviation from the wild-type profile).
Figure S8. *AHP6* expression is regulated independently of cytokinins in the shoot apical meristem. (A,B) Expression of *pAHP6::GFP* is not modified upon cytokinin treatment (1 μM BAP for 48 h). GFP is in green, autofluorescence in red. Insets show cytokinin inducible *pARR5::GFP* control. Note the strong increase in fluorescence upon cytokinin treatment (C-E). *AHP6* is regulated independently of STM. Expression of *pAHP6::GFP* is not modified by inducible ectopic expression of *STM* (C,D). 35S::STM-GR plants were induced by dexamethasone (Dex) treatment. Co-visualization of STM-VENUS (pink) and *pAHP6::GFP* (green) (E) further demonstrates that *STM* and *AHP6* are co-expressed in organ initia and in organ frontiers (arrowhead and arrow in inset, respectively). Scale bar: 50 μm.
Figure S9. The pAHP6::AHP6-GFP construct complements ahp6 phyllotaxis phenotype. Divergence angle sequences of ahp6 mutants expressing pAHP6::AHP6-GFP were obtained to test the functionality of the construct. A representative angle sequence is shown in (A), showing a single M-shaped motif similarly to wild-type. The pAHP6::AHP6-GFP construct reduces the number of non-canonical angles to frequency similar to wild-type as shown in (B). The Box-plots in (B) shows a similar variance of angles between the wild-type (N=19 plants) and pAHP6::AHP6-GFP plants (N=15), whereas the variance of ahp6-1 (N=18) is significantly higher (the p-values of the non-parametric kruskal-wallis test are indicated above the population tested).
Figure S10. AHP6 imposes a progressive activation of Cytokinin signalling activation in initia. To evaluate the activity of the cytokinin signalling pathway during organ initiation, we co-localized DR5::VENUS (pink) and the cytokinin-inducible TCS::GFP (green) reporter (A-D). A projection of a representative meristem is shown in (C) and demonstrate co-activation of DR5::VENUS and TCS::GFP in the initia and primordia. (B-D) show reconstructed medial longitudinal sections in i2 (arrowhead in B), i1 (C) and P1 (D) from the meristem shown in (A). Note that the expression of TCS::GFP is weak in i2 and increases significantly in i1 and P1, suggesting a progressive upregulation of TCS during organ initiation. (E-F) Comparison of TCS::GFP expression pattern in wild-type (E) and ahp6-1 (F) meristem, using a range indicator palette, showing the strong ectopic activation of cytokinin signalling in the initia and a partial loss of the progressive increase in cytokinin signalling between successive initia. Scale bars: 50 μm.
Figure S11. Exogenous cytokinin treatment increases auxin signaling in organogenetic zones of the meristem. The effect of exogenous cytokinin (1 μM BAP for 48 h) on expression of DR5::GFP (green; A,B) was tested. This treatment induced an expansion of the DR5::GFP domain in the meristem and the flowers in the sites of organ initiation, further suggesting that the potential for an organ to initiate is promoted by higher cytokinin signalling activity. Note that the treatment induces the formation of two auxin maxima at the site of the adaxial sepal (arrowheads), which could phenocopy the supernumerary sepals seen in ahp6 mutants (Fig S3). Scale bar: 50 μm.
Figure S11. Model of the control of the organ initiation temporal sequence by AHP6 inhibitory fields at the shoot apical meristem. The shoot apical meristem has been schematically represented by the larger circle and the central circle represents the central zone. New initia arise just at the boundary of the central zone, where cytokinin signalling starts to decrease (yellow gradient). Organ initiation is triggered by an auxin signaling maxima (red disk). Their position is set by auxin depletion fields (dashed circles) created by dynamic auxin transport (red arrows). In older primordia, AHP6 transcription is activated one plastochrone after activation of auxin signalling during organogenesis. The resulting pattern of AHP6 fields creates differential cytokinin signaling context in the peripheral zone: it inhibits CK signalling in the area of the presumptive l2 initium, thus delaying its initiation, but not in the area of l1.
II. Genetic Interactions of AHP6 with the protein kinase PINOID, a regulator of polar auxin transport.

The occurrence of co-initiations of organs in the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana raises the question of the coupling between space and time during organogenesis. In accordance with the model of Snow and Snow (M. Snow & R. Snow 1962; Douady & Couder 1996) and as proposed by Smith et al. (2006), Jönsson et al. (2006) and Barbier de Reuille et al. (2006), the spacing mechanism generated by auxin depletion fields alone should in theory be able to generate a regular plastochron as well. However, our data, presented in the previous chapter suggested that an additional mechanism based on cytokinin-signaling inhibitory fields of AHP6 is necessary to stabilize the plastochron. Interestingly, the radial positioning of organs is never affected in ahp6 mutants, indicating that the defects observed in the timing of organ emergence do not perturb the site where organs are specified. Organ founder cells are specified by an accumulation of auxin resulting from dynamic polar transport, followed by rapid auxin signal transduction (Heisler et al. 2005). Thus one could hypothesize that neither auxin transport nor the first auxin signaling events in founder cell specification are affected by mis-regulation of cytokinin signaling in ahp6 mutants. This seemed, however, contradictory to our data suggesting that cytokinin signaling triggers a positive feedback on auxin signaling in the peripheral zone of the SAM (see Chapter2, fig S10 and S11).

To resolve these discrepancies, we have begun to characterized genetic interactions between ahp6 mutants and mutants affected in auxin transport. Although this work is still in progress, we have obtained preliminary results identifying particular relationship between AHP6 and the protein kinase PINOID (PID) that regulates the polarity of PIN proteins by direct phosphorylation (Christensen et al. 2000; Friml et al. 2004; Michniewicz et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2010) (See also in Introduction). We will discuss here interesting hypotheses that can be formulated from these first results and we will propose further analyses.
Figure 6: Strong phyllotaxis defects of ahp6 x pid-9 +/- plants suggest a synergy between AHP6 fields and the dynamics of auxin transport in the control of phyllotaxis. (A) Phyllotaxis in the progeny of a F3 ahp6-1 +/- x pid-9 +/- line. Strong perturbations are seen in ahp6-1 +/- x pid-9 +/- plants. Arrows indicate aborted flowers (see figure 7). (B) A representative sequence of divergence angle measured in a ahp6-1 x pid-9 +/- mutant, showing strong perturbations. (C) Histograms of divergence angles measured in plants resulting from a cross between ahp6-3 mutants and pid-9 +/- plants. Genotypes and size of the sample (number of individuals) are given in each panel; the vertical bar indicates 137.5°, the canonical golden angle of Fibonacci spirals.

| segregating F2 and F3 ahp6-1 +/- x pid-9 +/- population |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| mildly perturbed Phyllotaxis    | pid-9 +/-       | ahp6-1          | ahp6-1 x pid-9 +/- |
| col-0                           | 5               | 8               | 5               |
| Perturbed Phyllotaxis           | 0               | 4               | 3               |
|                                 |                 |                 | 15              |

Table 1: The progeny of a F2 or a F3 ahp6-1 +/- x pid-9 +/- line was divided in two classes of phyllotactic phenotype by a qualitative observation and the genotype of each plant was established. The penetrance of the phenotype was markedly enhanced in plants having a ahp6-1 +/- x pid-9 +/- genotype.
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1. Results and discussion

1. Genetic interactions between AHP6 and PINOID in the control of phyllotaxis.

*ahp6* mutants were crossed with *pin1* and *pid* mutants, which are both impaired in polar auxin transport. *PIN1* and *PINOID* genes encode respectively a transmembrane auxin efflux transporter and a protein kinase that regulates PIN1 polar localization. Null mutants for those genes have a naked inflorescence resulting from loss of organ initiation (Okada et al. 1991; Christensen et al. 2000). This phenotype was unchanged in *ahp6-1 x pin1-6* and various allelic combination of *ahp6 x pid* double mutants. This indicates that *PIN1* and *PID* are epistatic on *AHP6*, in accordance with the fact that *AHP6* is activated downstream of organ initiation (chapter 2, part II). While no particular phenotype was noticed in *ahp6-1 -/- x pin1-6 +/-* plants, *ahp6-1/- x pid-14 +/-* plants had very strong destabilization of the phyllotaxis (figure 6). We observed that plants obtained from a cross between the Columbia (Col-0) and Wassilewskaya (WS) ecotypes had much more phyllotactic defects. To avoid problems due to ecotype interbreeding, we selected the *pid-9* allele in Col-0 (Christensen et al. 2000) and we systematically genotyped the progeny of plants with *ahp6-1 +/- x pid-9 +/-* and *ahp6-3 +/- x pid-9 +/-* genotypes, respectively. We confirmed a strong destabilization of phyllotactic sequences in *ahp6-/- x pid +/-* (table 1; figure 6A,B), which was markedly increased compared to individual *ahp6* sequences (see chapter 1, figure 1, 4; chapter 2, figure 2). Besides, nearly all individuals of this genotype exhibited such strong perturbations, compared to the partial penetrance of *ahp6*. Interestingly, *pid-9 +/-* plants seem to have a perturbed phyllotaxis, in the same phenotypical range as *ahp6* mutants (figure 6C). Further quantifications and analyses are required to determine whether the strong destabilization observed in *ahp6 x pid +/-* plants is caused by a synergistic rather than an additive interaction. Moreover, perturbations observed in the divergence angle sequences of *ahp6 x pid +/-* plants are not very stereotypic which raises the possibility that other perturbations than permutations are present in these sequences. Following organ initiation by live-imaging in these plants will help determining whether the plastochron is affected, and also whether the divergence angle is modified.

The activity of PID in the SAM is thought to be crucial to control the polarity of PIN1 proteins (Friml et al. 2004), which can change rapidly during the self-reorganization of the pump network following organ initiation. A reversal of PIN1 polarity is for instance visible in the boundary of organs (Heisler et al. 2005). We suggest here that PID heterozygotes have a reduced dynamics of
Figure 7: Synergistic interaction of PINOID and AHP6 in floral and carpel development. Pictures from *ahp6-1 -/- x pid-9 +/-* plants showing (A) multiple abortion of flowers on a stem (naked pedicels are still present) (B) detail of an aborted flowers with only 3 sepals, 1 petal and (C) a open ovary due to problem of carpel fusion. Scale bar = 1 mm.
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PIN1 polarity establishment. This could account for the defect of phyllotaxis observed in *pid-9+/-* mutants. If these defects are characterized as permutations, this would suggest that an intact auxin import machinery would be required to set a regular plastochron. In other words, the auxin network could also possess its own mechanism regulating plastochron stability, apart from cytokinin signaling inhibitory fields. Moreover, if the strong phenotype of *ahp6-/- x pid+/-* is caused by concomitant initiations, the synergistic interaction between *AHP6* and *PID* would indicate a partial functional redundancy of auxin fields and AHP6 fields to control the regularity of the plastochron (Pérez-Pérez et al. 2009). Finally, if the divergence angle is also modified, this would indicate that in certain condition, the plastochron variability could be so important that organ positioning would no longer be stable.

2. **Synergistic interaction of PINOID and AHP6 in flower and carpel development.**

In addition to the enhanced phyllotactic defects, *ahp6 x pid+/-* plants had many aborted flowers on the stem (figure 6A, 7A). Closer examinations revealed that these flowers produced a normal pedicel, but less sepals and petals than in wild-type flowers and no whorls of reproductive organs, indicating a premature termination of the flower meristem (figure 7A, B). In some flowers, problems in gynoecium development were observed, including abnormal carpel numbers (data not shown) or failure of carpel closure (figure 7C). In flowers, *AHP6* is expressed in sepals, petals and stamen initia and flowers of *ahp6* mutants have sometimes additional sepals and petals. PINOID is thought to ensure the same role in the floral meristem as in the shoot meristem. Thus, the unexpected phenotype of *ahp6 x pid+/-* flowers might reveal different roles of these genes in the floral meristem, such as a positive control on meristem maintenance. Moreover, these additional roles in the floral meristem could be explained by the existence of different crosstalk between auxin and cytokinin in comparison to the SAM and by the presence of additional regulators of the expression these two genes and of the activity of their proteins.

2. **Materials and Methods**

All the mutants used in this section and their references are described in the following table.

Culture conditions were the same as mentioned previously (chapter II, I.2).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutant</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-1</td>
<td>(Mähönen et al. 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-3</td>
<td>(Mähönen et al. 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pin1-6</td>
<td>(T Vernoux et al. 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid-14</td>
<td>(or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pid-7.1.2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Furutani et al. 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid-9</td>
<td>(Christensen et al. 2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ahp6-1** allele, which contains a single substitution base pair (C>T) was genotyped using a dCAPS (derived Cleaved Amplified Sequence Polymorphism, (Michaels & Amasino 1998)), with the primers indicated below. A DNA fragment of 185 pb was amplified by PCR, digested using PstI, loaded on a 3% agarose gel and separated by electrophoresis. **ahp6-1** fragments are not digested, while other alleles are digested, causing a down shift of ~20 pb. DNA from the **ahp6-3** allele was amplified by PCR using the LBb1a primer (SALK), matching the left border of the T-DNA (pROK2) insertion. **pid-9**/+/- plants were genotyped by amplifying the resistance gene for the herbicide BASTA. **pid-14** allele was genotyped using a dCAPS (**pid-14** PCR fragments are digested by , and down shifted of ~20 pb compared to other alleles after electrophoresis run on a 3% agarose gel). **pin1-6** has been generated by T-DNA mutagenesis (T Vernoux et al. 2000). However, we found that the mutation was not caused by the T-DNA insertion, but by the insertion of a transposon in the coding sequence of **PINI** (Chambrier P., unpublished results). We screened the presence of this insertion in genomic DNA with a triplex PCR, mixing in the reaction primers that match both wild-type sequence and transposon sequence, according the following proportions:

1µl ADN (30ng)
4µl tampon 5X
0.1µl GoTaq
0.2µl dNTP à 20mM each
1µl primer F1 (**PINI**) from 10µM stock
0.3µl primer R1 (transposon) from 10µM stock
1µl primer R2 (**PINI**) from 10µM stock
12.4µl H2O
20µl
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>allele</th>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>sequence</th>
<th>Tm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5'-CGA GCA GTT CTT GCA GCT TCT G-3'</td>
<td>53°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5'-CGT ATA CAT TTT GGA ACC AAA CAA C-3'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahp6-3</td>
<td>F (matching AHP6 5'UTR)</td>
<td>5'-AACGCAAGACCTGTTCACATTAG-3'</td>
<td>58°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R (LBb1a)</td>
<td>5'-ATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAAC-3'</td>
<td>58°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid-9 (BASTA gene)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5'-GCGGTCTGCACCACGCATCGCAACCACCATCATC-3'</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5'-ACGTCATGCCAGTTCCTCGTGTCGATTGAA-3'</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid-14 (7.1.2.6)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5'-AACAGACGGGTTGGTTCTAAAGTT-3'</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5'-GACCTCTCTCTGACTCAAC-3'</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pin1-6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>5'-CATGGCGTTAACCAAGAATAATGCTT-3'</td>
<td>58°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1 (matching the transposon)</td>
<td>5'-TTAGCAGATTGCGTTTCAGCCTC -3'</td>
<td>58°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2 (PIN1 stop)</td>
<td>5'-TCATAGACCCCAAGAATGT-3'</td>
<td>58°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Modeling noise and robustness in phyllotactic systems
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1. Introduction

In the two previous chapters, we identified and characterized a frequent perturbation in the Fibonacci spiral of *Arabidopsis thaliana*: the occurrence of simultaneous initiations of two to three organs in the meristem, which likely cause the permutation of their order of insertion along the stem. In our culture conditions, up to 25% of organs can be co-initiated in the wild-type *CNMimbia* background (chapter 2, figure 3). Interestingly, we found that the plastochron could be even more irregular in the absence of the cytokinin signaling inhibitor AHP6. Our data suggest that this small protein establishes fields whose patterns imposes a delay to the development of the younger initia of a co-initiated pair or triplet of organs, thus stabilizing *a posteriori* the pace of the plastochron (chapter 2, figure S12).

These findings raise many questions. Firstly, we have not identified the origin of the plastochron irregularity: since this defect is also significantly present in the wild-type, AHP6 loss would not be the primary cause, but would only reveal the extent of the perturbations when this correcting mechanism is absent. Secondly, it was necessary to clarify why the plastochron irregularities we observed do not perturb the radial pattern of organ positioning and thus, how space and time are coupled in phyllotactic systems. Thirdly, the plausibility of the proposed correcting mechanism for AHP6 needed to be tested. As phyllotaxis is a complex system involving the interactions of different organs, the emerging pattern is not intuitive and simple assumptions can surprisingly lead to unexpected results.

In parallel to our biological experiments, we thus developed in collaboration with modelers from our Department a complementary heuristic approach based on abstract models of phyllotaxis. We chose to use a dynamical system model based on inhibitory fields, because these models have been shown to reproduce many properties of phyllotactic systems. Besides, they enable to test different hypotheses and to explore a wide range of parameters.

Inspired by the biological results and the literature, we first tested possible origins for co-initiation: we investigated the role of noise on different parameters and we also explored the influence of continuous variations of parameters imposed by the developmental evolution of plants. Since we obtained different classes of defects, notably plastochron irregularity, we could test in a second step various hypotheses for a correcting mechanism based on inhibitory fields produced by organs. We identified a set of requirements that we could compare to the characteristics of observed AHP6 fields. This study also indicate interesting predictions that will orient our future biological
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experiments. Beyond the scope of AHP6, our study highlights the variable robustness of phyllotaxis in space and time. It also gives an insight on possible effects of noise on regular developmental patterns and on the mechanisms that can exist to buffer the natural stochasticity.
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ABSTRACT

A striking feature of vascular plants is the regular arrangement of lateral organs on the stem, known as phyllotaxis. Common phyllotactic patterns can be described using spirals, numbers from the Fibonacci sequence and the golden angle. This rich mathematical structure, along with the experimental reproduction of phyllotactic spirals in physical systems, has led to a view of phyllotaxis focusing on regularity. This raises questions about the effect on phyllotaxis of the natural, stochastic variability of organisms as well as about how stochasticity might be regulated. Here we address these questions theoretically using a dynamical system of interacting sources of inhibitory field. Previous work has shown that phyllotaxis can emerge deterministically from the self-organization of such sources and that inhibition is primarily mediated by the depletion of the plant hormone auxin through polarized transport. We incorporated stochasticity in the theoretical model and found three main classes of defects in spiral phyllotaxis — the reversal of the handedness of spirals, the concomitant initiation of organs and the occurrence of distichous angles — and we investigated whether a secondary inhibitory field filters out defects. Our results are consistent with available experimental data, predict the main source of stochasticity during organogenesis and provide a framework for the analysis of phyllotactic mutants. We propose that secondary fields associated with organ initiation, such as other biochemical signals or mechanical forces, are important for the robustness of phyllotaxis. More generally, our work sheds light on how a target pattern can be achieved within a noisy background.

shoot apical meristem — plant development — stochastic dynamical systems — pattern formation — Fibonacci patterns
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1. Introduction

Lateral organs (leaves and flowers) are initiated as primordia near the shoot apex yielding a regular arrangement on the stem known as phyllotaxis. Two main phyllotactic patterns are observed: whorled — many primordia emerge simultaneously, and spiraled — a single primordium is initiated at a time. Spiral phyllotaxis features two sets of conspicuous spirals (the parastichies) rotating either clockwise or anti-clockwise, so that the numbers of spirals in each set are often two consecutive numbers of the Fibonacci sequence (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13…); moreover, the angle viewed from the apex) between two consecutive organs, known as the divergence angle, is often strikingly close to the golden angle, which is about 137.5°. This mathematical beauty has attracted a stream of mathematicians, computer scientists and physicists along with botanists and plant biologists, see for instance (Jean 1994; Adler et al. 1997; Cris Kuhlemeier 2007) for reviews. A number of mathematical models enabled the prediction of spiral phyllotaxis from the interactions between primordia: physical interactions included optimal packing, e.g. (Levitov 1991) and mechanical forces, e.g. (Green et al. 1996; Shipman & Newell 2005), while biochemical interactions included a reaction-diffusion Turing-like spacing mechanism (Turing 1952; Bernasconi G.P. 1994; Meinhardt 2004) or the production of an inhibitor by each primordium preventing initiation in its vicinity (Veen & Lindenmayer 1977; Mitchison 1977). In all these studies, phyllotactic spirals emerged from the self-organization of interacting primordia, as also shown by more abstract dynamical models (Douady & Y Couder 1992; 1996a; 1996b; 1996c; Atela et al. 2002; Hotton et al. 2006; R. Smith, C Kuhlemeier, et al. 2006). The concept of self-organization was also supported by the observation of phyllotactic-like spirals in physical experiments with ferromagnetic droplets (Douady & Y Couder 1992), self-assembled solidified microstructures (Li et al. 2005), rotating magnets (Nisoli et al. 2009), or bubbles floating on a surface (Yoshikawa et al. 2010). Therefore, careful biological experiments were needed for the identification of the primary mechanism of phyllotaxis (D Reinhardt et al. 2000; Didier Reinhardt et al. 2003; Heisler et al. 2005): the accumulation of the plant hormone auxin in incipient primordia (initium) through a self-enhancing polar transport, so that auxin depletion plays the role of an inhibitory field. This was further supported by the simulation of cell-based models (R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006; Jönsson et al. 2006; de Reuille et al. 2006; Stoma et al. 2008; Sahlin et al. 2009) in which phyllotaxis emerges from cell-cell interactions.

Altogether, this body of work is underpinned by an ideal, deterministic view of phyllotaxis, in which regular patterns can be reproduced by theoretical models. Nevertheless, living organisms are
Figure 1: Phyllotaxis, from observations to an abstract model. (A) Scanning electron microscopy picture of the apex of an inflorescence stem of Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Columbia-0) showing the contact spirals (parastichies); the numbers (3 in red and 5 in turquoise) of spirals with a given handedness are two consecutive numbers from the Fibonacci sequence. (B-D) A simulation sequence. Organ primordia (P, numbered from the youngest P1 to the oldest P3) are sources of an inhibitory field (of which the contour lines are shown); primordia are formed as initium (i1, i2 and i3 in the sequence of apparition) on a competent circle (in red) and, because of growth, move away radially; a new initium is formed when and where inhibition falls beyond a threshold. (E) Example of a resulting pattern after 26 primordia have formed (the red circle has the same size as in B-D).
variable and observations indicate that phyllotaxis is also variable (Jean 1994), that permutations between organs can occur (Y Couder 1998), while divergence angles appear variable in Arabidopsis thaliana (Peaucelle et al. 2007; Ragni et al. 2008; Prasad et al. 2011), and almost random in mutants of Arabidopsis (Peaucelle et al. 2007; Prasad et al. 2011) or of rice (Itoh et al. 2000; Jeune & Barabe 2004). In addition, auxin cell-based models of phyllotaxis are liable to show a noisy output (R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006; Jönsson et al. 2006). More generally, the importance given to stochastic variability in organismal development is growing (Oates 2011; Lander 2011). In plants, stochasticity can be either reflected in development, as in the variability of cell size in the epidermis of sepals (Roeder et al. 2010), or filtered out, as in the robust establishment of the identity of floral organs (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2008). This raises the question of the effects of stochasticity on phyllotaxis. In order to address this question, we incorporated stochasticity in the dynamical system introduced by Douady and Couder (1996b), which implements the rules deduced by Snow and Snow from their surgical experiments (M. Snow & R. Snow 1932; 1933; 1962). Such a stochastic model was also alluded to in (R. Smith, C Kuhlemeier, et al. 2006), but no systematic study was performed. We chose this abstract model as it combines the recapitulation of most known phyllotactic modes while being simple enough to enable a comprehensive exploration of the space of parameters (Chickarmane et al. 2010). Doing so, we found that stochasticity yields stereotypical alterations of the phyllotactic pattern, which depend on the source of randomness. Finally, inspired by work on noise in the primary patterning of the fruit fly embryo (Gregor et al. 2007; Erdmann et al. 2009; Morishita & Iwasa 2009; Okabe-Oho et al. 2009), we investigated whether a secondary inhibitory field could modulate the number of phyllotactic alterations.

2. Results

2.1. The role of noise

We started from the dynamical system introduced in (Douady & Y Couder 1996b) which implements the rules stated by Snow and Snow (1962), and we incorporated two different sources of noise in this dynamical system. The main hypotheses of the deterministic model are as follows (see Materials and Methods for details). (i) The average stem apex has an axisymmetric shape. (ii) Organ primordia are formed at the periphery of the apex, on a competent circle of radius $R$ (termed CZ for Central Zone), and, because of growth, they move away with a radial velocity $V$, which we
Figure 2: The model with noise on the threshold for organ initiation. (A) A typical sequence of angles and plastochns (time delay between consecutive initiations); the simulation is started with no noise; M-shaped angle sequences correspond to concomitant initiations (vanishing plastochn). (B) Schematic explaining the origin of M-shaped sequences (same representation as in Fig. 1B-E). A vanishing plastochn implies two equivalent initia, which are ranked at random. This either yields a sequence of divergence angles close to the golden angle (left panel) or a M-shaped sequence of the type (α; 2α; 360-α ; 2α; α). (C) Histograms of plastochns showing a peak at zero corresponding to concomitant initiations. (D) Histogram of divergence angles (N ~15000 angles) showing a peak close to the golden angle ~137°, and smaller peaks close to 180° (transient distichous phyllotaxis) and 274° (reflecting M-shaped sequences). (Please refer later to the published version of this article for precise indication of simulation parameters)
assume here to be constant. (iii) Each primordium is a source of inhibition (termed IZ, for Inhibition Zone) over a region of diameter $d$ and the steepness of gradient of inhibition is also a parameter of the model. (iv) A new primordium (initium) is initiated on the competent circle at the location and at the time such that the sum of the inhibitory fields generated by all previous primordia gets below a threshold $E$. (v) The apex has the shape of a cone and distances are computed on the cone. The angle of the cone was chosen according to the shape of Arabidopsis thaliana apex.

A typical simulated sequence is shown in Fig. 1B-D: the inhibition field generated by older primordia in the competent circle decreases as primordia move away, an initium is formed at the place and and the time such that inhibition falls below the threshold. This process is repeated leading to a periodic initiation and the spatial establishment of a spiral phyllotactic pattern. The main control parameter of this model is the ratio of the range of inhibition $d$ to the radius of the competent circle $R$. As this ratio is decreased, the phyllotactic mode undergoes a transition from distichous (divergence angles of 180°) to spiral (and also whorled) phyllotaxis of higher and higher order. We note that the model implements local inhibitory interactions between primordia, as an abstract representation of auxin-based biological mechanisms at play. Neither the periodicity nor the spatiality of initiation are prescribed; they emerge from the self-organization of the system instead.

**a) Threshold noise**

Organs are initiated when the inhibitory field falls below the threshold $E$. The cellular response to this field can be variable which is equivalent to this threshold being variable. Therefore we first assumed that, before each initiation, the threshold is defined randomly according to a Gaussian distribution. Noise intensity then corresponds to the ratio between the width of the Gaussian (noted $\sigma_E$) and its mean. In order to ensure a well-defined underlying phyllotactic pattern, simulations are started with no noise until convergence to left-handed spiral phyllotaxis (parastichies 3,5), and noise is then turned on.

Typical angle and time delay sequences are shown in Fig. 2A. The effect on plastochrons, i.e., the time delay between two initiations events, is striking: fluctuations are large and the plastochron even vanishes, corresponding to the concomitant initiation of two, and, more rarely, three organs (Fig. 2A). Accordingly, the histogram of plastochrons also has a maximum at zero delay (Fig. 2C, see also Fig S1).

This raises an issue about organ sorting and more precisely about defining which of the concomitantly initiated organs is the older so as to compute the divergence angle. In view of the
Figure 3: The model with noise on the size of the competent circle. (A) A typical sequence of angles and plastochnons; the simulation is started with no noise; a handedness reversal is clearly visible. (B) Histograms of plastochnons. (C) Histogram of divergence angles (N ~15000 angles) showing peaks corresponding to either handedness: $\alpha=137$ and $\alpha=274$. Simulation parameters, see Mirabet V. et al, in prep.
equivalence between these organs, we pick their order at random. The sequence of divergence angles shows fluctuations around the golden angle (Fig. 2A, D). The concomitant initiation of two organs corresponds to characteristic M-shaped patterns, i.e., sequences close to \((\alpha, 2\alpha, 360-\alpha, 2\alpha, \alpha)\), where \(\alpha\) is the golden angle (Fig 2B, C). Consequently, the histogram of angles has a high peak close to \(\alpha\) and smaller peaks close to \(2\alpha\) and \(360-\alpha\) (Fig 2D). It is noteworthy that these M shaped sequences were observed on sunflower (Y Couder 1998), reflecting a permutation of the order of organs with respect to a regular sequence. Consequently, the simple addition of noise in the model can reproduce observed alterations. Another visible alteration is a number of divergence angles close to 180 degrees, corresponding to a transient distichous phyllotaxis. This alteration was recently observed in the \(plt3\) \(plt5\) \(plt7\) multiple mutant of \(Arabidopsis\) (Prasad et al. 2011).

We then investigated more systematically the space of parameters (also see Supplementary Figure S1-S3). The main variations in behavior arise when noise is increased (Fig. 4A-E, FigS1). Low noise only adds a small variability to angles and to plastochrons (Fig 4A, B, respectively and see also Fig S1). Concomitant initiations and transient distichous phyllotaxis appear for a noise strength of about 20%, and increase gradually above (fig 4 C, D). It has been shown that the parameter \(\Gamma\), which is the ratio of inhibition range (IZ) to the competent circle size (CZ), is the most important parameter controlling the type of phyllotactic pattern generated by the system (Douady & Y Couder 1996b). Changing this parameter only affects the proportion of concomitant initiations and transient distichous phyllotaxis (Fig S2, A-B and S3, A-B). Obtaining the same results for other model parameters (data not shown), we conclude that these two alterations are the main components of the effect of threshold noise.

b) \textbf{Size noise}

A second source of stochasticity variability is the activity of apex, which could be reflected either in the size of the competent circle or in the range of inhibition. As only the ratio of these two lengths is important, we chose to model a noise in the size of the competent circle: following each initiation, the radius is redefined randomly following a Gaussian distribution. Accordingly, noise intensity is quantified as the ratio of the width of this distribution (\(\sigma_r\)) to the radius of the competent circle.

Typical sequences of divergence angles and plastochrons are shown in Fig. 3A. M-shaped angle sequences are associated with vanishing plastochron, while a few angles also occur indicating a transient distichous mode. In contrast with the threshold noise (Fig. 2A), an important observation
Figure 4: Alterations as a function of noise strength, $\sigma_b/E$ or $\sigma_b/R$ according to the type of noise. (A) Standard deviation of angle normalized by the average angle. (B) Standard deviation of plastochnor normalized by average plastochn. (C) The proportion of concomitant initiations. (D) Proportion of distichous angles. (E) Proportion of handedness reversals.
is that the handedness of the spiral is occasionally reversed. This is reflected by a relatively high peak in the histogram of angles around the opposite of the golden angle, i.e., $360° - \alpha = 223°$ (Fig 3C). We then investigated systematically the effect of increasing noise intensity on observed patterns (Fig 4). At low intensity, divergence angles and plastochrons have a small variability (Fig. 4A, B, respectively; see also Fig S1). At about 10%, transient distichous patterns and handedness reversals appear (Fig. 4 C, E, respectively) and their number increase with noise (FigS1 C, D). Concomitant initiations occur above about 25% (Fig 4D). Again, changes in model parameters such as $\Gamma$ only affect the proportion of these defects (Fig S2 and S3). Overall, size noise yield a third type of alterations, handedness reversal; concomitant initiations and distichous angles also occur, but less frequently. Spiral reversals have been obtained following laser ablation on tomato meristems (Didier Reinhardt et al. 2005), but apparently, they have not been observed in naturally grown plants. We thus propose that the noise on threshold is more realistic (but see Discussion). In particular threshold noise reproduces the M-shaped sequences of angles that were observed on sunflower (Y Couder 1998). In the following, we will assume that it is the main source in the system.

2.2. Correcting noise
Available experimental data demonstrate that some mutations make phyllotaxis more irregular than in wild type plants, e.g. (Itoh et al. 2000; Peaucelle et al. 2007; Prasad et al. 2011; Ragni et al. 2008; Müller et al. 2006). This suggests the existence of processes regulating noise in phyllotaxis: either indirectly through e.g. changes in the radius of the competent zone and the range of inhibition between primordia, or directly by playing on the level of noise and its interpretation. In the first case, differences between mutant and wild type would be explained within the framework developed above. However, previous work in development suggests that it is often more efficient to control noise by adding appropriate feedbacks or additional modules to filter noise (Lander 2011). In this framework, we sought to propose mechanisms that could regulate noise in phyllotaxis, by adding another layer of control to the model discussed above.

a) Possible scenarios
We categorized the level of controls into three classes. (i) Before initiation. (ii) During initiation. (iii) Post-initiation. In the first class, the outcome would be a reduction in the level of noise introduced in the dynamical. Auxin signalling could play such a role by filtering fluctuations
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(Vernoux et al. 2011). In the present framework, this trivially amounts to changing noise strength. In the second and third class, a primordium cannot 'know by itself' whether it emerged at the 'correct' time and position, because this information is relative to the other primordia. In other words, mechanisms of the last two classes cannot be primordia-autonomous. In a different context, studies on the primary patterning of the fruitfly (Gregor et al. 2007; Okabe-Oho et al. 2009; Erdmann et al. 2009; Morishita & Iwasa 2009) also proposed that a second field (a second transcription factor) plays a role in noise regulation, but this work cannot readily be transposed to phyllotaxis. In plants, observations indicate that, in addition to auxin, hormones such as cytokinins (Giulini et al. 2004) or gibberellins (Maksymowycz & Erickson 1977), as well as mechanical forces (Hamant et al. 2008) have an impact on phyllotaxis. It has even been proposed that that mechanics cooperates with auxin (Newell et al. 2008; Heisler et al. 2010). Therefore, the existence of secondary fields playing a role in phyllotaxis is not unrealistic.

As auxin is the primary patterning field in phyllotaxis, it seems unlikely that a secondary field acts at the same level as auxin (second class). We nevertheless investigated this possibility by defining a second inhibitory field having similar properties to the first, but with different parameters (range and amplitude). Organs were initiated whenever the sum of the two inhibitions fell below a threshold. To our surprise, we found that, even in the absence of noise source, this resulted either in a chaotic-like phyllotaxis or in regular patterns that have never been observed in nature (data not shown, see later Mirabet V., et al, in prep.). We could rationalize the occurrence of chaotic-like phyllotaxis as follows: each field favors one phyllotactic mode with a given organ spacing and if these two fields differ then the two spacings are in general incommensurate and the situation is akin to the impossible matching of two crystals with different spatial periodicities. Therefore, we discarded the second class.

b) Post-initiation noise correction

We then turned to the third class, where noise correction must act on an intrinsic property of a primordium after it has been initiated. In our framework, each primordium is endowed with a spatial position and an age (the time since its initiation). Modifying the position would not have any effect on M-shaped patterns as primordia are ranked according to age. Hence we focused on a model where the physiological age is changed post-initiation according to the age of closer primordia (Initia are formed according to the dynamical system with threshold noise.) More precisely, we considered a secondary field of range , assumed to be steep so that it is either 1 within
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**Figure 5: Noise correction by a secondary field.** (A) After a time T2 following initiation, each organ generates a secondary field of range d2 (colored). When formed, an initium may be influenced by the secondary field. If so, its age is shifted by an amount Δa. This results in a differential age shift between initia appearing concomitantly. (B) Relative variation in the number of M-shaped motifs resulting from concomitant initiations as a function of the age shift Δa. Two sets of parameters for the secondary fields are shown: T2=3 and d2 =1 (red), or T2 =1 and d2 =1.3 (blue). While the first set does not enable the secondary field to modify the number of M-shaped motifs, the second set allows the secondary fields to lower the number of M-shaped motif for a wide range of Δa values.
its range and 0 beyond (see Materials and methods), and turned on as a source from each
primordium with a time delay T2 after its initiation. We took the simpler form of action on an
initium: if the secondary field is non zero at the point of initiation, then the physiological age is
incremented with a value $\Delta a$, which can be either positive or negative, making this primordium
‘older’ or ‘younger’ respectively.

The sequences and histograms were similar to the threshold noise model with no secondary field. However the proportion of alterations differed. We investigated quantitatively the parameter space
(see Supplementary Figure 4) and found that the secondary field has an effect when its range d2 is
close to the primary range $d$ but larger and when the delay is close to the average plastochnon.
Figure 5B shows the proportion of M-shaped patterns as a function of the increment in age $\Delta a$. The
number of alterations is decreased if $\Delta a<0$, i.e. if the initium is made ‘younger’ when it feels the
secondary field. For a wide range of values of the shift in age, the number of M-shaped sequences is
decreased by a factor of 2. Consequently, a secondary field playing on the differential between
organs can improve the regularity of a noisy phyllotactic model.

3. Discussion

We investigated the impact of noise on phyllotaxis starting from a deterministic model whereby
primordia are sources of an inhibitory field (Douady & Y Couder 1996b), which can be viewed as
an abstract representation of the underlying auxin-based dynamics. Initia are formed on a competent
circle when the sum of inhibitory fields falls below a given threshold and then the primordia move
away due to growth. In this model, the temporality and spatiality of organ initiation and positioning
emerge from the self-organization of the system. This model reproduced most known types of
phyllotaxis (Douady & Y Couder 1996b; 1996c) and we used it in the range of parameters roughly
 corresponding to the spiral phyllotaxis observed in Arabidopsis, the main parameter being the ratio
of the range of inhibition to the radius of competent circle ($\Gamma$).

Most previous research on phyllotaxis focused on its mathematical regularity, and most studies
on the variability of phyllotaxis dealt with the quantification of the relative frequencies between
various patterns across different species e.g. (Jean 1994; Meicenheimer 1998) or within a same
species, e.g. in sunflower (Weisse 1894; Schoute 1938; Y Couder 1998). However, from a
developmental point of view, many observations indicate a variability in phyllotactic patterns within
a same plant, notably in various mutant plants (Y Couder 1998; Peaucelle et al. 2007; Ragni et al.
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2008; Itoh et al. 2000; Prasad et al. 2011). In these plants, a higher stochasticity of the developmental parameters controlling phyllotaxis could account for transient or more sustained deviations of the phyllotaxis from the expected regular pattern. Indeed, different sources of stochastic variability can be envisaged, and four of them are discussed hereafter. (i) The discrete nature of the cellular template makes the positioning of an ininitum according to a given divergence angle only achievable within the precision of a cell radius, as observed in cell-based simulations of auxin transport (R. S. Smith, Guyomarc’h, et al. 2006; Jönsson et al. 2006; Stoma et al. 2008). The amplitude of the corresponding noise is however generally expected to be small: in the small Arabidopsis cell radius is about 5% of the radius of the competent circle. We did not consider this type of noise because its amplitude is too small to induce the type of alterations presented above. (ii) The level of inhibition can be noisy as recent work suggests that auxin fluctuates in the shoot apex (Vernoux et al. 2011). (iii) The sensitivity of cells to the signal can be noisy as cellular response can be variable (Oates 2011; Lander 2011). We integrated these last two sources in a noise on the threshold for initiation. (iv) The activity of the apex can be noisy, which would have an impact on the effective radius of the generating circle and/or the range of inhibition. As only the ratio, \( \Gamma \), of these two lengths is important, we modeled a noise on the size of the generating circle.

We simulated two sources of noise, on the threshold for initiation threshold and on the size of the generating circle. We found that noise leads to stereotypical alterations: (i) fluctuations of the divergence angles and plastochrons around their deterministic values; (ii) transient distichous pattern with angles of 180°; (iii) concomitant initiations corresponding to M-shaped sequences of angles; and (iv) reversal of the handedness of the phyllotactic pattern. These last three types of alterations correspond to an exploration of phyllotactic modes that are neighbors to the spiral mode: distichous for (ii); whorls for (iii); and the spiral with the other handedness for (iv). The proportion of the different alterations varies with the source of noise and its strength. M-shaped sequences are visible in sunflower (Y Couder 1998), angles of 180° occur in a mutant of Arabidopsis (Prasad et al. 2011), while it seems that reversals are not observed in nature. (A caveat is that long sequences of angles might be required to make sure that a reversal has occurred.) A possible explanation for a smaller importance of size noise is that the radius of the competent circle (or the range of inhibition) is determined by the behavior of all cells in the apex (respectively the primordium) which leads to some averaging of cellular noise, while the noise on threshold is a local property defined by the behavior of the few cells that define an ininitum. Consequently, we favor the noise on threshold as the main source of stochasticity in the shoot apex.
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It has been previously argued (Douady & Y Couder 1996a; 1996c; Y Couder 1998) that M-shaped sequences can arise due to a continuous decrease in time of the parameter $\Gamma$. This decrease would for instance correspond to the transition from the small vegetative apex to the larger reproductive apex. As it appeared that our simulations were highly sensitive to numerical precision, we re-examined these early conclusions (see Supplementary Figure S5). We found M-patterns to occur only for fast drops in $\Gamma$ such that the number of parastichies changes within a plastochron; these variations of $\Gamma$ are within the range of noise investigated above. When we reduced the numerical precision, which is somehow equivalent to adding noise in the system, M-shaped patterns occurred more frequently (for the higher order parastichies). We therefore concluded that the phyllotactic system is more sensitive to noise when $\Gamma$ varies in time. This might add another layer of complexity in the interpretation of phyllotactic observations.

We then investigated how the noise on threshold might be corrected. A pre-filter corresponds simply to a modulation of the level of noise. Other filters require the propagation of information from older primordia to an initium or to a primordium. Such a transfer of information might be provided by other hormones (Maksymowych & Erickson 1977; Giulini et al. 2004) or by mechanical signals (Hamant et al. 2008). Therefore we sought whether a secondary field can reduce alterations: a field acting on the same level as the primary field seems unlikely; a field acting post-initiation should play on the age of primordia. We assumed that each primordium that is old enough is a source of the secondary field and that initia sensing this field have their physiological age shifted. This shift may reflect a slowing down or an acceleration of the initiation of primordia or of the emergence of organs. If the shift is negative (primordia slowed down), then the number of M-shaped sequences of angles is largely reduced. Our secondary field differs from the one introduced in the dynamical system of (R. Smith, C Kuhlemeier, et al. 2006) to stabilize whorled phyllotaxis, as, there, the two fields have the same spatial dependance. Reaction-diffusion phyllotactic models also used a secondary field (Bernasconi G.P. 1994) to add memory to the system, which turns out be a pre-filter. Our secondary field has more resemblance to proposals made for the early development of the fruitfly embryo (Gregor et al. 2007; Erdmann et al. 2009; Okabe-Oho et al. 2009) at a smaller scale: the diffusion of the secondary transcription factor Hunchback between nuclei would smooth out the interpretation of the noisy gradient of the primary transcription factor Bicoid. In our case, noise reduction is achieved when an initium is made younger if surrounded by young primordia. Therefore our secondary field corresponds to some averaging of age information between neighboring organs.
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The present study yields a framework for the analysis of phyllotactic mutants, as various correspondences can be drawn between nature of noise, level of control, and alterations of phyllotaxis. The different layers reflect the complexity of development: inhibitory interactions between primordia emerge from auxin-based cell-cell interactions, phyllotaxis emerges from primordium-primordium inhibitory interactions, a secondary field corrects the phyllotactic pattern by feeding back on cell-behavior. Such a feedback may help achieving a target pattern in a noisy environment and thus provide a general concept in developmental systems biology.

4. Supplementary Information

4.1. Supplementary figures

See Fig S1 to S5 on left pages (even numbers, pp 274- 280).

4.2. Materials and Methods

Important note: missing information (XXX) will be available in Mirabet V. et al, in prep.

a) Deterministic model

We reimplememented the model of Douady and Couder Douady1996p4192 assuming that (i) the stem has the shape of a cone and distances are computed on the cone; (ii) initia are formed on a circle of radius R and then move away with a constant radial velocity V; (iii) each primordium is a source of inhibitory field that is function of the distance r to the primordium,

\[ I_{\alpha,d}(r) = \frac{(\tanh(\alpha r/d))^{-1} - 1}{(\tanh \alpha)^{-1} - 1} \]

\( \alpha \) measures the steepness of the field and \( d \) its range, the inhibitory field is the sum of the sources due to all existing primordia; (iv) a new primordium appears on the competent circle when and where the total inhibition becomes lower than a threshold \( E \). Typical value of the cone angle, R, V, \( \alpha \) and E have been chosen to correspond to the situation in Arabidopsis thaliana.

The dynamical system was implemented in Python. The time of initiation is found using a standard Scipy solver, by solving for when the minimum of the inhibition on the circle falls below the threshold. Then a new primordium is created and the process is repeated. We chose to achieve a
Figure S1: Alterations of divergence angle and plastochron as a function of noise strength. Noise strength is either $\sigma_{u/E}$ in the threshold noise model (A,B) and $\sigma_{R/R}$ in the size noise model (C,D). Curves corresponding to increasing noise are plotted on the same graph for divergence angle (A,C) and plastochron (B,D). In the threshold noise model, arrowheads point to (A) the divergence angles corresponding to distichous phyllotaxis (180°) or M-shaped motifs (274°) and (B) to vanishing plastochron. In the size noise model, arrowheads point to (C) the divergence angles corresponding to distichous phyllotaxis (180°) or to spiral of reverse handedness (223°) and (B) to vanishing plastochron.
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precision on time of XXX and on space of XXX. A typical sequence of XXX is generated in XXX hours on a computer XXX.

b) Model with noise

We added two sources of noise in the model, on the threshold of initiation and on the radius of the competent circle. In each case, the threshold (resp. the radius) is re-defined following each initiation from a random variable of Gaussian distribution of mean \( E \) (resp. \( R \)) and standard deviation \( \sigma_E \) (resp. \( \sigma_R \)).

In order to avoid errors on the measurement of the handedness of the phyllotactic pattern, we started each simulation with no noise imposing left-handed spiral. Once the simulation has reached a steady state we turned on noise and started the recording of the sequences of angles and plastochns.

When noise was large enough, we frequently observed a vanishing plastochn. In that case, concomitant initia are equivalent and so we defined their order of appariation at random.

c) Secondary field

After a delay \( T_2 \) (of the same magnitude as the plastochn) after initiation, each primordium becomes a step-like source of inhibition of range (of the same magnitude as \( d \)), of the form \( I_{a=x, d2}(r) \) (having the values 0 if \( r > d2 \) and \( +\infty \) if \( r < d2 \)); the secondary field is the sum of all the contributions of primordia. Initia are formed according to the primary field, but their age is shifted by a value \( \Delta a \) if the secondary field value at the position of inhibition is non zero. Primordia are then ranked according to their corrected age.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. We are grateful to B. Landrein and O. Hamant for fruitful discussions.
Figure S2: Alterations as a function of $\Gamma$ (ratio of inhibition range to competent circle size) (A) Standard deviation of angle normalized by the average angle. (B) Standard deviation of plastochoen normalized by average plastochoen. (C) The proportion of concomitant initiations. (D) Proportion of distichous angles. (E) Proportion of handedness reversals. In general, low $\Gamma$ values enhance the defects of the two sources of noise, but they do not abolish the difference between the defects generated by the two sources of noise. In particular, reversal of the handedness of the spiral remains a typical defect of the size noise model for values ranging from $1.6 < \Gamma < 3$. The strength of the noise in each model is fixed for all these simulations.
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Figure S3: Alterations of divergence angle and plastochron as a function of $\Gamma$. Different values of $\Gamma$ are tested with either the threshold noise model (A,B) or the size noise model (C). Curves corresponding to increasing $\Gamma$ are plotted on the same graph for divergence angle (A,C) and plastochron (B). Low value of $\Gamma$ enhances the defects produced by the two sources of noise. The strength of the noise in each model is fixed for all these simulations.
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**Figure S4:** Correcting effect of the secondary field depends on both its size (d2) and its delay of activation T2. Each curve corresponds to a different combination of d2 and T2. The range of values are 0<T2<3 and 1.2<d2<1.6 (ratio to d) and curves are colored from blue (low T2) to red (high T2). Curves of the same color share the same T2 value with different d2. When the secondary field is turned on too late (about 3 plastochnons after initiation), the correcting effect is abolished. The size of the secondary field must be a bit larger than d.

**Figure S5:** Fast decrease of $\Gamma$ creates M-shaped motif and null plastochnons. (A) Upon a fast drop in the value of $\Gamma$, the divergence angle stabilizes around the golden angle after a transient instability. However, a new sequence of M-shaped motif appears later, indicated residual perturbations. (B) Variation of the plastochnon upon continuous variation of $\Gamma$. We reproduced here the simulation of Douady S. and Couder Y., 1996c, Fig.9: $\Gamma$ first decreases and then increases again, as seen during the development of a sunflower capitolum. The plastochnon follows the variations of $\Gamma$. For low $\Gamma$ values, the plastochnon is close to zero and sometimes vanishes due to its variability (it is not a fixed parameter of the model). These alterations of the plastochnon are highly sensitive to numerical precision.
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In the most commonly accepted mechanism explaining phyllotaxis, local repulsive interactions between primordia control the formation of the pattern. Available biological data support the idea that this repulsion is mediated by chemical inhibitory fields generated by polar auxin transport in the epidermis of the meristem. So far, most of the attention has been paid to the spatial patterns of phyllotaxis. While the system is also largely controlled by its dynamics, the temporal patterns generated by iterative organ production have been less studied. In my work, I have discovered a previously unknown mechanism of coordination between space and time in phyllotactic patterns, based on hormonal inhibitory fields. This result suggests that robustness in phyllotaxis is controlled at different levels and it opens new directions for research.

I. DISCUSSION OF OUR RESULTS

1.1. AHP6 inhibitory fields: a new mechanism controlling the robustness of temporal patterns in Arabidopsis phyllotaxis.

Looking for spatial perturbations in the phyllotaxis of Arabidopsis ahp6 mutants, we ended up with the characterization of temporal instabilities. The plastochron can be defined by two different parameters: its mean length and its regularity. While different genes were identified as regulators of plastochron length in different species (Lee, Yu, et al. 2009), we identified for the first time a biological mechanism controlling plastochron regularity.

1.1. Plastochron instabilities supports the « Snow and Sow » hypothesis and are likely the cause of post-meristematic permutations in phyllotaxis.

The originality of our works was to combine a post-meristematic and a meristematic analysis of phyllotaxis. This led us to establish that (i) perturbations in the phyllotaxis of Arabidopsis thaliana could be explained by permutations in the position of organs along the stem (see chapter 1) and (ii) that these permutations were likely due to simultaneous initiations of pairs or triplets of organs in the meristem (see chapter 2). Notably, time-laps live imaging of auxin signaling clearly shows that the plastochron is irregular in wild-type and even more in ahp6 mutants, suggesting that the time between consecutive organ initiations is not fixed (chapter 2). This is in contradiction with the Hofmeister hypothesis (as defined by Douady and Couder (1996a), see Introduction) and rather
supports the “Snow and Snow” hypothesis (see Introduction): an organ likely forms where and when it is possible. Hereafter, I will use the term permutations to refer to the post-meristematic phenotype and co-initiation to refer to simultaneous initiation of organs in the meristem.

The observation of co-initiations - or even inverted order of organ formation in meristem, could question the theory explaining phyllotaxis. Since the pattern emerge from interactions between organs, one could wonder that changing the order of apparition of organs does not disrupt totally the phyllotaxis. However, as shown by most of the dynamical system models, the new appearing organ in a regular spiral is not positioned by the preceding organ, but by the inhibitory fields of its nearest neighbors. Those latter are found along the contact parastichies. Co-initiations can thus theoretically occur as long as they don't perturb the dynamically important contact parastichies, which keep a “memory” of the geometry of the pattern at each iteration. This explains that Douady and Couder could observe “permutations” in the two models they used (see (1996a) figure 5b and 11; (1996c) figure 9). Note that in their case, the permutations were said to come from inverted order of organ formation, although they also showed that this happened when the plastochron is reduced. Anyway, dynamical system models showed that an important property of a mechanism involving local inhibitory fields is to create robust patterns in space (contact parastichies and the divergence angle are stable) but not necessarily in time. The observation of co-initiations in SAM is thus fully consistent with the frame given by these models.

1.2. co-initiations can be explained by stochasticity and other factors in the frame of theoretical models of phyllotaxis.

Although these abstract models were able to generate permutations, the parameters and the conditions which could promote co-initiations have not been fully explored. Moreover, the limitations in the number of parameters required in these models and their broad biological meaning is a key advantage for this kind of exploratory study. Since it corresponds to our experimental data, we chose to use the second model established by Douady and Couder (1996b): a dynamical system based on local inhibitory fields with the “Snow and Snow” hypothesis (see chapter 3). For the sake of clarity, we will call this type of model “S&S” model hereafter.

In the “S&S” model, the positions of organs and their inhibitory fields are computed iteratively at each steps and new organs are formed where and when it is possible. In simple spiral phyllotaxis (the jugacy is equal to 1), no co-initiations should occur: the displacement of inhibitory fields away from the generative ring should allow only one emergence at a time. However, if there are small
Figure 1: The number of possible co-initiations is likely constrained by the ratio of organ size to meristem size. Schematic drawings of meristems (top-view) with Fibonacci spiral of increasing order (parastichy number 3,5 on the left; 5,8 on the right. Primordia are represented by green circles and numbered according to their age, from the younger to the oldest. The peripheral zone is colored in orange and new initia, which could be co-initiated, are indicated by red circles. They are numbered from the first expected to emerge (i1). The maximum number of simultaneous initiations (2 on the left and 5 on the right in this example) is limited by the girth of the peripheral zone relative to the size of primordia and initia.
geometric imperfections in the position of inhibitory fields, this can create a particular configuration where two organs have “enough space” to emerge at the same time (meaning that two sites are at the same level of activation above the threshold of organ formation at the same time point), or even in a slightly inverted sequence.

We hypothesized that these defects could be generated by a certain level of noise in the system. It is widely accepted that natural, stochastic variability is inevitable in living organisms. However, it is still unclear how biological systems cope with this noise and how its effects are filtered to produce final robust outputs, like developmental patterns. We found that noise affecting a spiral phyllotaxis could lead to different defects: co-initiations, but also reversal of the handedness of the spiral and short segments of distichous phyllotaxis. Interestingly, we found that the source of noise determines the type of the most probable perturbations: our study suggests that co-initiations are not due to noise on the size of the field and indicate that noise on the threshold of activation is a potential candidate instead.

However, it is still possible that other sources of noise could produce co-initiations. Divergence angle sequences obtained in silico with threshold noise do not fully mirror the sequences we measured in quantity and in quality: the model never generated as much perturbations as in our data (15% and 37% of non-canonical in the wild-type and mutant respectively) and co-initiations of three organs were very rare in simulations. Moreover, although it is hard to definitely exclude the presence of short segments of distichous phyllotaxis in the measured sequence, the pipeline of methods used for their analysis did not detect any of them. Thus, since our theoretical exploration was not fully comprehensive, its main lesson is that co-initiations define a particular class of phyllotactic perturbations that likely relies on precise parameters of the system.

Before our analysis, Douady and Couder (1996a; 1996c) observed permutations upon continuous decrease of the control parameter $\Gamma$ ($\Gamma$ indicates the ratio between the size of the inhibitory field of organs and the size of the central non organogenetic zone. See Introduction, figure 11) This transition could represent the increase in the meristem size during development of many plants, for instance during vegetative to reproductive transition when changes in phyllotaxis have been reported for different species (D Kwiatkowska 1995; Dorota Kwiatkowska 2008; Meienheimer 1982; Meienheimer 1998). We recapitulated their findings and found that the faster the transition occurred and the bigger its amplitude was, the more numerous were the co-initiations (Chapter 3, figure S5). Moreover noise and temporal evolution of $\Gamma$ could have additive effect. However, in Arabidopsis, the transition of phyllotaxis occurs when the seedling initiates its first leaves, and
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rosette and inflorescence spiral phyllotaxis have the same (3,5) order, indicating that no significant transition of Γ occurs at the vegetative-to-reproductive transition. Moreover, the stationarity of the sequences we measured (chapter 1) suggest that the initial phyllotactic transition in seedling does not affect the phyllotaxis of inflorescence. To further clarify this point, it would be particularly interesting to scrutinize the presence of permutations (and co-initiations if possible) in plants exhibiting a fast and important change in meristem size associated with a change in phyllotaxis.

As Douady and Couder, we also found that permutations occurred more frequently in high order spiral phyllotaxis associated with low Γ values (plants with a big meristem-to-organ ratio). In our study, these conditions were more sensitive to noise, notably because their plastochron is short: it can thus more easily decrease to zero (Chapter 3, figure S2, S3 and S5). This tendency of bigger meristems to make more permutations can also be explained by a geometric diagram (figure1): there are more possible sites for organ initiation when organs (and their inhibitory fields) are small compared to the girth of the generative ring. Their sequential apparition thus requires a very precise positioning and coordinated displacement of all organs and small perturbations can easily produce a co-initiation. This diagram also indicates that the number of organs involved in co-initiation is restricted by the geometry of the system: it is roughly equal to the number of initia fitting around one turn of the generative ring (360°). If more organs were co-initiated, the contact parastiches would no longer be preserved and the spatial pattern of phyllotaxis would be disrupted.

To summarize, “S&S” models provide a theoretical explanation for co-initiations. While this mechanism is self-correcting for the spacing and is able to define a robust divergence angle, it easily generates temporal instabilities. As a kind of tradeoff, the mechanism of phyllotaxis is thus intrinsically robust in space, and less robust in time. Moreover, this model suggests that particular factors promote the occurrence of co-initiations. First, the bigger the meristem is compared to organ size (low Γ), the less robust is the system to co-initiations. Second, fast evolution of the size of the meristem or noise on the activation threshold for organ formation in the peripheral zone are plausible perturbations of the system that could trigger co-initiations in plants.

1.3. AHP6 controls specifically the rhythmicity of the plastochron by a mechanism involving cytokinin inhibitory fields.

We identified the ahp6 mutation in Arabidopsis as a genetic background where co-initiations are specifically increased. In the frame of the current understanding of phyllotaxis, we could propose three different hypothesis for this phenotype, given the possible origins for co-initiations discussed
**Figure 2:** Proposed model for AHP6 action. See text for details.
above. First, *AHP6* loss could speed up the transition of \( \Gamma \) during development or increase the noise affecting the activation threshold. Second, *ahp6* mutants could have lower \( \Gamma \) or other modified parameters producing a context in which small perturbations are more likely converted into permutations. Third, *AHP6* could be part of a specific mechanism that increases the robustness to temporal instabilities. This hypothesis imply that the simple mechanism of Snow and Snow hypothesis, if it is true, would still function, but not alone: another mechanism would overcome the plastochnon irregularities and avoid co-initiation. Whereas we found no evidences supporting the first two hypotheses, we accumulated data supporting this third one (see chapter 2).

First, we found that *AHP6* protein creates cytokinin inhibitory fields emanating from primordia. We showed that these fields are functional, because they inhibit non cell-autonomously cytokinin in the peripheral zone. Our results further indicate that *AHP6* also limit the number of organ co-initiation non cell-autonomously, through the action of those fields. To support this, we showed that:

1. Consecutive initia (noted i1 and i2) are exposed to differential concentration of *AHP6* because of the pattern of the fields. This creates differential signaling of cytokinin between consecutive initia, with higher signaling in the older inuitum (i1), first bound to emerge.

2. In wild type plants, cytokinin signaling co-exists with auxin signaling in organ initia: the two hormonal signaling increase together as inuitum gets older, in a developmental progressio. Exogenous treatment of CK promote auxin signaling in the peripheral zone, suggesting that CK signaling boost auxin signaling in initia. Since auxin is upstream of *AHP6* activation, this suggests a positive feedback loop between auxin and cytokinin during organogenesis.

3. Abolishing the differential of *AHP6* levels between consecutive initia (mutant or overexpressor) increases co-initiations and abrogates the developmental progression of CK/auxin signaling between initia.

Based on these data, we can propose the following mechanism to explain how *AHP6* controls the stability of the plastochnon. According to the current vision, auxin fields position the site of initia, determined by the convergence of PIN1 pumps. This convergence leads to a local increase in auxin signaling. However, the development of the inuitum is not instantaneous: it follows a developmental progression, during which auxin signaling builds up. *AHP6* fields would control this precise stage. Indeed, cytokinin signaling promotes the increase of auxin signaling in initia, likely by modifying the competence of cells to respond to auxin. It could alter their sensitiveness threshold, their kinetics of response, or absolute level of response, etc. As a consequence, the emergence of an
initium would be faster when it is exposed to higher cytokinin signaling (figure 2). The pattern of AHP6 fields in the meristem ensures that only one initium in the peripheral zone is free from AHP6 influence: the others are exposed to high AHP6 concentration, which would slow down their emergence by buffering cytokinin signaling. Thus, a temporal sequence naturally emerges from the geometry of AHP6 fields in the meristem and from its potential specific action on the timing of early initium development.

We further tested this hypothesis by using a computational model based on the S&S hypothesis with noise. We first showed that AHP6 fields can't be equivalent to auxin fields (i.e., acting on organ positioning during organ initiation, see chapter 3). Indeed, if two fields determine the formation of organs, the different positional information given by the competing fields generates either irregular unstable arrangements or unusual arrangements never observed in nature. In very special cases though, two fields could cooperate if they are in resonance: this was proposed in a mathematical study investigating the properties of fields generated by mechanical buckling and auxin (Newell et al. 2008). Alternatively, we found that a second field can correct co-initiations if it behaves like a filter on the age of primordia (acting after the site organ initiation has been specified). We also showed that this requires an inhibitory effect, i.e. if they make organ younger or delay their emergence (Chapter 3, figure 5). Interestingly, to be efficient, these filter fields must be super-imposed to the main inhibitory field, should be activated with a delay of around one plastochron after organ formation and be wider than the main field (Chapter 3, figure S4). Excepted for the last characteristics for which we do not have any data, this profile fits remarkably with the characteristics of AHP6 fields: observed AHP6 fields behave thus as a bona fide threshold noise filter, as defined by our theoretical study.

Reciprocally, the “S&S” model with noise and filter indicates us interesting mechanisms concerning the cytokinin-auxin crosstalk: the cytokinin inhibitory fields could act on auxin signaling (which is modeled by the activation threshold) to delay organ emergence. This suggests that the effect cytokinin inhibition in the peripheral zone could be to slow down the kinetics of auxin signaling activation in initium. We are currently testing this hypothesis.

Altogether, this mechanism for AHP6 role in phyllotaxis explains the subtle phenotype of the mutant. The loss of AHP6 will not create more co-initiations per se because co-initiations are first generated by the lack of temporal robustness of auxin fields. So ahp6 mutants and wild-type plants can have the same number of co-initiations if they grow in an environment in which auxin inhibitory fields functions ideally, generating few possibilities of simultaneous organ initiations. To
Figure 3: Comparison of the number of co-initiations observed in meristem with the number of permuted organs on stem. (A) Histograms showing percentages of the number of co-initiations scored from live-imaging observations (chapter 2) and percentages of organs involved in 2-Permutations and 3-Permutations calculated from the results of the analysis of post-meristematic divergence angle sequences (chapter 1). The comparison is made for wild-type and ahp6-1 mutants (percentages are indicated in bars). This comparison suggests that two co-initiated primordia have equal chances to be positioned in the right order or to permuted later on the stem, notably in ahp6 mutant were the filter mechanism is lost. (B) Characteristics of the two samples compared are given in the table.
Conclusions and Perspectives

this respect, the AHP6 filter effect can be seen as a “fail-safe” redundant mechanism, that specifically confer robustness to plastochron instabilities in phyllotactic system.

1.4. Importance of plastochron regularity in the control of the segmented architecture of shoots.

The regularity of the plastochron can have important consequences on the architecture of the shoot. \( \textit{ahp6} \) mutants have an increased number of non-elongated internodes, which are much more frequent in permuted sub-sequences of phyllotaxis. Interestingly, we found that the half of non-elongated internode was associated with permutations (chapter 1) and we counted twice as much co-initiations in the meristems as the number of 2-permutations on the stem (chapter 2, see also figure 3 in this part). This suggests that (i) half of the organs co-initiated in the SAM are later permuted on the stem (ii) a significant number of non-elongated internodes in baseline segments could come from the other half of co-initiated organs. We thus propose that the temporal separation between organ initiation is a important determinant for the development of the internode. The genetic regulation of internode specification and development only begins to be elucidated. It has been shown that it involves heterodimers between two classes of TALE (three-amino-acid-loop-extension) homeobox proteins (Hamant & Pautot 2010): the members of the knotted1-like homebox (KNOX) family such as STM and KNAT1/BREVIPEDICULLUS and the members of the BELLRINGER1-like homeodomain family (BELL) like PENNYWISE or POUNDFOULISH (Smith & Sarah Hake 2003; Kanrar et al. 2006). On of the function of these heterodimers could be to exclude the expression of other transcription factors from the internode, like \( \textit{KNAT2} \) and \( \textit{KNAT6} \) (Ragni et al. 2008), or \( \textit{CUC2} \) (Peaucelle et al. 2007). It will be interesting to investigate how this program is controlled by the events of early organ formation and by the interactions of co-initiated initia.

The segmentation of the stem in repetitive units (an internode and a subtending organ) called phytomers is thus at least partially controlled in the meristem by AHP6 fields: the temporal regularity is converted in a spatial regularity of phytomer along the stem. In animals, the segmentation of the antero-posterior axis relies on different mechanisms. In the growing notochords of vertebrates, the dynamic segmentation into somites is controlled by an internal molecular clock coupled to a spatial gradients of morphogens. In the growing apex of plants, the mechanism controlling phytomer production is not totally understood, but it seems to be radically different. In particular, no molecular clock sets the pace of the system: it emerges from the dynamics of organ
formation. In this respect, AHP6 fields can be seen as a mechanism ensuring the robustness of this particular “phyllotactic clock”.

1.2. Auxin inhibitory fields: new insights on the spacing mechanism controlling phyllotaxis.

Although our research oriented us to consider the temporal pattern of phyllotaxis, we also obtained interesting data concerning the spacing mechanism of phyllotaxis, notably about the dynamic interactions between organs.

2.1. New arguments supporting the existence of local inhibitory fields

First evidences of local repulsive interactions came from pioneering microsurgery experiments (see Introduction: (M. Snow & R. Snow 1932; M. Snow & R. Snow 1933; Wardlaw 1949; Didier Reinhardt et al. 2005). However, these experiments were very invasive and needed to be interpreted with caution, since artifacts due to other responses, like wounding for example, could be the cause of the results observed. However, they are to our knowledge, the only experimental evidence that the position of organ formation is controlled by the nearest contact neighbors. Then, series of experiments using exogenous chemical treatments, genetics and modern molecular biology led to the “auxin model”, where repulsive fields are created by auxin depletion fields around primordia. These experiments provided the first cellular and molecular basis for the mechanism governing phyllotaxis. Although not invasive, these techniques are based on the observation of extremely perturbed meristems, like the naked apices from pin1 mutants (Okada et al. 1991) or NPA-treated plants (D Reinhardt et al. 2000)(NPA is a drug inhibiting polar auxin transport). Besides, in this plants, the phenotype is drastic, with a complete loss of organs: it is therefore not possible to study the dynamic relationships between organs and their neighbors. To date, there is no experimental way to investigate separately the crucial role of auxin for organ formation and its specific role for organ spacing.

In this context, we chose an original approach to study phyllotaxis without perturbing directly the organogenesis or meristem integrity (see chapter1). We let the pattern develop and we inferred from the sequences of divergence angles measured on elongated stems the events that occurred in the meristem. We then developed a pipeline of methods that allowed us identifying patterns revealing particular relationships between organs. Notably, we interpreted two important features in
our data as new experimental arguments supporting the existence of local repulsions between organs along the contact parastichies.

First, as discussed above, permutations in the order of appearance of organs along the stem are predicted by a dynamic model of local inhibitory fields, with either the “Hofmeister” hypothesis or the “Snow and Snow” hypothesis (as defined by Douady and Couder, (1996a)). Moreover, considering that biological system are submitted to noise and that changes in meristem size during development imposes transition to the system, such permutations should be expected in many plants and could even be frequent. Permutations were reported in real plants for the first time by Couder (1998), in one sunflower with a rare Lucas spiral phyllotaxis (compared to the most common Fibonacci spiral, see table 1 in Introduction). Our data show that these permutations are very common in Arabidopsis, even in wild-type plants with normal Fibonacci phyllotaxis. Thus, our characterization of permutations can be seen as a important argument supporting a conserved mechanism of local repulsive interactions in plant phyllotaxis.

Second, we observed that the most probable length of intervals of synchronized organs between two permutations events follow a particular law: most of the time, a new permutation occur 1 or 3 organ initiation after the end of a preceding permutation. We found that the disposition of the organ in this situation was particular: permuted organs align along the same contact parastichies (see Chapter 1, figure 6). This suggests that if an organ is involved in a permutation, it would transmit its defect to its nearest neighbors, promoting a new permutation if organogenesis has returned to a normal sequence meanwhile. Although below the statistical threshold of relevance, we might also detect the effect of contact parastichies in the oscillations of unperturbed sequences of divergence angles (chapter 1, figure 8). Nonetheless, it would be necessary to increase the precision of angle measure to prove it. Together, these data are the first evidence of the effect of contact parastichies in the positioning of new primordia in plants that grew without being experimentally perturbed.

2.2. New predictions concerning the auxin fields in the SAM.

The current biological mechanism explaining phyllotaxis is based only on auxin depletion fields. Altogether, our data indicate two predictions concerning these auxin fields: (1) they should generate co-initiations as those seen in ahp6 mutants and (2) the size of the auxin depletion field should only reach the nearest neighbors.

In ahp6 mutants, we observed very complex patterns of permutations, notably due to various chaining of permutations involving two to three organs. According to our model, the loss of AHP6
fields does not modify auxin fields, it only reveals the intrinsic capacity of auxin fields to generate co-initiation. Thus, ahp6 mutants are a very interesting genetic background to investigate the characteristic of auxin fields, because the temporal defects they generate are no more hidden by the AHP6 fields. Moreover, the current models of phyllotaxis, either abstract (like “S&S” models) or more realistic (like cell-based models of polar auxin transport with a virtual growing SAM), should reproduce co-initiations patterns as seen in ahp6 mutants. This could help constraining the parameter space used in these models or even indicate how to elaborate better models.

To date, the size of auxin fields is not precisely known. Since there is no tools available to precisely measure auxin concentrations in plant tissues, auxin depletion fields have never been observed directly. Instead, a indirect approach have been proposed: assuming that PIN1 carriers pump auxin out of cells, a map of the direction of auxin fluxes between cells was established from the observed polarization of PIN1 proteins in Arabidopsis meristems. Then, using computational models, a virtual map of auxin concentrations was calculated based on this PIN1 protein network, suggesting an accumulation in primordia (de Reuille et al. 2006). Conversely, it possible to determine the area of cells that contributed to form the peak of auxin in each organ. The authors called it the influence zone of a primordium and it might correspond to the inhibitory depletion field of auxin (Stoma et al. 2008). However, the meristematic zone studied was quite small, including only three primordia: it is therefore not possible to see the influence zone of the nearest neighbors (with 3 and 5 parastichies like Arabidopsis, it is necessary to have at least 6 primordia in the same picture, since the contact neighbors of the 1st organ are the 4th and the 6th). Alternatively, our laboratory recently developed an auxin signaling sensor, DII-VENUS, which allows doing observations and measurements of the region experiencing auxin signaling around a primordium (Vernoux et al. 2011). This promising tool will help us analyzing further the dynamics of auxin signaling using live imaging, focusing on the relationships between organs along contact parastichies. However, we will also need to determine what is the biological meaning of this zone compared to the supposed auxin depletion field. The results of such research will be quite important: if the size of auxin field is compatible with the parastichies, then a model based on auxin alone is plausible. However, if auxin fields do not fit the expected size, additional factors must be involved in the spacing mechanism of organs during phyllotaxis.
1.3. Other inhibitory fields ? Proposition of a model with multiple hierarchical fields.

Many questions concerning the control of phyllotaxis and its robustness are still unanswered. In particular, our data illustrate how robust is the spatial positioning: even in highly perturbed ahp6 mutants, the divergence angle remains precisely around the golden angle or around multiples of the golden angle generated by permutations (see Chapter 1). While in theory, mechanisms based on local inhibitory fields explain this robustness, it is still unclear how a biological mechanism can reproduce this property. Indeed, to generate a stable pattern, it is required that the control parameters of the system (size of the inhibitory fields and size of the central zone, given by $\Gamma$) stay relatively constant. As shown by models, a very rapid evolution of $\Gamma$ requires long transitions before the pattern stabilizes and to much noise can even disrupt the pattern. But in real plants, experimental data indicate that at least the size of the central zone may not be stable over time (Geier et al. 2008) and can adapt rapidly to changes in the dynamic CLV3/WUS regulatory loop (Reddy et al. 2004). Besides, PIN proteins have been shown to respond very rapidly to changes in auxin concentration, notably in roots, while in the SAM, exogenous auxin treatments never perturb the phyllotaxis. Again, it would be necessary to visualize auxin fields in vivo to determine whether they are stable over time.

The principles of the mechanism we propose for AHP6 could help us understanding how different mechanisms can cooperate during the formation of the pattern. Importantly, only one main field (excepted if several fields are in resonance) must bring the positional information for organ initiation to generate a stable pattern. To date, experimental data support that this main field is made by auxin depletion zone around primordia. Then, like AHP6 fields, we propose that several other fields could provide robustness to phyllotaxis. They could act as a filter on the auxin field, to regulate some of its property. Thus, they would not control organ positioning by themselves, but they could for example buffer variations of the size auxin fields or of the central zone over time. For example, it is possible that another field than AHP6 filters out specifically the distichous angles we observed with the threshold noise in the S&S model (chapter 3): it would thus explain why such angles are not observed in ahp6 mutants. The recent feedback of mechanical stresses on PIN1 polarity could be seen as such an additional mechanical field (Heisler et al. 2010). With the development of various signaling sensors for different signaling pathways, we can hope that the existence of such fields will be investigated in the future.
1.4. A new role for cytokinin in organogenesis reveals the complexity of hormonal crosstalk controlling development.

Our results suggest that cytokinin promotes the first step of organ initiation and acts in a positive feedback loop with auxin (see chapter 2, see also figure 2). In the literature, the interplays between auxin and cytokinin are complex and sometimes contradictory. In the shoot meristem, an antagonism between auxin and cytokinin actions is often described. Some data indicate that cytokinin regulate cell cycle, they have been shown to be involved in stem cell maintenance in the central zone and they are thought to inhibit differentiation in organs. Auxin would rather trigger differentiation and cell expansion in the peripheral zone. However, this antagonism is questioned by several data. First, during in vitro plant regeneration, different ratios of auxin and cytokinin induce different fates: high auxin/cytokinin ratios promote roots whereas increasing cytokinin concentrations to auxin will induce shoots. These classical in vitro studies thus already suggested that whereas auxin and cytokinin would be rather antagonistic in roots, they could act in synergy in shoots. Second, recent molecular data, including ours, also sustain a synergy between auxin and cytokinin during organogenesis in shoots (see in Introduction).

This positive role for cytokinin in organogenesis suggests another possible effect of AHP6 fields during development: they could buffer variation of cytokinin levels. Indeed, many data indicate that the concentration of cytokinin in the SAM are not constant in time. Firstly, cytokinin levels increase during the vegetative to floral transition (Jacqnard et al. 2002; Corbesier et al. 2003). Secondly, it has been shown that cytokinin in shoot increases with the strength of evapo-transpiration, because this enhances the root-to-shoot cytokinin transport (R. Aloni et al. 2005). Thirdly, a recent study in Arabidopsis showed that cytokinin signaling in the SAM was lowered in the dark (Yoshida et al. 2011). Thus, cytokinin concentration in the SAM depends on both developmental and environmental factors. Sudden increase in cytokinin signaling in the SAM could trigger more co-initiations and perturb phyllotaxis. AHP6 fields would then be important in these particular physiological conditions. To test this hypothesis, it would be pertinent to see whether the phenotype of ahp6 mutant is enhanced when evapo-transpiration increases.

Moreover, recent data raise interesting questions about additional roles of AHP6 fields. In the brassicaceae Sinapis alba (closely related to Arabidopsis), new plasmodesmata were shown to be formed at the onset of flowering and concomitantly (S Ormenese et al. 2000), the central symplasmic field increases (Sandra Ormenese et al. 2002). The authors also showed that exogenous applications of cytokinin also induce the formation of plasmodesmata (Sandra Ormenese et al.
Figure 4: Presence of genes encoding putative pseudo-HPt in various eudicots (From Mählönen et al, 2006, figure S6). Alignment of pseudo HPt sequences from Citrus sinensis (CV719046 cDNA), Lotus corniculatus (AP004963 genomic DNA), Medicago truncatula (AC149579 genomic DNA) and Populus trichocarpa (eugene3.00011377 genomic DNA supported by BI138846 and CK101773 cDNAs; eugene3.00440046 genomic DNA) with Arabidopsis thaliana HPts (AHP1-6 genomic and cDNA). Phosphoaccepting histidine (marked by a red H above alignment) in the conserved xHQxxGSSxS motif is lacking from the pseudo HPts.
2006), suggesting that the natural increase of cytokinin level in SAM during floral transition is responsible for the increase in the central symplasmic fields and could alter the exchange of many signaling molecules in the SAM. As a consequence, it is possible that AHP6 fields also interfere with this effect of cytokinin and limit the exchange of some signaling molecules through plasmodesmata. Comparing the size of the symplasmic fields between wild type and ahp6 mutant plants could provide a first answer to this topic. Interestingly, since AHP6 likely moves through plasmodesmata, cytokinin could even promote the establishment of AHP6 fields: those latter would then act in a negative feedback loop on cytokinin signaling.

In a wider perspective, auxin/cytokinin ratios could be a fundamental parameter of meristem architecture and phyllotaxis. In Arabidopsis, the loss of the feedback loop of AHP6 on auxin in ahp6 mutants produces plastochron instabilities and leads to perturbations of phyllotaxis. In Maize, the loss of another cytokinin signaling inhibitor, type-A ARR APHYL1, triggers a more drastic phenotype, with a change from a distichous to a decussate phyllotaxis. More generally, auxin/cytokinin crosstalk impacts both the size of stem cell niche and organogenesis, which are the two main terms of the control parameter $\Gamma$ from the model of Douady and Couder (see Introduction, figure 11). This indicates that understanding the combination of the signaling of these two hormones may be important to explain the robustness of phyllotaxis, and also its diversification between species during evolution.

1.5. Why has a mechanism evolved that limits co-initiations in phyllotaxis?

Our data support a model in which auxin inhibitory fields determine organ positioning and AHP6 fields tune the periodicity of organ emergence. However, since the global pattern of phyllotaxis is not disrupted by permutations, one might wonder about the evolutionary advantage conferred by a specific mechanism limiting their occurrence.

The conservation of a gene and its expression patterns in the course of evolution is often used to suggest the conservation of its role and hence, the potential importance of its function. Available phylogenetic data indicate that AHP6 is likely conserved throughout the eudicots (figure 4) (Mähönen et al. 2006) but is not present in rice and maize, two monocots (figure 5). Thus, AHP6 is not a conserved regulator of phyllotaxis in all angiosperms. However, it would be necessary to look for AHP6 orthologs in other monocots, in basal angiosperms (e.g. Amborella trichopoda) and in
Figure 5: Phylogeny of HPt and pseudo-HPt in Arabidopsis, Maize and Rice. (A) Phylogenetic tree of the 5 HPt and of the pseudo-HPt AHP6 in Arabidopsis thaliana. For each protein the corresponding structure is indicated on the right. The conserved transmitter domain with the conserved Histidine (H) residue that gets phosphorylated is indicated as a blue box. Note it is substituted in AHP6. Adaptated from Müller B., 2011 (B) Phylogenetic tree of the HPt from Arabidopsis, Maize (Zea mais) and Rice (Oriza sativa). AHP6 was omitted in this study. Adapted from Ito Y. et al., 2006. Both trees were calculated using full-length protein sequences. The scale bars represent 0.1 amino acids substitution per site in A, 100 amino acid residues in B.
gymnosperms to resolve AHP6 phylogeny and determine whether it first appeared in eudicots or alternatively was in monocots. The maize genome contains three Histidine phosphotransfer HPt (HPt) proteins and no pseudo HPt as has been reported so far. Interestingly, the rice genome contains two HPt proteins (OHP1 and OHP2) and three pseudo HPt proteins (OHP3 to 5), that are not direct orthologs of AHP6, but that exhibit the same natural substitution of the conserved histidine residue necessary for phosphotransfer activity (Figure 5)(Ito & Kurata 2006). This tree indicates that the gene family of HPt and pseudo-HPt have greatly evolved since the separation of eudicots and monocots and even since the separation of rice and maize. Moreover, the tree suggests the convergent evolution of HPt into intracellular inhibitors of cytokinin signaling in some monocots and dicots species. This observation raises the possibility that the function of these cytokinin signaling inhibitors has been conserved despite the divergent molecular evolution of the gene family. To confirm these hypotheses, analysis of rice mutants for these three pseudo-HPt and the determination of their expression patterns, notably in the shoot, would be very helpful.

An important fact could explain the divergence of pseudo-HPt between eudicots and rice and maize: these two plants, as most other poales, show a distichous phyllotaxis. According to “S&S” models (see above), this type of phyllotaxis with high Γ is not likely to produce co-initiations: it is thus possible that no mechanism controlling the robustness of plastochron has evolved in this phylogenetic group. However, the regulatory loop between auxin and ABPHYL1 in maize (Lee, Johnston, et al. 2009), where no pseudo-HPt have been reported, and the strong phyllotactic phenotype of the abphyll mutant (Jackson & S Hake 1999) still suggests that the expression of cytokinin signaling inhibitors during organogenesis is important for the control of phyllotaxis. It would be interesting to determine whether ABPHYL1 protein moves in fields outside organs and acts non-cell autonomously. We could imagine that in the last common ancestor of monocots and eudicots, a mechanism of auxin-induced, cytokinin signaling inhibitory fields already existed and that it then evolved differently: it would control the regularity of the plastochron in plants with a spiral phyllotaxis, as in most eudicots, while in plants with distichous phyllotaxis, as polaes, it would regulate the size of the central zone, as suggested for the role of ABPHYL1. Note however that a role for ABPHYL1 on the plastochron has recently been proposed. Observing that the plastochron length increases in abphyll mutants, Lee et al (2009; 2009) proposed that ABPHYL1 could regulate the plastochron in the organ by controlling the strength of the auxin flux. In this model, cells in the peripheral zone would take more time to differentiate and the increase in SAM size would be primarily due to an accumulation of cells in the peripheral zone rather than more
proliferation of stem cells in the center. To test this hypothesis, it would be necessary to measure the size of the stem cell pool in abphyll mutants, using CLV3 expression as reporter for example.

Based on these data, we could propose as a working hypothesis for evo/devo studies that the regulation of plastochron by cytokinin inhibitors expressed early in organ formation has a common evolutionary origin in angiosperms, although divergent molecular networks could have evolved in the different clades in correlation with the evolution of the type of phyllotaxis. To test this hypothesis, it would be necessary to develop an evo/devo approach on phyllotaxis, with a systematic comparison of the type of phyllotaxis, the presence of post-meristematic permutations, the presence of co-initiations in the meristem and the expression of cytokinin inhibitors generating fields of protein expression.

Despite the lack of data supporting a conservation of the AHP6 mechanism in angiosperms, we can propose possible reasons to explain that this mechanism has been selected during evolution, at least in eudicots. This hypothesis implies that co-initiations should lower the fitness of plants. However, demonstrating this would not be trivial, since it is still unknown whether having regular patterns of phyllotaxis confers increased fitness. Some authors think that the regular organ arrangement around axes does not improve the fitness per se. In this scenario, auxin would have been selected as the mechanism regulating organogenesis for some other unknown reason and its capacity to generate regular phyllotaxis would have evolved by chance. On the other hand, the evolutionary advantage of phyllotaxis is defended by two different hypotheses (Kuhlemeier 2007): phyllotaxis could optimize light capture (F Valladares & R. Pearcy 1998; King et al. 2004; R. W. Pearcy et al. 2005) or packing of organs in the meristem (Airy 1873). Related to this last hypothesis, we observed that inflorescences of ahp6 mutants are more opened and that their meristem is less protected. This phenotype should be precisely quantified and it should be determined whether permutations are responsible for it. More opened meristem could be caused by the perturbations of internode development which is increased by co-initiations. We could determine experimentally if ahp6 meristems are less protected than wild-type ones from damages caused by of insects or other environmental factors. In this case, the mechanism of AHP6 could provide an optimization of mechanical protection provided by compact phyllotaxis.
Figure 6: Reconstruction of *Arabidopsis* phyllotaxis from laser-scanner data. A stem of mature *Arabidopsis thaliana* was acquired with a laser scanner in 3D (in coll. With S. Carre, G. Louarn and D. Combes, INRA, URP3F, Lusignan) and the architecture was reconstructed by computer (in coll. with F. Boudon and C. Preuksakarn, INRIA Virtual Plant, Montpellier) The next step will be to extract the sequences of divergence angles and internode lengths.
II. PERSPECTIVES

In this last part, I suggest possible directions of research I would find relevant to follow in a next future.

II.1. Phenotyping phyllotaxis in different plants

Our work proved the relevance of measuring full sequence of divergence angles on large populations. It illustrates how powerful statistics can be to characterize perturbations, and how it can give significant insights on the developmental mechanisms of phyllotaxis.

Beyond the example of Sunflower and Arabidopsis, we propose that permutations should be widely present in phyllotaxis of vascular plants, especially in high order spiral phyllotaxis. Moreover, in many studies focusing on model plants like Arabidopsis, authors mentioned the existence of phyllotactic phenotypes in mutants, without precisely characterizing the perturbations. We provide now a pipe-line of method to identify permutations in perturbed phyllotaxis of different plant species or mutants. However, the time-consuming acquisition of measures of divergence angles or internode lengths may be an hindrance to the development of this approach. We are now considering new techniques to acquire phyllotactic parameters in a fast and reliable manner. We already tested a technique based on automatic laser 3D-scanning of plant stems followed by computational extraction of divergence angle and internode length (figure 6). The development of such techniques should promote phenotyping of phyllotaxis in many plants, and could boost the research on phyllotaxis. For example, high-throughput acquisition techniques could allow systematic evo-devo approaches, or genetic screens for new regulators of phyllotaxis in genetic model plants.

Our work also demonstrated the importance of conducting post-meristematic and meristematic analysis in parallel. After careful meristem observation, we explained permutations by a perturbation of the rhythmicity of the plastochron. However, permutations could be also caused by other mechanisms (see chapter 1, in discussion). For example, in the epidermis of the meristem, peaks of auxin could form with a regular plastochron and permutation would appear later, because of perturbations in the timing of the vascular connection of the flower bud to the stem or because of perturbations in the timing of internode development. Alternatively, rhythmicity of the plastochron could be the same, while the order of emergence would be permuted. Considering these hypotheses,
permutations in stems indicate a general perturbation in the timing of early organ development in the SAM. However, identifying the precise step which is affected requires a comparison between meristematic and post-meristematic analysis.

In the future, a more systematic phenotyping of phyllotaxis at microscopic and macroscopic levels by similar methods as we used should help answering these questions: (1) At which frequency permutations can be found in the phyllotaxis of different species? (2) Are permutations always caused by co-initiations? (3) what are the factors promoting this phenotype and the correlation with the type of phyllotaxis? (4) do other class of phyllotactic perturbations exist?

II.2. Exploring the molecular network behind the effect of AHP6 fields and the auxin-cytokinin crosstalk

We propose that downstream of auxin-induced organogenesis, AHP6 fields regulate the timing of the formation of younger organs, notably through a feedback on auxin. However, the molecular players of this regulatory loop are still unknown and I would propose to dissect more precisely the following steps.

First, we are interested in identifying the transcription factors that activate AHP6. The auxin-activated ARF transcription factors are obvious targets, notably ARF5/MONOPTEROS (MP), which is expressed in the peripheral zone. In a collaboration, we are currently testing the binding of MP to AHP6 promoter by in vitro assay (using an Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay). A larger screen could be carried out using different techniques, like a yeast one-hybrid screen. A crucial aspect of AHP6 transcription is that it starts with a delay compared to the auxin reporter DR5: this allows AHP6 to function non cell autonomously and creates differential expression between I1 and I2. It would be thus interesting to understand how this precise timing of activation of AHP6 is regulated.

Then, if AHP6 buffers the cytokinin signaling in the peripheral zone, the positive elements of the cytokinin transduction pathway that are present in the peripheral zone (PZ) are not clearly identified. Studies suggest that the type-B ARR1, ARR10 and ARR12 are the major transcription factors of this gene family to be active in the shoot (R. D. Argyros et al. 2008; Ishida et al. 2008): the expression of these candidates in I1 and I2 could be first investigated. Besides, the identification of the transcription factors mediating cytokinin signaling in the PZ will allow looking for their targets, notably to determine if they directly control elements of auxin synthesis, transport or
signaling, supporting the positive feedback we propose. In parallel, it should be determined which parameters of auxin signaling are modified by cytokinin: the kinetics of the response or the level of the reponse or both. Experiments to test this issue are underway. We could also imagine that auxin and cytokinin act in synergy because their respective transcription factors activate common targets: to this respect, a comparison of ARF and type-B ARR genes targets from data in the literature or by bio informatics could be instructive.

Moreover, the genetic interaction I showed between PINOID and AHP6 indicate a direction for investigating the link between auxin transport and cytokinin signaling. First, it is necessary to analyze precisely the phyllotaxis of \( ahp6 \) \(-/-\) \( x \) \( pid \) \(+/-\) plants to determine if their enhanced phenotype is due only to permutations or if additional defects are present. Then the observations of several reporters of auxin and cytokinin signaling could indicate why phyllotaxis strongly loose its robustness in this genetic background.

Finally, the link between auxin and cytokinin could be also explored in a different context. In the flower, \( AHP6 \) is expressed in incipient floral organ and \( ahp6 \) mutants have additional sepals, petals and stamens. The explanation of this phenotype is not clear. Different regulators between flower and the SAM could be responsible for the differences. Interestingly, floral phyllotaxis is whorled: an exciting hypothesis would be that the same crosstalk are conserved between the two tissue, but that the different dynamics of the pattern formation in the two context lead to different developmental outputs.

II.3. Exploring the auxin fields by new experimental and modeling approaches.

How dynamic polar auxin transport generates robust self-organization remains an important question in phyllotaxis.

As discussed above, the visualization of the dynamics of auxin depletion field is a major challenge. Combining analysis of PIN1 polarization, DII-VENUS expression patterns (indicating the input in the auxin signaling pathway and in many cases, revealing local auxin concentrations) and DR5 expression patterns (resulting from auxin signaling outputs) in living plants is now indispensable to understand how the pattern emerge from auxin transport, perception and transduction, respectively. Moreover, comparison of genetic wild type and \( ahp6 \) mutant
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backgrounds would give interesting information on how the auxin system behaves without an important feedback.

Research on auxin and phyllotaxis during the last decade has proved how models were valuable to understand how this complex system works. The abstract models based on dynamic systems have allowed considerable progress in the understanding of the process. Moreover, since most of the real biological parameters concerning auxin are unknown (e.g. auxin concentrations production and decay, pumping rates of PIN proteins, affinity with receptors, etc.), they remain extremely powerful to test hypothesis on the mechanisms of phyllotaxis. However, we found that the model we used were more robust to plastochron instabilities than the auxin fields likely are, because we did not reproduce realistic perturbations compared to our experimental data. A sensitivity analysis could indicate better parameters to generate realistic perturbations. Other sources of noise we have not tested could also give better results. Alternatively, this could suggest that other models could better describe the phenomenon. Their major simplification is to transform organ formation in a discrete event (Douady & Couder 1996c; Green 1996): organs appear instantaneously and at a point on the generative ring. In reality, organogenesis is rather gradual and occur continuously over space in the area corresponding to the peripheral zone. Since co-initiations and AHP6 fields seems to involve precisely this developmental window of early organ emergence, it is possible that models including a progressive formation of an initium would generate interesting temporal instabilities and produce relevant biological predictions.
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